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Creditors demand sweeter offer 
CREDITORS of Skeena Cellulose may get an 
improved offer to repay their unpaid bills. 
Court-appoinled monitor David Bowra came away 
from meetings with creditors here Monday con- 
vinced of their resolve to reject he current offer on 
the table. 
The creditors vote Dec. 17 on whether to accept an 
offer of $10,000 plus five cents on the dollar for 
amounts over that figure. 
Bowra indicated he will recommend the company 
consider sweetening the offer to the creditors, but 
added the ability to do that is very limited. 
Such an arrangement might involve promises of 
more money --not immediately, but over three or 
four years, he suggested. 
Creditors group spokesman Justin Rigsby is col- 
lecting proxy forms from individual creditors o they 
can vote as a large block and carry more bargaining 
power. "Most people are opposed to the offer and 
will ~'ote no," Rigsby said. "I haven't found anyone 
yet who says they're going to vote yes." 
Next week's vote must pass by a majority of the 
580 creditors holding 75 per cent of the unsecured 
debt. 
Rigsby's aim is to gather proxies for more than 25 
per cent of the debt-- or $21 million - -  and vote 
down the plan. 
He says the group believes creditors who intend to 
reject he restructuring plan hold more than $25 mil- 
lion of the unpaid bills. 
If the plan is rejected and the company goes bank- 
rupt, the creditors would get nothing. But they're 
gambling that the company and its shareholders will 
improve the offer rather than let that happen. 
Bowra said the company is already forced to bor- 
row the $9.5 million needed to cover the payments o 
the unsecured creditors. And it's also faced with pay- 
ing for its captital expenditure loan of up to $140 mil- 
lion, paying down its operating line of credit, and 
paying the term debt of $75 million to shareholders. 
"If the vote fails, there's very little alternative but 
to go into bankruptcy," Bowra said. 
If creditors do vote yes, they'll get the $10,000 
payments on or around Dec. 22. The balance of five 
cents on the dollar on amounts over that would be 
paid out early in the new year. 
The $10,000 up-front offer is structured to get 
enough support from smaller creditors for the vote to 
pass. 
Of the 590 creditors owed money, 294 of them are 
owed amounts less than $25,000 and the average of 
their claims is $10,000. Thirty-five creditors are 
owed $50 million. 
"If this company does go into bankruptcy, it's 
unlikely the pulp mill will operate in the short erm," 
Bowra said. "And the sawmills could be sold 
piecemeal." 
The province of B.C. agreed last month to buy out 
the Royal Bank's hare of the company and become 
the majority owner of Skeena Cellulose at 52.5 per 
cent. 
The province had originally contemplated xtend- 
ing some of its shares to the unsecured creditors in 
lieu of cash, but that idea was abandoned because the 
province would lose majority control of the 
company. 
Lights contest 
offers prizes 
WITH CHRISTMAS LIGHTS appearing esdier and 
earlier each year, sponsors of the 9th annual Chrislmas 
Decorating Contest expect a good choice of entries this 
season .  
Judges will be out the evening of Dec 19 looking at 
entries in five categories - -  best home, best apart- 
mentfiaobile, best street, best commercial display and 
best effort overall. 
"Judges will be made up of local realtors, the Ter- 
race Beautification Society and one city councillor," 
said Derick Kennedy who is organizing the contest on 
behalf of sponsor the Northwest Real Estate Board. 
Also sponsoring the event is The Terrace Standard. 
Winners in the categories will receive plaques and a 
variety of prizes donated by local merchants. 
The entry deadline is 5 p.m. Dec. 18 and entries can 
be submitted to any real estate agency or to the North- 
west Real Estate Board office. That fax number is 638- 
1837. 
WITH A shake of Me hand, Crash Helmut co-chair 
Lorne Sexton, right, acknowledges Terrace city coun- 
cilor Tim Down as the first person to the sign the petJ- 
tion to recall Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
Organizers have until Feb. 5 to collect the required 
number of signatures to oust Giesbrecht from office, 
Recallers won't 
release numbers 
By JEFF NAGEL 
RECALL ORGANIZERS are refusing to 
release the number of signatures they've 
gathered Since kicking off their campaign to 
oust Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
"That's classified," said organizer Lorne 
Sexton of the number of signatures. "We're 
going to keep that quiet. We're going to keep 
the other side guessing." 
But Sexton says the campaign has had a very 
good response since beginning the drive to 
recall Giesbrecht last Friday. 
Another measure of the strength of the cam- 
paign is the number of canvassers. 
Sexton says around 70 canvassers have regis- 
tered. He had predicted 125 would be in action 
and had hoped for around 200. 
But he said he plans to have more in place 
before the campaign moves to a door-to-door 
canvassing phase after Christmas. 
The campaign eeds ignatures of 7,558 peo- 
ple eligible to vote here in the 1996 election in 
order to remove Giesbrecht and force a 
byelection. 
Sexton said the group's trategy will be to 
sign up the 2,100 people the recallers had earli- 
er identified as people willing to sign the 
petition. 
Other plans include conducting mass signups 
at central locations, such as the mall. 
Sexton says recallers are going as far as 
Vancouver Island and the Oknnagan to track 
down former voters here who have moved 
away to other parts of the province. 
He said the reeaU campaign is also advertis- 
ing province-wide in B.C. Report magazine in 
hopes of gaining support and contributions 
from outside the constituency. 
"A successful recall would benefit all British 
Columbians," he said. "They've got a 10t to 
gain from helping us." 
The first person to sign the recall petition ai a 
kick-off ceremony Friday morning at the B.C. 
Access Centre was Terrace city councillor Tim 
Down. 
Down, who is moving to Chilliwack and 
expects to resign from council this month, said 
Giesbrecht publicly ridiculed him after he criti- 
cized the MLA for Skeena Cellulose crisis. 
He said he wanted to work with Giesbrecht 
when he got on council but found the MLA 
unresponsive. 
Down said Giesbrecht's record includes fai- 
lure to deliver improved health care service ot 
money for new schools here. 
"I believe he's an ineffective MLA and I 
believe we deserve to have better epresenta- 
tion," Down said. 
"I'm here to sign this to show my 
conviction." 
While the recall forces are out gathering sig- 
natures, the group supporting Giesbrecht is 
developing its own strategy. 
Elaine Pigeau, co-chair of the Skeena 
Taxpayers Association, says recall•is a tough 
opponent to battle. 
Urging people to not sign the recall petition 
is different han an election campaign where ' 
the efforts are concentrated toward one general 
voting day, she said. 
"This is something that happens every day. 
We'll be out every day asking people not to 
sign," Pigeau added. 
"People are calling us every day and asking 
what they can do and we're saying talk to 
people." 
Private petition urged 
RECALL organizers want to keep secret But Elections B.C. officials say the roles 
the names of people who sign the recall peti- 
tion here. 
Organizer Mike Rosenau said some union 
memberst fear reprisals from their union exec- 
utives if anybody-- particularly NDP offi- 
c ia ls -  can see their signatures, 
Government employees and entrepreneurs 
and contractors who work with government 
might also worry about signing a public 
document. 
"There are a lot of people who are a little 
bit worried about he government being vin- 
dictive," added organizer Lorne Sexton. 
require that the names on the petition be avail- 
able for public inspection after it's verified as 
being successful. 
People who sign a form promising to use 
the information only for authorized purposes 
can then inspect the petition in Victoria or 
request hat a copy of it be sent to them, said 
Elections B.C's Jennifer Miller. 
Authorized purposes are the same as those 
for the voters' list - -  meaning that it can be 
used by organizers in future election cam- 
paigns for electoral purposes. 
Continued on A2 
Coho stocks plummet to.. record lows 
By DAVE TAYLOR "The situation on the Skeena is ex- '~ 'continue until at least 2001 to prevent "i'hat brought the exploitation rate down their inititl stages of planning for next 
DISASTROUSLY LOW returns ofcoho tremely serious," says head of north the extinction of many runs. to 40-50 per cent. year's fishing season. Buthe agrees that 
salmon and a predicted weak sockeye 
run on the Skecna River will likely drive 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
deep into conservation-mode next year. 
Coho stocks have reached an all-time 
low, and DFO biologists say the 1998 
coast stock assessment Blair Holtby. 
"As near as we can tell, there's been a 
stock collapse in the entire system." 
• In fact, in some rivers like the Kitsum- 
kalum, Kispiox and Lakelse, Hoitby says 
fisheries officers have had trouble find- 
Those restrictions will affect both the 
directed commercial coho fishery as well 
as the sockeye and pink salmon fisheries 
because the fish all swim together In the 
OC, CalL 
Exploitation rates of coho (the total 
fishing plan has to place that salmon's ingany coho. proportion of fish caught in the ocean) 
conservation as the top priority to pre- "Some major tributaries have no by the C.anadiancommercial f shery has 
vent the extinction ofsomemns, ~ detectable spawning or fish at all," he been running at about 60-75 per cent for 
The fishing plan, which won't be made says. "It 's very dire, very serious." the past decade. 
public until early next year, will likely Holtby says the situation is so bad that. Then last year, concerns over depleting 
call for far fewer Commercial openings he has advised "ferther and severe" coho stocks caused the DFO to place 
and restrictions on tidal recreational fishing restrictions on the north coast for area and time restrictions on the Cans- 
fisheries. 1998. And he says that advice will likely dian troll, gilinet and seine fisheries. 
But it wasn't enough, and now Holtby the situation is serious. 
says his recommendation is that the ex- "'Right now it doesn't look good," he 
ploitation rate has to be reduced to al- 
most ZerO. 
"The gravity of the situation is such 
that people in the area should expect fur- 
ther constraints on fishing," Holtby 
says• "What those are is up to manage- 
ment, but I felly expect he department 
to follow through on these recommenda- 
tions." 
Chief of north coast fish management 
David Etmrson says the DFO is just tn 
says. "Conservation will be one of our 
biggest priorities. We will have to struc- 
tore commercial and recreational 
fisheries to reflect that." 
That could translate to fewer fishing 
days for commercial fishermen, And 
even on the days that the fleet is allowed 
to work, there may not be many fish to 
catch. 
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Recallers worried 
about privacy 
"~at means afuture NDP campaign i  Skeena could have 
access to the petition. 
Those who sign the petition can request that Elections 
B.C. obscure their address and telephone number from the 
petition. But their name and signature will not be 
obscured. 
That worried local recallers, who consulted their lawy- 
er, Bruce Hallsor, in Victoria. - 
"Our concern is we don't want somebody to run around 
intimidating people because they sign a petition," Hallsor 
said. 
But Sexton said Monday they're hopeful that penalties 
of up to $10,000 and two years in jail will deter any mis- 
use of the information. 
He said the group is also going 1o go to pains to keep 
the signatures they collect confidential during the recall 
process. 
He said canvassers will keep a piece of blank paper 
covering much of the petition so that people approached 
can't see the names of those who signed before them. 
Each sheet contains 10 names and as sheets are filled 
up, they'll go back to the recall office. Sexton said they'll 
enter the names on their computer that tracks the petition's 
progress. 
That enables them to make sure nobody signs the peti- 
tion more than once, because the computer will catch any 
duplications. 
Completed sheets will then be locked up in a safety 
deposit box until the recall campaign iscomplete, he said. 
"If it's not successful, we'll destroy the forms," Sexton 
added. "It's not going to be a real public document." 
10, 1997 
Lot development on J 
the southside is frozen ,m.nn',,,; 63S.TIPS] 
CITY COUNCIL has frozev the creation of 
new lots in low-lying areas of the southside. 
The move Monday night came after the city 
received aletter from the environment ministry 
asking council to stop granting subdivisions in 
the Skeena River's floodplain. 
The ministry wants the city to carry out a stu- 
dy of the area's vulnerability to flooding. 
City planner David Trawin said it appears the 
Trawin said the city had already tried to 
appease the ministry two years ago by rezoning 
the entire southside to R2 (duplex) residential, 
wiping out a number of multifamily zonings to 
reduce the density there. 
City councillors predicted yking the entire 
river shore would be hugely expensive. 
Trawin noted the letter alone helps the minis- 
try push liability for the problem onto the city if 
ministry wants the city to consider a system of council approves new subdivisions. 
dykes to prevent flooding, and limit the lot size 
to no smaller than a half-acre to limit the popu- 
lation density in the area. 
"That's a lot of land," Trawin said, adding 
more than half of the southside of town is 
affected. It's expected to have a huge effect on 
some people who had hoped to develop large 
properties there into smaller lots. 
Trawin estimated the moratorium in the 
floodplain could preclude the creation of more 
than 300 residential lots that otherwise could 
have been created. 
Trawin said he won't know for certain what 
the province has in mind until he meets with 
officials in Smithers. 
Environment ministry water engineering 
officer l.an Barak, in his letter to council, said 
the large number of subdivision applications in
that area in recent months has the province con- 
cerned about increased financial liability if 
flooding occurs. 
A larger maximum lot size would limit the 
number of people living in the area. 
"If a flood ever does happen they've basical- 
MLA criticized 
TWO GITKSAN bands held a demonstration 
in front of MLA Helmut Giesbrecht's office 
yesterday, saying they're tired of waiting for 
the government o revive a native-owned 
sawmill. 
Cged Forest Products, owned by the 
Gitwangak band, hasn't operated in two years, 
chief councillor Guy Morgan said. 
"We hear on the news that Dan Muller is 
always helping Prince Rupert," said Morgan. 
"Where's our MLA? Where's this accord 
that's upposed to provide jobs?" 
Morgan was joined by Cged president Larry 
Moore and Glen Williams from Gitanyow. The 
Gitanyow traditional territory contains the 
wood that's supposed to be processed at the 
mill. 
Welcome 
Veronica 
Paula Brock, and tim staff 
at HMrbusters are 
pleased to welcome 
Veronica to their team of 
professional stylists. 
Veronica recently moved 
to Terrace from Ktttmat 
and brings with her 5 
years experience. 
Veronica welcomes yon 
to call ber for your 
personal consultation. 
Veronica's Hours [ 
Monday, Tuesday, Saturday 9:30 am- 6:00pro 
Hai rbusters  
For your convlence Hairbusters will be open 
Dec. 11 & 12 until 9 pm And Dec 18 & 19 until 9 pm 
~.. Skeena Ma l l  635-2432 . . . . /  
Recall spending could dot, ble 
JOHN HOW'S petition to recall Skeena NDP MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht has major financial implications for 
those involved. 
That's because Giesbrecht and the Skeena Taxpayers 
Association, can spend as much to oppose How's petition as 
they can to oppose the larger Committee to Recall Helmut 
Giesbrecht ( he Crash Helmut group). 
"Each petition is treated separately, allowing the MLA 
to fully respond to each one," says Jennifer Miller of 
Elections B.C. which oversees recall regulations. 
The limit for both those for and against recall is 
$28,967.93 and was reached using a formula set by legisla- 
tion. This means Giesbrecht's supporters can spend nearly 
$58,000. 
How can pick up his petition Friday at the government 
agent's office. Yet he has no plans to do collect signatures, 
saying his filing is only to highlight what he calls bad 
legislation. 
How's filing can also benefit groups who wish to join 
the recall battle by registering as third parties. Third parties 
can spend up to $5,000 promoting or opposing a petition. 
So this means they can double their spending given that 
His company 
isn't a "dog' 
A SENIOR SKEENA Cellulose official has defended his 
company, saying its managers, workers and mills don't 
deserve the public beating they're getting. 
"A lot of what you're hearing is dead wrong," said com- 
pany vtce president Rudy Schwartz Monday in reacting to 
statements that his company is a "dog". 
Schwartz said there's a big difference between what 
Skeena Cellulose has been able to do in B.C. and to events 
that happened outside of its control. 
"In the context of B.C., this company would have been 
healthy and debt free had it not been for other factors," 
said Schwartz. 
Chief among those other factors was its ownership by 
Repap Enterprises, an Eastern Canadian company started 
by George Petty. Petty used Skeena Cellulose (also called 
Repap B.C.) as an asset o borrow money for other Repap 
projects and as a source of cash for those projects. 
Schwartz, who has been with Skeena Cellulose during 
various ownership changes, says the company generated 
approximately $1.2 billion during the Petty years of mid- 
1986 to early 1987. 
But only $650 million of that was returned to B.C. with 
the remainder sent back east to various other Repap ven- 
tures. Topping that list was Petty's dream of an environ- 
mentally-friendly pulp technology called Alcell. Repap put 
$300 million into Alcell; it never eturned apenny. 
Today's financial crisis facing Skeena Cellulose is the 
inevitable result of loading the company with debt and that 
money being used for other purposes, aid Schwartz. 
He likened the use of Skeena Cellulose as a cash 
machine for Repap to strip mining. 
"It's fine to borrow money, but debt has to be self liqui- 
dating. If it's not, you're in trouble," said Schwartz in 
emphasizing that a company can't survive if it can't gener- 
ate enough money to pay debt it has accumulated. 
Skeena Cellulose lost money only one year - 1996 - out 
of the 10 under Repap control, he continued, 
"Where did it go? Alcell, (a paper rail! in Wisconsin), 
dividends, managements fees, commissions," said 
Schwartz of the money that flowed out of B.C. Schwartz 
did note that a 1995 strike at the company's pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert COSt the company $40 million, a circum- 
stance which put it even further behind in its debt 
payments. 
And he said relations with the company's unionized 
pulp workers in Prince Rupert have been troubled. 
Schwartz paid tribute to Skeena Cellulose's awmills in 
Terrace, Carnaby and Smithers, saying they've returned 
healthy amounts of money to the company. 
Correction 
CI.,AUDEIq~ SANDECKI'S Dee, 3 column Bffoea/s 
stated MLAs can only be recalled for breaking the law or 
other serious offence. 
In fact, provincial legislation contains no stipulations as 
to why a MLA may be subject o a recall petition. 
there are now two petitions. 
One third party beneficiary is likely to be the Skeena 
NDP constituency association which will conduct a vigor- 
ous campaign defending Giesbrecht. 
"You can't expect he other guys to do something and 
for us not to do something," said constituency president 
Frank Rowe last week. " I 'm telling you we're going to take 
a strong and definite stand on this." 
Also contemplating a third party registration is the pro- 
vincial New Democratic Party. Provincial secretary Brian 
Gardiner says a decision will be made soon. 
For now, the NDP isn't accepting donations for anti- 
recall campaigns. It could do so, issue a tax receipt and then 
pass the money to groups opposing recall. But Gardiner said 
that might taint the anti-re,all efforts by groups such as the 
Skeena Taxpayers Association which he called non- 
partisan. 
How said the thought of aiding anti-recall campaigns 
by filing a second petition hadn't entered his mind. He'd 
prefer the money spent opposing or supporting recall go to 
the Salvation Army or local food bank. 
The Perfect ChriStm  
Gift For Your Angler/ 
A gu ided  f i sh ing  t r ip  you] 
special  ang ler  will appreeiat~ 
and enjoy. 
Trips avai lable for the 
• Gitnadoix (Co~o) 
• Kalum (Chinook & Steelhead) and 
• Copper (st~h~d) Rivers 
• Fishing instruction avai lable 
• Everyth ing supplied 
.... 
Stan  Do l l  - L icenced  Guid~ 
5131 McConnell  Ave, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4686 Fax: 635-4681 
AVOID DISAPPOINq 
!, 
B 
On ly  s998  
Save '231 on Kenmore 
'Super Capacity Plus' laundry team. 
11 -program washer. 
#47672. Sears reg, 719.99. $599 
12-cycle dryer, 
#88672. Sears reg. 509,99. $399 
Only 199 
Kenmcre ® O.9-cu. ft. microwave. 
Save $50. 1,000 watts. #87720. 
Sears reg. 249.99. 
Black also available 
Only s198 
Kenmore 'Special Edition' upright 
vac. Powerful 12,0-amp motor, 25 ft. 
power cord. 2-pos. height adjustment, 
14" agitator. #37~ 3 
Save slO 
Sharp ® mini shelf system. 20 watts. 
#2sT06.Sears reg. 249.99. 
239  ~ 
ONLY 9.60* MONTHLY 
Only 349 
JVC ® compact component system. 
Only at Sears. 44 watts of power. 3-CD, 
active bass extension for extended 
bass output. #28728, 
ONLY $14" MONTHLY 
Only 499" 
Sanyo 25" 
stereo I"V. 
Illuminated 
remote. Sleep 
timer. #14338. 
ONLY $20' 
MONTHLY 
PLUS, GET DOUBLE SEARS CLUB POINTS 
Save s110 
Zenith 27" 
stereo TV/stand 
ensemble. 
Comb filter, dark 
glass picture tube, 
picture-in-picture, 
multi-brand remote, 
more. #14380. 
Sears sep. 
reg. 809,98. 
699 ~ 
ONLY $28* MONTHL~ 
Until Saturday, December 13, 1997. Sears Club members can use their Sears Card and get double Sears Club points on 
all major appliances, sewing machines, vacuums and home electronics. Excludes labour and delivery 
MclntyreBrian $ &  ,-~, 
Authorized Sears Dealer 
. + - ' . ,  . ,  . . 
i ":;:% i!: ?? :: 
At Sears, we are big enouoh to have what you want... 
but  smal l  enough to care  who you are.  
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2K1 
Mon- Wed 9:30am- 5:30pro 
Fd & Set 9:30am • 5:30pro 
Thursday 9:30am - 8:00pro 
12920 
CopyrigN 1997. Sears Canada Inc. 
I, 
t 
I 
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Disgusting 
illegal dump 
is shut down 
TERRACE'S unofficial second ump is officially closed. 
The old gravel pit on the right-hand side of the Nisgs'a 
Highway just past Deep Creek has long been a favourite 
spot for some residents to dump their garbage. 
The result IS a huge mess of old appliances, car parts, 
rubber tires, scrap building materials and other refuse. The 
area is a disgusting mess and conservation officers are 
determined toshut it down. 
"There's no excuse for this," says CO Robert Butcher 
as he examined the site. "It 's obvious this is nota licensed 
dump." 
Butcher says people use the illegal dumping round for a 
number of reasons. Although the city's official dump is 
nearby, it's closed Tuesday and Wednesday, and only open 
fxom noon until 5 p.m. on the other days. 
"People who are too lazy to take their garbage back 
home probably come here," says Butcher of those who 
miss the dump hours. 
And Butcher says others are likely avoiding the tipping 
fees charged on appliances and commercial garbage. 
"These people have no respect," he says. "They're will- 
ing to make this kind of mess just to save a buck Well, 
trying to save a buck will get a lot more expensive if we 
catch them." 
One way conservation officers can catch culprits is by 
doing a little detective work - -  sifting through the garbage 
until they find clues as to who the owners were. Those 
clues include old receipts, bills and envelopes with ad- 
dresses on them. 
Butcher dons a pair of rubber gloves and picks through a
bag of garbage. Within seconds he pulls out several en- 
velopes with names and addresses on them. 
"I' l l  probably be paying these people a visit," he says. 
"Unless they have a really good excuse I'll give them a 
$100 fine." 
I f  conservation fficers think the mess is serious enough, 
illegal dumpers can be taken to court where they face fines 
of up to $2,000 under the Litter Act. And if it's commer- 
cial refuse, offending companies can be charged with up to 
$1 million under the Waste Management Act. 
That act also puts the onus on business owners to ensure 
their waste is disposed of properly. 
"They (business owners) should make sure to get tipping 
receipts," Butcher says. "The garbage is still their respon- 
sibility, even if they gave it to someone lse to haul 
away." 
Butcher says most owns and cities have an illegal dump 
like this one that is a convenient place to dispose of junk. 
But besides putting up gates and fences, it's hard for COs 
to stop them. 
" I f  other people don't like this kind of thing they can do 
something about it," Butcher says. "They can call our 24 
hour violation reporting line and let us know about it." 
Meanwhile, Butcher says he will continue to drop by the 
site, hoping to catch someone in the act. 
"Judging from the amount of garbage here it won't be 
long until I catch someone unloading their truck," he says. 
CONSERVATION OFFICER Robert Butcher wears surgical gloves while check- 
ing a pile of refuse at an illegal dump north of town. lie's looking for bills, letters 
or other correspondence thafll lead him to those who discarded their garbage. 
Your (;hristmas 
donatton gutde 
HERE ARE some ways to help out this Christmas. 
The Salvation Army hands out hampers containing all 
the fixings for a Christmas dinner and toys. 
Donations of non-perishable goodies for hampers are 
always appreciated. If the food isn't used at Christmas, 
it will be handed out at the January food bank. 
If you'd like to contribute a gift to those Salvation 
Army hampers, you can drop one off at the Skeena 
Broadcasters office, the comer of Lazeile and Emerson. 
The Salvation Army is looking for gifts for chil- 
dren ranging from newborn to about 16 years old. 
Toys and gifts should be new and unwrapped. 
Particularly in demand are gifts for teenagers. Some 
ideas for teens are games, thick sweatshirts, bath gift 
sets for girls, fleece onter0vear like gloves and vests. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group is delivering toys 
for children again this year. 
Anti-Poverty has teamed up with KMart and the Ter- 
race Co-op. Both stores put up trees decorated with 
tags that list a child's age, first name and gender. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty will accept applications from 
needy families for gifts for children until Dee. 15. 
For people who'd like to buy gifts, Dec. 19 is the cut- 
off date to get those gifts back to the trees. Or they can 
be dropped off at the group's new offices, at #6, 4717 
Lakcise, next to Video Update, in the Gobind Mall. 
The staff at Terrace Anti.Poverty is also trying to 
make this Christmas abit of a cheerier one for parents 
by including small gifts for adults. 
~r "k 9t ~r'k 
Other local organizations are looking for donations. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre's Tree of 
Lights is now lighting up the Skeena Mall. 
This is the centre's 11th Tree of Lights. The money 
goes to help the centre deliver programs for special 
needs children. The centre offers therapy, education 
and support. It also sponsors prenatal programs to ex- 
pectant mothers. 
Costs are fxom $2-$50 for individuals and $10-$100 
for businesses. 
~" "k "k ~" "k 
The volunteer bureau holds a book sale Friday and 
Saturday at its Lakelse Ave. offices beside Hava Java 
to raise money for its literacy program. It offers tutors 
for those wanting to improve their reading skills. 
~" "k "k'k ~r 
Local charities also appreciate donations of time. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty is looking for volunteers to help 
wrap donations of Christmas gifts and to deliver them. 
The Salvation Army is looking for people to help out 
with its Red Kettle appeal. All that's required is the 
ability to ring a bell and to thank people. 
To volunteer call the volunteer bureau, or Christine at 
the Salvation Army thrift store. 
The volunteer bureau is looking for people to help 
older people and disabled persons with minor winteriz- 
Lag projects such as sealing windows against winter 
drafts. Volunteer snow shovelers are also needed to 
clear snow for seniors. 
Ill s a celd , m u d:dy 
ipla n et. !E!njoy 
Would you rather play in the snow or play in the mud? 
Or both? Whichever you choose, we've got the 
machines you need to enjoy both to the fullest: an Arctic 
CaP snowmobile or Arctic Cat BearcaP ATV. Nothing 
takes you through endless trails like an Arctic Cat 
Bearcat ATV. Whatever type of riding your prefer, we're 
sure to have the Arctic Cat you want. Hurry in today for 
the best selection. 
Arctic Cat Snowmobiles, Arctic Cat ATVs   ¢cAr 
' : : ~,¢7~J, .f',r~wt~,ol, qh'n,c'r .,|E:It.'ou.t." 
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The Great 
iSt raSCaper 
' . : ! i  
Draws wil l  be held each Fr iday until Friday, December 19. Entr ies are 
avai lable f rom any cash ier  in any department at the Terrace CO-OP. 
Enter Often! 
Nov. 28 Winners 
Brenda Quinn 
Shelly Frlesen 
Ted Wyatt 
Jean Essensa 
Frank Landry 
Photo 
Not 
Available 
$$ $S 
Dec. 5 Winners 
$1oo 
Jackie Collier 
Jacob McKay 
Peter Zvatora 
Conchlta McCauley 
Don/nic Gagnon 
$250 
Peter Leeson 
David Cobbs 
Dec 12 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certificate 
each. 2 winners of a 
$250-gift 
certificate each 
Dec 19 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certificate 
each. 1 winner of 
$I000. CASH/ 
Brought to you by 
Terrace CO-OP & Terrace CO-OP Builders 
And These Co-Sponsors 
SVNKq &~ ..  _~ ~1~ - - - - . . . -= , - - -  
MBBM ~ ~lg ,  g,~11111~ 
It pays  to shop  CO-OPt  
/ '~"~'~~® 4617 Gre!g Ave ]~ 
f~v-v~)  & 2912 Mohtor Ave. A 
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Too much pain 
DEPUTY PREMIER Dan Miller received a 
warm reaction when he outlined details of the 
province's ownership of Skeena Cellulose in his 
hometown of Prince Rupert. Mayor Jack Mussal- 
lem, for one, thanked Mr. Miller for his work. 
And so he should for what's been given to 
Skeena Cellulose's pulp mill workers there far 
outshines what unsecured creditors here face. 
Those workers are getting, as suceintly put by 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce 
president Sharalyn Palagian to Mr. Miller, a. 
"real cherry deal". It's not hard to understand 
the resentment and bitterness behind Ms. Palag-~ 
Jan's remark. 
Sure, the pulp mill workers are taking a wage 
cut but it will be returned in the form of a 20 per 
cent ownership stake in the company. Now that 
the province is the majority owner, its stake in 
keeping the company afloat has increased 
dramatically so the share owned by the workers 
is more secure than it was before. 
When the Toronto Dominion and Royal Banks 
wanted more concessions from the workers early 
on, the province stepped in with money to stem 
the prospect of further wage cuts. It also agreed 
to pay for the workers' full benefits costs over 
the next seven years. The cost? A cool $26 mil- 
lion. 
The province argues that this was necessary to 
bring down the company's cost of production. 
It's a valid argument. But asking unsecured 
creditors to take $10,000 and five per cent of 
what's owed them, which also reduces the com- 
pany's costs because it wipes out debt, isn't 
close to the soft landing afforded the Rupert 
workers. 
The province Caff also argue .the banks took a 
big hit in writing off Skeena Cellulose debt. And 
credit must go to Mr. Miller for helping this 
along for it puts the company on a more solid 
foundation. But banks, like any business, always 
tuck away an amount for bad debt. Besides, the 
Royal and Toronto Dominion can write off their 
losses against profits. Note that the Royal held 
out for 40 cents on the dollar in selling its share 
to the province. That's substantially more than 
the five cents on the dollar being offered the un- 
secureds. 
Mr. Miller dearly wants the unsecured creditors 
to accept what's being offered and to move on. 
Yet in the end, despite a bill hitting the $250 mil- 
lion.mark, unsecured creditors are justified in 
thinking they're sharing more than their fair 
amount of pain. 
ROM THE CAP ITA  
Modern ways 
NOW THIS IS interesting. The education minis- 
try wants to give high school students credits for 
various out of school activities. This will be an 
enormous benefit for all concerned. 
Instead of playing hookey, it'll be playing 
hockey. Hacking into computer systems will be 
known as advanced software engineering. Stu- 
dents will no longer hang out in dumps 
downtown. They'll be taking part in urban 
anthropological studies. 
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Healthy children help us all 
VICTORIA - -  I would like 
send a few kudos Reform MP 
Keith Martin's way. The last 
time I wrote about Martin I 
didn't have a lot of good to 
say. That was when he 
predicted that native self- 
government would result in 
conditions resembling South 
Africa's former Apartheid sys- 
tem. 
Alas, the Member of Parlia- 
ment for Esqnimait-Jnan de 
Fuca on Vancouver Island has 
more than redeemed himself 
with his recent abling in the 
House of Commons of a mo- 
tion to develop a national 
strategy to assist children in 
their fh'st eight years of life. 
Martin's proposal is aimed at 
the core of the most glaring 
problems our children face: 
rising dropout rates, teen preg- 
nancies and youth crime. 
Martin says the old ways of 
dealing with those problems no 
longer work, if they ever did. 
"Historically, our response 
to this social blight has always 
been detection, detention and 
deterrence. But these punitive 
measures are not only ex- 
pensive, but they simply don't 
work." 
He points out that it costs 
about $95,000 a year to keep a 
HUBERT BEYER 
youth in detention. That's an 
atrocious figure, and the worst 
investment possible in our 
young generation. 
To decrease teenage crime , 
Martin believes, •"We must 
shift our energies from crime 
management to crime pre- 
vention." And that, he says, 
means identifying the true 
causes of criminal behaviour. 
"Verbal, physical and sexual 
abuse, experiencing the victim- 
ization of others, and poor 
nutrition are all obvious threats 
to normal psychological devel- 
opment," Martin says. 
"However, more subtle fac- 
tors a lack of supervision by 
caring adults; parental re- 
jection, and inconsistent care 
can also have devastating ef- 
fects," he adds. 
Martin's remarks pack a spe- 
cial punch. He's a physician. 
He's seen his share of human 
misery, because sooner or 
later, malnourished and abused 
children will end up at a doc- 
tor's office, some closer to 
death than alive. 
His proposal is also timely, 
as Victoria and, indeed, the 
rest of Canada, is riding an 
emotional roller coaster, fol- 
lowing the killing of a teenage 
girl by her peers, an unprece- 
dented crime in this relatively 
sedate city. 
Martin says that programs 
similar to the he is advocating 
exist elsewhere and have 
proven to be very successful. 
"Healthy Start," an initia- 
tive introduced in Hawaii 
several years ago, focuses on 
high-risk families while a 
woman is still pregnant. By ap- 
plying basic parenting skills, 
proper nutrition, conflict 
resolution and substance abuse 
counter-measures, theoutcome 
of the Healthy Start program 
has resulted in a 99-per-cent 
reduction in child abuse. 
Martin also points to a suc- 
cessful program in Ypsilanti, 
Michigan, that concentrates of
improving parental skills, 
promoting healthy babies, in- 
creasing family cohesion and 
encouraging social skills. 
That program is credited 
with having reduced youth and 
adult crime by 50 per cent, 
lowered teen pregnancies by 
40 per cent and resulted in 
higher employment rates and 
family incomes. 
"The long-term savings for 
taxpayers were enormous and 
worked out to roughly $6 in 
dividends for every dollar 
spent," says Martin. 
"In order to give children a 
chance to build a normal 
psyche and break the cycle of 
crime, punishment and in- 
carceration, we must invest 
resources that prevent children 
from slipping through the 
cracks of society in the first 
place rather than try to pick up 
the pieces later at a much high- 
er cost.' ' 
I hope Prime Minister Jean 
Chretien and his Liberal 
government are listening to 
Martin. The man's ideas have 
merit and should be acted on, 
regardless of party politics. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
(250) 385.6783; E.mail: 
hubert c~ooicom.com 
Mail strike hurt businesses 
AN AVERAGE family 
receives as much mail in one 
day as our parents did in a 
month and our grandparents in 
a year, according to an organi- 
zational expert who makes her 
living helping individuals 
s~'eamline their kitchens, 
closets, and ofces.  
Certainly back in 1907 when 
my grandfather homesteaded 
in Saskatchewan, he didn't 
look forward to much mail 
when he made his twice-a- 
year, three-day hike to and 
from the nearest post office in 
Battleford, 30 miles away. 
His mail likely consisted of 
only one or two letters form 
relatives in Sweden, a bundle 
of Swedish newspapers pub- 
lished months earlier, and a 
government otice of property 
tax due. 
Since I 'm thoroughly spoiled 
by daily mail, I looked forward 
to an avalanche - -  okay, a 
trickle - -  of subscription mag- 
azines besides the build up of 
bills When the strike ended. 
Come the first available 
I I | I ti011l~!: I : l  I ;[0D.[i] I~1 
CLAUDE'IYE SANDECKJ 
weekend, I plan to hibernate 
with "B.C. Woman,' ' 
"Upholstery Journal", and 
several writers' magazines. 
In my private life, the mail 
strike had been more boon than 
hardship: No one pestered me 
to pen chatty letters to distant 
relatives; I 've saved on 
stationery and postage. And 
two weeks without junk mail 
was as much of a treat as 
Thanksgiving without weight 
gain. 
The two-week gap imposed 
upon our routine revitalized 
our marriage. When my hus- 
band returns from his dally 
supply run to town, I 've been 
in the habit of asking, "Any 
mail?" Usually there's at least 
one bill and an offer to clean 
my carpets. 
The strike forced me to im- 
provise a substitute greeting, 
"Was town busy this morn- 
ing?" Such a question allowed 
our lunch time conversation to
range far and wide. Or "What 
are the posties up to today?" 
His answer gauges his mood. 
The strike's main effect on 
me has been two-fold: in Sas- 
katoon, the "Western Pro- 
ducer" - -  sold mainly by sub- 
scriptions to farmers - -  laid 
off 65 staff and idled produc- 
tion. Fridays have always 
brought he paper with its fic- 
tion, columns, and humour. 
And I worry the paper will 
omit some of my favourite fca. 
tures as it tries to catch up. 
Secondly, as a small busi- 
ness, the strike has been costly. 
For example, to meet a 
customer's Christmas deadline, 
I ordered the featherweight 
amount of material I needed to 
be delivered by courier at 
$27.90. Bank-W-bank U'ansfer 
to pay the supplier cost $9.00. 
In all, that bit of material cost 
at least $30 more than if it and 
the cheque could have traveled 
by mail. That tells me how im- 
portant I am to my pestles. 
Most upsetting was to hear a 
pestle union leader gleefully 
declare, "We've got the post 
office against he wall. Busi- 
ness is down fifty percent." 
As a taxpayer, the post office 
is my business. If it loses 
money, I'll be expected to sub- 
sidize it. 
How can postal workers ex- 
pect a raise or greater job 
security when their aim is to 
serve only themselves? 
Anyone who can't come to a 
workable agreement in eight 
months of talks should try 
making a living as an entrepre- 
neur. 
b 
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C~ORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD I ' Are children protected? i aii 
Large case loads and high staff turnover in the Ministry 
()f Children and Families mean children may suffer. 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
CHILDREN in foster care 
around the province, includ- 
ing those in Terrace, aren't 
getting the attention they 
deserve, 
Child protection workers 
have very high numbers of 
cases on their hands and 
staff responsible for foster 
parents don't have enough 
time to make sure children 
are safe in those foster 
homes. 
That's what Wiho Papen- 
brock, the BC Government 
Employee Union's 
(BCGEU) regional coor- 
dinator for this area, is 
claiming. 
' 'There's not enough 
resources to meet govern- 
ment expectations and 
there's not enough people in 
the system to do the job," 
says Papenbrock. 
His comments echo some 
of those contained in the 
recent report card on the 
Children and Families Min- 
istry, put out by the 
BCGEU. 
The report card came on 
the one year anniversary of 
the new super-ministry, 
which combined services 
for children under one 
government roof. 
Over 1,200 frontline and 
contracted workers were 
asked to grade the ministry. 
They gave it a fail on every 
question, from unmanage- 
able workloads and in- 
adequate training, to lack of 
consultation with staff. 
Minister Penny Priddy 
was in Terrace two weeks 
ago when the report card 
came out. She ack' 
nowledged that case load 
levels are too high in some 
areas, particularly the north. 
She says case loads in the 
north average between 30- 
60 per worker. 
BCGEU local chair Curtis 
Cameron says his members 
have told him that in the 
Two workers responsible to developmental delays and 
for foster parents have 55 conditions like Fetal AI- 
and 42 homes on their case cohol Syndrome. And the ~ 
list. Do those workers have other thing foster parents are 
enough time to make sure asking for is more visits 
foster children are being from social workers. 
eared for in safe environ- It comes down to money 
ments? Probably not. more money to hire more 
"The job the foster staff, and to develop better 
parents do is increasingly 
"The job the foster parents do is increasingly 
hard and demanding. The more support hey're 
given, the better the job they'll do. When they 
don't receive that support hey have less ability 
to meet he needs of children." 
hard and demanding. The 
more support hey're given, 
the better the job they'll do. 
When they don't receive 
that support hey have less 
ability to meet the needs of 
children," says Cameron. 
A ministry task force con- 
ducted over the summer 
Terrace office, an auxiliary., found that the ministry 
worker on the job for just needs to recruit more foster 
six weeks already has 45 parents. But foster parents 
cases. And she's working are leaving the ministry be- 
overtime to keep up. Plus, cause of inadequate support. 
since she's not a full time, The support most foster 
support programs. 
" I  have to see how I fare 
at treasury board," said 
Priddy. 
She hopes that during 
government budget discus- 
sions more money will be 
handed to the ministry. 
BCGEU president John 
Shields has asked for $50 
million extra to be spent on 
new staff. That would work 
out to about 1,000 new jobs, 
estimated Priddy. 
"It 's not very likely," she 
employee, she's not 
received any on-the-job 
training. 
FG a m g ] 
help here 
- but no 
casino 
CHILDREN AND 
FAMILIES minister 
Penny Priddy didn't 
have much to say on  
why Terrace has been 
given money for a 
gambling addictions 
counsellor. 
Greg McQuarrie, a 
former youth addic- 
tions counsellor, has 
been hired for the job. 
Priddy acknowledged 
that the timing between 
his hiring, and a 
prov.incial gaming ex- 
pansion might look 
suspicious. But she: 
said B.C. was one of 
only two provinces in 
the country which 
didn't have a devel- 
oped gambling addic- 
tions program, al- 
though Priddy did say 
the province had a 1- 
800 number for gam- 
bling addicts. 
Despite this lack of 
gambling addictions 
services, Priddy said 
B,C. had one of the 
highest recovery rates 
for gambhng addicts in 
the country. 
When asked why Eve 
Kusnick, the Skeena 
area manager for the 
alcohol and drug ser- 
vices branch, refused 
to comment on 
McQuarrie's position, 
Priddy was puzzled. 
She said nothing about 
the gambling addic- 
tions program was 
being kept under 
wraps. 
parents want, says Priddy, is 
respite care, to give them a 
break from the pressures of 
caring for demanding chil- 
dren, particularly those who 
have complicated needs due 
says of that possibility. 
However, Priddy did have 
some new information about 
how the budgets will be 
handled. 
The Terrace office has a 
ministry's idea of consulta- 
tion is to "inform us when 
something isdone." 
Another problem in 
regional offices is that of 
stress leave. For example, in 
Quesnel over a third of the 
staff is off on sick or stress 
leave. 
But stress leave isn't as 
big "an issue in the Terrace 
branch of the Children and 
Families ministry. Priddy 
says only two out of a staff 
of 28.5 people have gone on 
stress leave during the last 
year. 
However, the turnover rate 
here is reported to be quite 
high. District supervisor 
Sharon MacCrimmon 
recently transferred to 
Hazeiton. Rumours say the 
acting district supervisor 
plans to transfer as well. 
In the last six months 
budget of $32 million. Deci- 
sions on how that budget 
will be spent are now to be 
decided by the Terrace of- 
rice. That's a brand new 
.change, says Pfiddy. The 
ministsy wants to make sure 
that people who know 
what's happening on the 
front lines are the ones 
making the financial deci- 
sions. 
As for the BCGEU's 
charges of a lack of consul- 
ration, Priddy is confused. 
She says her deputy minis- 
ter meets regularly with 
BCGEU president John 
Shields. 
The union has also joined 
the ministry on a caseload 
review committee which has 
been meeting regularly 
since cady spring. Front line 
social workers and adminis- 
trative staff from every m 
region are included in the three long-time workers 
meetings, hesay~.~,:, , :,~, have transferred out, says 
One of the sUdcess~ of ,  ~am.eron:. . . . . .  
'the committee she points to 
is reducing the poss~le 
forms workers might have 
to fill out to 80 from 560. 
"To say there's no consul- 
tation - -  that's a bit of a 
puzzlement," says Priddy. 
But Cameron doesn't 
think there's been enough 
consultation. He says the 
Priddy~ says the tunloyer~ 
rate, particularly for child 
protection workers is proba- 
b ly  about 8-10 per cent in 
the north. That's fairly high, 
she acknowledged, but said 
it's a high stress job, and 
northern regions always ex- 
perience higher turnover, no 
matter the profession. 
Survey says families ministry okay 
the ministry, how helpful the ministry was, if clients got 
the service they wanted and if the ministry had a positive 
impact. 
The responses ranged from 72-87 per cent overall in 
favour of the ministry. 
However, of the 961 people surveyed, only 120 of those 
were in the family support area that dealt with child pro- 
tection. And areas such as homemaking support were also 
included in that category. 
So less than 15 per cent of the survey respondents were 
queried about hings like foster care arrangements, pointed 
out Wiho Papenbrock, regional coordinator for the 
BCGEU. 
And that's the area where 'the ministry is critically short 
on resources, he says. 
"We're happy that the clients are satisfied with the ser- 
vice they're receiving," says Papenbrock. "But not at the 
expense of other areas. 
"It changes nothing terms of the price that we're paying. 
We'll stand on our report card." 
EMPLOYEES AT the Ministry for Children and Families 
may have given the ministry a failing grade, but ministry 
clients were a lot more satisfied. 
Two weeks ago the BC Government Employees Union 
released a report card on the one-year-old ministry. The 
focus was on child protection. Employees complained 
about heir workload, lack of consultation and a lack train- 
ing. 
The day before the union handed out its report card, the 
ministry released its own version - -  a client satisfaction 
survey. 
Although the survey was positive, union critics say it 
barely touched on their areas of concern, dealt with by the 
report card. 
Done at a cost of $95,000, the survey was completed by 
the Viewpoints research firm this fall. Nearly a thousand 
clients were questioned about four ministry programs: 
family support, including children in care; public health; 
special needs; and daycare, including financial support. 
The survey asked clients if it was easy to get help from 
Grassroots group to help kids 
By SALWA FARAH 
SOMETHING good is taking root in 
Terrace. 
A group of organizations dedicated 
to the well being of families has put 
together a grass-roots committee to 
help fix existing problems in the com- 
munity. 
Called the Child and Family Man- 
agement Committee, the group is 
made up of different agencies m 
Kermode Friendship Society, Circle 
of  Harmony, K'san House Society, 
Reconnect, Family Place, Caledonia 
First Natious counselors and the Ha- 
five Courtworkers and Counselling 
Association of B.C, 
The committee was formed by Kara 
Wright, youth and family advocate 
with the Native Fatally Advocate Pro- 
gram. 
,'Part of my mandate is to know the 
resources that are out there and know 
how we can all work together, said 
Wright about why the committee was 
formed. 
"We have a common client load. 
Sometimes we all work together with 
the same clients," explained Wright, 
adding that they all share a common 
goal of keeping the family together by 
providing a support system for 
parents. 
Wright says the group is looking for 
alternatives to child apprehension 
something they all feel may some- 
times be to the detriment to the fam- 
ily. 
"It's hard for the families to get the 
children back," she said. 
Lil Tugweil, of the Kermode Friend- 
ship Society, agrees. 
"Our main thing is what to do with 
child apprehension and working to- 
gether to help families who have had 
children apprehended," said Tugwell. 
"In the first year we need to educate 
ourselves more on the policies of so- 
cial services o we know what these 
people are entitled to," she said about 
the importance of knowing what 
resources are available for their 
clients. 
"As a committee, we have no 
mandate. We're getting together, 
brainstorming, talking about problems 
we have and finding ways to solve 
these problems," said Wright. 
There have only been two meetings 
so far, but they have been very inspir- 
ing and positive, said Wright. 
The committee would eventually 
like to take its recommendations to 
the Minlstrv of Children and Families. 
Kara Wright 
Its ultimate goal is to create a 
smoother system and to dull out the 
rough edges that often create ir- 
reparable barriers between children 
and their parents. 
Local planters at risk 
Dear Sir:. 
For the last year the forest industry in the northwest 
has been having difficulty to say the least, Thereare 
many good explanations such as poor foreign markets, 
Repap's near-bankruptcy, a tough Forest Practices 
Code, and Forest Renewal's uper-stumpage. 
I am concerned that politicians and senior bureaucrats 
within the Ministry of Forests are not doing everything 
within their power to ease the pressure on the citizens 
of the northwesL 
My reference pertains pecifically to the silviculture 
industry. Though commonly seen as the bottom rung 
on the forestry ladder it nevertheless remains a good 
source of employment of many people. For relatively 
small amounts of money, many people are employed 
due to the intensely manual nature of the job. Un- 
fortunately silviculture is a liability to the province. 
Thus it remains in the shadows as the senior 
bureaucrats of the Ministry of Forests' focus their at- 
tention on the profits of stumpage. 
Of the money allocated to tree planting within the 
Kalum forest district for 1997, 77 per cent went to non- 
local contractors. This represents over $579,100 or 
over 75 jobs during the planting window. In 1997 large 
volume ligibility requirements barred all but one local 
contractor from even bidding on $495,800 or 66 per 
cent of the seedlings planted by the ministry. 
Though not all contracts have been awarded for 1998 
it appears this situation is not likely to change soon. 
Many local contractors are having great difficulty ob- 
taining work for their employees who are facing un- 
necessary layoffs in the 1998 season. 
Throughout the province other forest district offices 
have instituted programs to protect local jobs. These 
programs include the use of local only contractor lists 
and a 10 per cent tolerance for local contractors. Alas 
change seems to be slow arriving here. 
Northwest licensees taken great strides in ensuring 
that local jobs are protected and local skills kept busy. 
It seems ironic that the massive multinational forest 
companies answerable to their investors and driven by 
profits are actually more capable of protecting jobs 
than our elected socialist govermnent. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, being a politician who has so 
diligently fought for the security of northwest forest 
jobs, can you please xplain these numbers to me. 
D. Morris, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Scouts remember 
Dear Sir:. 
It has come to my attention after the Remembrance 
Day ceremony that some members of the public felt 
that Scouting did not have a place in the Remembrance 
Day parade or ceremony. 
I can't say if these people felt the same way about 
other youth organizations involvement or the presence 
of children at the ceremonies and I do not presume to 
do so. 
• I wo~d.like to briefly provide a little history to show. 
that ~S~uting doeshave a place at Remembrance D~y 
cere/nrnies and always has. ~: 
The Scouting movement was heavily involved in the 
war effort during both world wars by helping through 
community projects to send aid to our men at the front. 
We also had members directly involved in both con- 
flicts. There were many Scout and Cub Masters who 
left us and never eturned. 
Terrace's first Scoutmaster was a veteran of the First 
World War. The names of his comrades in arms appear 
on Terrace's cenotaph. 
There were many Scouting members who gave their 
lives during the world wars m 10,000 from the United 
Kingdom alone in the First World War. 
How many young men did Canada lose who had an 
affiliation with Scouting? I am not sure, but more than 
likely there were may accounts of Scouting members 
involvement in the two world wars, too many to 
recount in this letter. 
Members of Scouting also have a long list of awards 
and decorations including 11 Victoria Crosses for gal- 
lantry above the call of duty. 
We are involved in the parades today not only to 
honour our members but all young people who gave 
their lives during conflict. 
We also hope to instill remembrance in our youth 
members to make them aware of the horrible time in 
our history and through this to help them be better 
citizens. Hopefully, if they do remember, when we turn 
this world over to their care that they will see to it that 
their differences are settled peacefully and not through 
the horrors of war. 
We hope that they will continue to take the time to 
remember those who suffered the ultimate sacrifice for 
our freedom. 
In our Scout Promise, we promise to love and serve 
our country and our fellow man. As Scouts we do this 
in many ways; one of them is by remembering on 
Remembrance Day those who served. 
Eric Harkonen, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Casino vote wanted 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: Terrace city council's recent decision to reject a 
casino in the City of Terrace without taking it to 
referendum. 
I am not an active lobbyist in support of gaming or 
gambling in the community, and the fact that he casino 
was rejected is not the center of~ny concern. 
I believe in a democratic process that not only listens 
to the citizens, but allows them to ultimately be a part 
of the decision making, In this case, I feel that a 
referendum should have been called. 
I believe that the job of any politician is to represent 
the constituents a  a whole and not to confuse this with 
personal feelings of principles and morality. It is 
reprehensible to me that any decision that may have far 
reaching effects on the community are made by a hand- 
fill of people. 
I applaud Mr. Tim Down for his stand on this issue, 
because it appears that out of six city councilors, he is 
the only one that would want the people to have the op- 
portunity to decide for themselves. 
James D. Fraser, 
Terrace B.C. 
More letters Page A 11. 
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.Three strikes and out 
Thornhill won't be casino haven 
THORNHII2, IS no place 
for a casino, according to 
the regional district board. 
On Friday, the board u 
'nanimously voted not to 
aupport expanded gambling 
in the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district. 
The deoision puts the 
brakes on a proposal to 
build a casino along High- 
way 16 in Thornhill. It also 
effectively cancels any 
plans for expanded gam- 
bling in the northwest ~ at 
least for now. 
The regional district was 
the last chance for casino 
proponent Gary Jackson, 
who had already been 
denied support from both 
the city of Terrace and the 
Kitsumkalum band. 
At Friday's board meet- 
ing, several representatives 
of anti-casino groups told 
the board why they thought 
the proposal should be 
denied. 
Ran Rooker of the Thorn- 
hill Community Church pre- 
sented s petition with nearly 
200 names of Thornhill resi- 
dents opposed to a casino. 
"I have thoroughly en- 
joyed living in Terrace," he 
told the board. "It is my 
conviction that this proposal 
threatens us all." 
But Lou Hilfoni of the BC 
Charitable Gaming Com- 
mission - -  a group 
representing the charities 
that benefit fzom casino 
revenues ~ insisted a 
casino would be good for 
the area. 
He aggucd against what he 
called "sdectlve morality" 
hy saying there was little 
Sewer  
fix 
costly 
difference between casinos to casino improvetnents 
and bingos or raffles - -  all towards a community sewer 
are gambling, he said. system there. And he in- 
And he reiterated the eco- sisted that a casino in Ter- 
nomic benefits of a casino, race would benefit charities 
including the purchase of all through the regional dis- 
the land, the $1.8 million tract. 
estimated cost of building a Hilford also warned that 
casino and its $1.5 million gambling will probably 
payroll, come to the northwest 
Hilford even offered regardless of the board deci- 
Thomhill an incentive ~ sion. 
saying that the province had "Whether you allow it or 
agreed to put the three per not, the government abhors 
cent profits that normally go a vacuum," he said. "There 
FIXING Terrace's polluting 
sewage t~atment plant 
could end up costing each 
city homeowner an extra 
to $50 a year. 
The city has estimates 
ranging from $500,000 to 
$1.5 million to either use a 
different Ureatment system 
or extend the outfall pipe 
further into the river. 
The problem is that the 
main stream of the river has 
moved south and sewage 
from the pipe now swirls in 
backwaters along the shore 
in amounts that exceed en-  
v i ronmenta l  limits. 
The result has been fecal 
colliform counts at least five 
times the safe limit for 
swimming or wading and 
pressure from the environ- 
ment ministry to fix the 
problem. 
The expensive solutions 
being considered are ex- 
pected to wipe out the once 
healthy surplus in the city 
sewer budget. 
If  the city gets away with 
a cheap solution - -  in the 
$500,000 range - -  it may be 
passaic to avoid either bor- 
rowing money or raising 
fees, said director of 
cnginecring Stew 
ah-istensen. 
But if it comes in at the 
higher end of the esthnates, 
he said, sewer fees would 
likely have to go up. 
Homes now clmBed about 
$8 per month for the sewer 
service could be facing a 
monthly increase of $3 to 
$4, he geessed. That could 
translate into fee increases 
approaching $50 a year per 
home. 
Christenscn hopes to get a 
better fix on costa of the 
repairs by $une. 
He said the least ex- 
pensive treatment method 
chlorinating and then 
deddorinating sewage ~ is 
about to be banned by the 
provincial government, and 
has therefore been abandon- 
ed. 
Other more expensive op- 
lions include higher.tech 
treatment through ultraviolet 
ndiation or ozonation. 
Christensen told council 
he's continuing to search for 
the best option, 
"We would like to have a
plan in place to do some- 
thing in the spring of 
1999," he said. 
will be a casino here and 
you won't benefit and nor 
will your charities." 
But regional district direc- 
tom were willing to take that 
chance. Kitimat direc-tor Jim 
Thorn motioned that the 
board not support casino 
gambling in the regional 
district. 
New Hazeltou mayor Pete 
Weeber supported the mo- 
don, saying that Hazelton 
had enough problems with 
bingo and children becom- 
ing "bingo orphans." 
"Most of our population 
ends up in Terrace sooner or 
later and in the process they 
usually get a load of 
groceries," Wceber said. 
"Given the propensity of 
our people to gamble too 
much they may come home 
without hose groceries." 
Director Dave Brock- 
lebank and Andy Burton 
both said they would prefer 
the issue went to a 
referendum, but would vote 
according to the views of  
the Thornhi l l  director Les 
Watmongh. 
But I-Iazelton director 
Alice Maitland said the is- 
sue was so important to her 
community that it didn't 
matter what Watmough 
said. 
" I f  Les proposed a casino 
in ThornhiU or Jack (Tal- 
stra) in Terrace I would go 
to war," she said. 
The vote was a unanimous 
"no"  to casinos. 
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New society could 
run R EM Lee Theatre 
A NON-PROFIT society should run the 
school district owned REM Lee Theatre, a 
committee has told the school board. 
The school board's operations committee 
will now look at the findings before any 
final decision on the future of the theatre, 
and the Mount Elizabeth Theatre in 
Kithnat, is made. 
Up until now, the school board has rtm 
the theatres out of its general budget, charg- 
ing community users renL 
But budget cuts from the province left the 
school board $100,000 short of what it 
needed this year to keep the theatres open. 
The board did take $60,000 from a spe- 
cial account set aside to make improve- 
ments at the REM Lee as one way of buf- 
fering the shortfall. 
The board is trying to raise the remainder 
of the money throughout the year by charg- 
ing increased rent to groups such as the 
Terrace Concert Society, and by putting a 
head tax on tickets. 
This solution was regarded as a short erm 
solution and so ',he board struck a com- 
mittee to make a longer term recommenda- 
tion. 
And now the tommittee has reported that 
the best way toget hat extra money would 
be to form two non-profit societies, one for 
each theatre.. 
This will allow each society to seek 
money from city council and government 
grants, and would make fundraising 
specific to each community. 
The school board could lease the REM 
Lee to the society for $1, making the 
society responsible for all costs like wages, 
heat and janitorial bills. 
Then the school district could rent the 
REM Lee Theatre from the society. How 
much that might cost the district hasn't 
been worked out yet. 
Those are the long term steps the thestre 
advisory committee is recommending. It's 
also proposed a few transitional and short 
term steps. 
Those relating to the REM Lee Theatre 
are: 
• City council and the regional district 
should be asked to commit some dollars to 
the theat, es 
• There should be a surcharge for non- 
ticketed events, like college graduations to 
pay for wear and tear 
• Establish a capital improvement fund for 
the REM I2e Theatre since it is aging and 
will require upgrading. Money for it could 
be raised in the community. 
No decision is expected on the future of 
the theatres until the January school board 
meeting. 
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Watch where 
CUB SCOUTS Courtney Taylor and Jeff Rushton 
were selling Christmas trees last Saturday to help 
raise money for Scouts. The scouts will be out till 
December 21, selling trees on Fridays, Saturdays 
and Sundays near the new traffic light on Keith. 
you get a tree 
IF YOU'RE HEADING out in the woods to chop 
down a Christmas tree, do it on a hydro line or 
right of way. 
Unfortunately, too many people choose to raid 
plantations tocked with trees meant to feed the 
forest industry into the next century, says Bob 
Wilson of the Kalum district forest service office. 
The plantation orth of town, on the left side of 
the Nass Highway, is usually one of the worst hit. 
And in years like this, where there's very little 
snow on the ground, it's easy for enterprising trcc- 
choppers to get into the woods. 
But trees harvested from hydro lines or fight-of- 
ways would be eventually cut down anyhow. 
The other option, said Wilson, is to buy a Christ- 
mas tree. This year they're for sale at Co-op, 
Overwaitea and through the Scouting organiza- 
tion. 
The scouts have already set up a base on Keith 
Avenue next to the new streetlight. They're sell- 
ing trees from Oregon. Wilson says that most 
Christmas trees sold in Canada come from the 
U.S. 
The scouts are selling Douglas Firs and Grand 
Firs for $20-25 a tree. Sizes range generally from 
five to seven feet. 
You can purchase a tree from the Scouts Friday 
nights from 6-9 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. and Sundays from noon-5 p.m. until Christ- 
mas. 
Dr .  Meg Sexsmi th  
E)p~ome~misf:, 
OFFICE HOURS 
Monday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Tues- Fri 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
4550 Lekelse Ave. Terrace 
Ph: 63B.EO==O 
Now that it's time to close your 
RRSPs, you probably have a 
thou~'md questions. 
"Where can I get help?" 
should be your first. 
l~.cgardless ofwhc=l you choose to retire, all RRSPs teat 
)'ou hold mt..~t be closed by December 31st if you are 
turning 69,70 or 71 tiffs year. The range of options can 
he confusiJ, gand, needless to say, this is no time to 
jeoparclizc what you've worked so hard to attain. 
With my years of experience, 1 can help guide you 
througl~ the process by offering a fl'ee, no-obligation 
consuhadon. Closing your RRSPs needn't be troubling, 
as longas )'ou know the facts. Please call to set up an 
appoinmlent. We'll work together so you get the 
answers you l',ce¢.] 
tyle Harvey, CLU 
Sales Manager 
Willy Schneider, CLU 
Senior Representative 
306.4548 Park Ave Terrace 
Ply: (250) 635.6146 
Fax: (250) 635-6112 
,,O|h;# 
SPECTRUM UNITED 
MUTUAL FUNDS 
CHMi-'  
l;l )l)lJl:ltl| 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis- 
tance in solving the break, enter and theft that occurred 
at a residence located on the South-Side, in Terrace, 
B.C. 
At approximately 2:40 am, on October 31, 1997, it is 
believed that unknown culprit(s) attended the residence 
located at 5007 Agar Ave., and proceed to force their 
way into an outbuilding on the property. Once inside, 
the culprit(s) gathered up a number of portable toots 
and sporting goods equipment, The culprit(s) proceed- 
ed to steal enough fishing gear and tools, to bring the 
total value up over $1600.00. 
The items stolen Include: 
1. a gold watch & chain - inscribed 
2. a mans 'gold nugget' watch, with rams head 
red eye 
3. a ladies 'gold nugget' watch 
4. a rams head necklace (valued at over $600) 
5, arnans gold belt ring 
6. two roans wedding ring bands 
7. a mans ruby ring, mounted In gold 
8. amans zircona (false diamond) ring 
9. an 'Allegro 88' phone charger (without phone) 
If you have any informatlon about this or any similar 
incidents, or if you know the identity of the person or 
persons responsible for this break, enter and theft, 
Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of 
up to $1.000.00 for information leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against an 
individual in this or other unsolved crime, If 
you have any information call Crime 
Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their 
identity nor testify in court. 
Call 63  S-TIPS 
Someone isn't telling you 
the Irulh about Recall? 
Read the evidence and judge for yoursel f  
What Premier Clark, Mr Giesbrecht and the NDP anti-recall supporters are 
saying now about the purpose of Recall: 
Those who are working to recall Mr. Giesbrecht are "abusing the democratic process" and the 
"recall legislation", because, "Recall legislation was designed to give citizens a chance to remove 
politicians from office if they are engaging in criminal activity, abusing their power or guilty of other 
wrong doings" or "acting unethically or in a corrupt fashion" or if they are "found guilty of some 
serious misconduct" or for "illegal acts". 
(T. h ese~gu0t.e.s are,,t.aken from rad!9,, ' n,ewsp..aper ~and advertising statements of Mr. Giesbrect~t, Premier Glen Clark, [~ '~ke§na  .... 
Taxpayers ASsociation) . . .  ,~,,~,,.-~w.~ ~,.,.:; ...... ," .,,,," 
What Premier Clark and the NDP MLA's actually said the purpose of recall was, 
when they drafted the recall legislation in 1994: 
Hen. C. Gabelmann (NDP): Bill 36 will empower British Columbians to voice their 
concerns...and...ensure those concerns are being heard...Following the recommendations of the 
select standing committee, an eligible voter may apply for a petition to recall his or her member for 
any reason...what recall and initiative legislation is about...is to make sure that there is recourse 
when the public is having their views trampled on by a government...This legislation is designed to 
enable the public to overcome a government hat is not sensitive to its needs...This is a fail-safe 
mechanism for the public when the government isn't listening. 
Barry Jones (NDP)" The causes for recall could have been specific. We talked about that -- 
there are a number of particular issues, such as crossing the floor and changing parties. We didn't 
do that. It is wide open...It increases the accountability of elected members to the public. It tries to 
redress the serious problem of public alienation from our institutions. 
M. Farnworth (NDP): There are a number of things that people agreed on...they wanted a 
mechanism in place whereby if people felt they weren't being listened to...or if their Member of the 
Legislative Assembly was not responsive to them, was negligent in the performance of his or her 
duties for whatever reason, they had a method to address that problem. 
Hon. G. Clark (NDP): What we've tried to do in this bill is recognize legitimate aspirations of the 
average British Columbian... to initiate recall where they reel strongly about it...We must have faith 
in our constituents,..We are taking a significant step to empower British Columbians to make 
change independent of what politicians say. No longer in British Columbia can any politician of 
any party simply say: "Too bad! We're here for four or five years, we'll do whatever we 
want, and you can defeat us four years from now." With this bill...constituents...will have 
the right to recall a member and the right to initiate change on their own." 
(The quotes above are taken from the Hansard record of the second reading of the Recall and initiative Act, July 6th, 1994) 
If you are wondering where Mr. Giesbrecht was when these words were spoken, he was 
in the room. As you can see, someone's not telling the truth to the people of Skeena. 
If you believe that politicians or parties who mislead the 
people to stay in power, should not remain in power, 
please sign the petition to recall Helmut Giesbrecht. 
You can sign the recall petition at the local Recall office, at 4519 Lakelse Ave., or when a 
canvasser comes to your door. (for information call 638-7739) 
m uT  
Authorized by W.A. Sandhals, Financial Agent for 
Lorne Sexton, Skeena Recall Proponent (638-7739) 
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City moves to protect 
green spaces and fish 
THE CITY is moving to in- 
~oduce new rules governing 
development that will pro- 
tect green spaces and fish 
habitat. 
City council gave fast and 
second readings Monday 
night to a wide-ranging 
bylaw to amend the city's 
Official Community Plan. 
A public hearing will be 
held on the changes Jan. 12 
at city hall. 
If that passes without 
major objections from the 
public, the greenest docu- 
ment ever to surface at city 
hall will likely become law. 
City planner David 
Trawin, the main architect 
of the plan, says hc has 
made only minor changes 
since unveiling the greener 
vision in the summer. 
Most of those changes 
have involved minor reloca- 
tions of proposed trails on 
maps. 
The plan would outlaw de- 
velopment altogether in a 
few small fish sensitive 
zones. 
Development would be 
restricted but not banned in 
most other areas that are 
deemed environmentally 
sensitive. 
Most of the restrictions in- 
volve setbacks from the es- 
carpment and from fish- 
bearing streams. There are 
also controls on cutting of 
trees in sensitive areas. 
Along with the controls on 
development are an ex- 
tensive plan for future 
netwoiks of hiking and 
walking trails, sidewalks, 
and bike routes. 
A centrepiece of the bylaw 
is a concerted plan for the 
city to acquire more land in 
Dave TraWin 
greenbelt areas. 
Howe Creek is the fast 
such greenway identified in 
the plan. 
Other greenways, also 
protecting reen space and 
trails for hiking, walking 
and biking, would include a 
Skeena River shore trail, 
Kitsumkalum River, Spring 
Creek, Upper Howe Creek 
and Hcek Brook. 
"We've attempted to link 
up these existing, future and 
proposed trails so there's a 
network," Trawin added. 
The bylaw enables council 
to require property devel- 
opers in those identified 
areas to dedicate land for 
trails when they seek to sub- 
divide or rezone land. 
Areas such as Howe Creek 
are heavily used by the pub- 
lic, but the city doesn't have 
complete ownership of all 
the land in question. 
The goal is to gain city 
control over those areas. 
The map for walking 
routes includes a proposed 
future pedestrian overpass 
crossing the railway Uacks 
at Kalum SL 
Trawin said he included 
the pedestrian overpass in 
the plan even though it ap- 
pears it would be far too ex- 
pensive for the city to build 
alone. 
He said another 
municipality spent $500,000 
on a similar bridge that 
would have been much 
smaller than the one re- 
qulred to cross 10 sets of 
railway tracks here. 
" I f  some money does 
come up we have it in our 
plan," he said, suggesting it
could probably only happen 
with a combination of 
govenunent and CN Rail 
grant money. 
Trawin said an un- 
derground tunnel under the 
tracks isn't a good idea be- 
cause people wouldn't feel 
safe using it. 
Asked by council what the 
potential downside of the 
plan could be, Trawin said 
that he believes the main 
downside is that the city 
didn't take such steps years 
ago. 
"We lost the opportunity 
to get the land at that time," 
he said. 
Trawin said lie's given 
presentations on the plan to 
various interest groups and 
has encountered little oppo- 
sition. 
Locals can' view the 
proposals at city hall and 
ask questions of city offi- 
cials at the Jan. 12 public 
hearing. 
" I f  there are any serious 
concerns, presumably 
they'll come out at that 
time," city councillor Val 
George said Friday. 
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~ ~  includes: smssors, [weezers, 
bandages, peroxide, gauze pads, ~ 
guide and more i • " ' 
UNA SK911 .... ..::, ;, ........... : .,. ,, 
,, ~ .... ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,L ..,.~./,,<,,,,f:, ~ +'" :, -~ 
~,~'  " ~ ~ - "~ i ; ~ ~  ~/~ :~  ~ ~ , i~ '~ 
I |, 
. We have many other great gift ideas at BC Automotive 
I 
)...i ;AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY L~~ 
' . AUTO:PARTS &SERVICE .CENTRE.  i: 
• " : :,  " ' ' ' . . . .  . . . .  ' i  . : .  , " , :  ~.: : • 
i ~ " 635-  4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 6334 l i l t r ,#~ 
149 B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. • 632-2224 
moving 
20-foot N isga 'a . ,  T ~ H E  SHOP FOUR totem poles telling the his- tory of the Wolf, Raven, Eagle and Killerwhale clans 
will be moved to the exist- 
ing Unity Pole in front of 
Nisga'a Elementary 
Secondary School in New 
Aiyansh Dec. 17. 
The Gitlakdamix (New 
Aiyansh) council has invited 
all First Nations people in 
the northwest, as well as 
anyone else interested in 
joining in this elaborate pole 
moving ceremony. 
A feast will be held before 
the ceremony when each 
hereditary chief will breath 
life into the poles. The poles 
will eventually be erected in 
the new community centre 
under construction in New 
Aiyansh. 
Nisga'a 
poles 
SPOTLESS DRYCLEANERS 
&T~ILORS 
SPECIALISTS 
• Leather Cleaning 
• Bridal Gown Restoration 
• Drapery Cleaning 
Over 100 years experience. 
4 generations of service. 
7 family stores serving B.C, 
Quality Service 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
Next to Mr. Mikes Grill 
635-2820 
Terrace, B,C. 
PARENT 
ADVOCACY 
PROGRAM 
The Parent Advocacy 
Program was developed In 
response to a previous par- 
enting program that was 
offered at Kermode 
Friendship Center and fund- 
ed by the Community Action 
Plan For Children (CAP.C). It 
was identified that native 
parents needed representa- 
tion in Various areas that 
affected their lives; The 
Parent Advocacy Program 
provides referrals to various 
service organizations In the 
Terrace area. 
Our services focus on par- 
ental empowerment and 
increasing self-awareness 
on various workshops pro- 
vided by support staff in and 
around the Terrace area. 
Contact; Ruth Robinson 
Kermode Friendship Center 
3313 Ralum Street, 
(250) 636-4906 Phone 
(250) 635-3013 Fax 
fl "~ l " 
All Ladies wear Fashion, All Men's wear Fashion, 
All Children's wear Fashion, All Footwear 
2 O/n OFF!!! 
811Xmas 
Wrap 
50% OFF!!! 
~ ! I " "  ! -  - r 't,' ] !] ll'i/;i/~l~# iC.~!i;7)~.C., ff'J!l !~1 :/ 
Proctor Silex 
Coffee Makers 
S18"99 
Reg. $24 .99  
SPECIALS! 
GREAT DOOR 25%o F,,, CRASHER DEALS! 
11 PM 
All Boxed 
Xmas Cards 
50% ore:, 
Porcelain 
Dolls 
S14.99 
Reg.$19 .99  
~,~i~;,~ ~fl 6pm to 8pm 
.................. ~~- :~ '~ All Xmas Decorations 
Flavoured SO% OFF!!! 
Candy Canes 6pm to 8pm 
.oo 20%OFF!,, 
3 ,,, 
Reg. $1.99 8pm t0 9pro 
!~2;_!A~ .... ~ .~~ 1~, 2L COke 79 ¢ plus deposit Danish Butter • 8 ,~r ou~tom~r 
Cookies iooo grams 9pm to 11pm 
S3"99 20%om!!  
Reg. $5 .49  All Toys! 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
i i i  
IRe;orl: g , 
plans a o, 
Ifirm says 
CONSTRUCTION is expected to go 
ahead this spring on Seven Sisters 
Ventures' $35 million wilderness 
resort despite the resignation o f  one 
of the company's founders. 
Vice-president Titus Nelson said 
he had decided to pursue projects in 
the U.S. rather than the Seven 
Sisters trail project northeast of Ter- 
race. 
Nelson has been replaced on the 
mard of directors by Margo Bates- 
Froese. 
"The initial private offering 
financing of the project is proceed- 
ing as planned," said Seven Sisters 
Ventures president Art Bates. 
"Primary work for the tramway and 
road access is expected to begin in 
the spring of 1998." 
The project consists of  55 miles of 
hiking trails, a main lodge, four trail 
lodges spaced 10 miles apart, and a 
series of tent camps and alpine heli- 
cabins. Bridges indude a series of 
suspension bridges and an aerial 
tramway crossing the Skeena River. 
Bates predicts construction will 
take two years and provide 100 jobs. 
Lip to 200 full and part time jobs 
could be created when the resort is 
in full operation, he said. 
The trail network and lodges 
would all be in the mountains on the 
north side of the Skeena River, be- 
tween Dorreen and Cedarvale. 
The company has been granted a 
five-year licence of occupation from 
the province to conduct commercial 
backcountry tourism in the area. 
It also has a framework agreement 
for cooperation with members of the 
Gitwangak band. 
 'ovince se 
Treaty benefits big, 
Gosneli tells Chamber 
THE NISGA'A final treaty agreement 
will soon become reality in spite of its 
opponents, according tribal council 
president Joe C~snell. And he says 
that's good economic news for Ter- 
race and the whole province. 
Fresh from his opening speech to 
APEC leaders, Gosnell addressed a
Chamber of Commerce luncheon here 
last week. 
It's been more than two years since 
he last spoke to the chamber. Back 
then he had 
some harsh 
words for 
critics of 
Nisga'a nego- 
tiations and 
Terrace city 
council for 
not being sup- 
por t ive  
enough. 
But this 
time Gosnell 
appeared  
more op- 
timistic and 
less accusing. Joe Gosnell 
"The agreement we signed in 1996 
is real. Hopefully we will soon see it 
completed," he said. "This will be a 
monumental achievement for Cana- 
dian society." 
Gosnell pointed out that, econom- 
ically and politically, the world is 
rapidly changing and with a treaty, the 
Nisga'a, and B.C. will change with it. 
"Russia has collapsed. We have a 
black majority in South Africa 
something many said would never 
happen. And with the continuing 
meetings of APEC we are seeing the 
blossoming of China," he said. "Now 
the First Nations of Canada are enter- 
ing the picture." 
Goanell said that a treaty would ~11 
THE PROVINCE is now to theprovince. 
analyzing bids for a massive The sell-off would likely 
privatization of its entire raise a large sum of money 
fleet of , government ~ likely between $50 and 
vehicles. / . . . . . .  $100 million'.-== but' commit 
On the block are 4,700 the government o annual 
passenger ears, light trucks, lease payments. 
and 4x4s that would be Finance ministry assistant 
bought by the successful deputy minister Steve Hol- 
bidder and then leased back lett said Friday the province 
the world that the northwest is open 
for business, and remove some of the 
uncertainty that he says clouds the 
region. 
"An honourable and fair treaty will 
send a strong message to the boar- 
drooms in Canada and international- 
ly," he said. "Not only will it create 
certainty, but it will save money in the 
long run. Those who say it's too much 
should look at the costs of the current 
system." 
There are still some who say the 
treaty and the treaty negodatiom are 
costing the province too much, while 
others say the Nisga'a are getting too 
little. 
"I say they are both wrong," Gos- 
nell says. "A compromise is the price 
we pay for the justice we have 
soughL ' ' 
And he attacked those who say the 
Nisga'a are getting too much. Their 
goal, Gosnell says, is to scuttle the 
entire process and they have waged 
"a campaign of fear and disinforma- 
tion" towards that goal. 
If the treaty were to fail, Gosnell 
asks, "Where is economic security 
and social stability? What is there for 
business people like you to invest 
your hard-earned dollars in?" 
Gosnell says the Nisga'a have put 
their faith in the Canadian legal sys- 
tem, and he's confident i will prevail. 
"We are not a violent people," he 
said. "You have never seen us block- 
ing roads or stopping traffic. We have 
a deep respect for the law that governs 
this country." 
And Gosnell says when the final 
treaty is ratified, it will offer a fresh 
start for the Nisga'a and Terrace to 
build and improve relationships. 
"We have dealt with Terrace 
businesses for 40 some odd years and 
we will continue to do so," he said. 
ling off its vehicle fleet 
expects to make a decision assets for possible sale was 
by March, in time for the 
next budget. 
Hollett denies uggestions 
that the;.vehide.~sell-off is 
aimed atrais ing :money to 
help balance the provincial 
budget. 
He said the decision to ex- 
amine various government 
announced last spring. 
" I t 's  strictly a cost ef- 
ficiency issue," Hol ler  
said. ,'~Axe we better off to 
own our own vehicles orare 
we better off to sell all of 
these off and enter into lease 
arrangement?" 
Existing maintenance con- 
tracts would be honoured. 
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Your copy of our Winter/Spring Brochure 
is coming December 17 /97  in 
I 
The Terrace Standard paper. 
If you do not receive a copy and want 
to be put on our mailing list, 
call 635-6511, local 5340. 
N#rthwest 
~ ~;~? ~ ~.e ,~.~. ~;~ ~'~ ::~':. 
Elvis Presley Was Not 
'F]ae King of Estate Planning. 
E lvis Presley isgenenflly regarded as the 
King of Roc£'n Roll, but he awned 
out to be .all-too-hunun when it came 
to estate planrfing. When he died in 
1977, his gross estate was worth $10 million. 
After taxes and settlement costs, the net estate 
was $2.8 nfillion. Bad estate planning resulted in
a loss of 72% of tile estate's value[ 
It is important to recognize that death 
may trigger substantial liabilities uch as 
capital gains tax, U.S. estate tax and 
probate fees. Proper estate planning ensures that 
these liabilities are minimized and that your 
estate passes eflbcfively toyour intended heirs. 
To help you in planning your estate. I/d3C 
Dominion Securities has a new fin;racial 
planning sea, ice called COMPASS• The 
COMPASS financial plaza Is a comprehensive 
planning tool that organizes your estate and 
retirement platming; your cash naanagement a d 
budgeting; yonr tax and investment planning. 
COMPASS is differe,tt front financial plans 
offered by other institutions because it is both 
comprehensive and objective. Its analysis and 
reconunendations will ensure your estate 
objectives are achieved. 
For a complimentary Compass brochure, please call: 
Investment Advisor Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Kitilnat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
:-DOMINION 
Visit our intemet site: SECURIT IES  
www.rbcds.com Professional Wealth Management am 
Christmas Check List Sale 
Io"/ 
ns  # 
F IX~' - . t ,v - - -~  
I |  
Come In For Great Specials On Automotive Supplies And On Selected In Stock Items 
TOOLS 
15 off 10 r0o. Exclusive to Elker Auto Engine Treatment 
KD Automotive Specialty Tools 
20 off 
BOSCH Driving Lights 
10 off 
Headlight Sealed Beams 
Smiai,H6054 $10.43 
9004 Halogen Sulb  $5.15 i 
CHA G WE S TERNE R TRIDON M A G N A R E 
N Car & Truck Batteries Truck Seat Covers  Windshield Wiper Blades 
.... 10 10 20 off off off 
t Ke r AUtO Ltd. ,1 
! 
I I 
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Hands off those pens 
BUDGET-CONSCIOUS Mills Memorial Hospital has 
turned its eye to those taking pens home. 
"Pens are d~ppeafing by the bundle," notes the 
hospital's latest ~.tewsletter. It asks workers to check 
their pockets before going home. 
It can't all be laid at the feet of missing pens, but 
Mills did post a $34,539 deficit during its latest report- 
ing period. That effectively has cut its surplus to 
$39,237. 
• Hospital officials note that expenditures are higher in 
the winter than at other times and that they expect o be 
running in the red by the end of the fiscal year. 
The Terrace and District Community Health Council, 
which oversees Mills, Terraceview Lodge and Osborne 
Home, has an accumlated surplus of $104,066. That 
also isn't expected to last. 
SCI pledges topay taxes 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is offering to pay the 
$900,000 it owes the City of Terrace for 1997 property 
taxes over the next five years. 
The city had granted a six-month extension to the 
property tax bill, but said it would add a 10 per cent 
penalty to the hill if it isn't paid by Jan. 1. 
The new deal, proposed by government officials, 
comes in the wake of the province's decision to buy 
out the Royal Bank and take majority control of the 
company. 
City council hasn't yet decided what to do about the 
offer. 
The Job Protection Commission's Erich van Soeren 
says the deal would see the $900,000 repaid with inter- 
est in 48 monthly payments tarting in January, 1999 
and continuing until the end of 2002. 
Almost like Alberta 
LOCAL GAS prices are among the cheapest in Cana- 
da, indicates a survey conducted by the Petroleum 
Communication Foundation. 
Only Edmonton at 49.8 cents a litre and Calgary at 
50.7 cents a litre are cheaper than Terrace's 51.9 cents 
a litre. 
Vancouver consumers pay 55.5 cents a litre, people 
in Regina pay 58.8 cents a iitre, drivers in Montreal 
pay 58.6 cents a litre and those in St. John, Newfound- 
land pay 60 cents a litre. 
Local prices dropped by more than 10 cents a litre 
this fall when retailers followed the lead of the Great 
Canadian Wholesale Club's gas bar. 
City names regional reps 
JACK TAI_~TRA and Rich McDaniel will continue to 
represent Terrace on the Kitimat-Stikine Regional DIS- 
Uict board. 
The mayor and city councillor were uncontested Fri. 
day when the time came for Terrace city council to 
vote on who will attend the regional meetings, each 
month. Councillor David Hull refused to let his name 
stand for the job. 
Alternates will be councillors Linda Hawes and Val 
George. 
10, 1997 
Airport future 
still up in air 
LOCAL RF~IDENTS won't know until next year if a 
country-wide cost-cutting campaign will affect the air- 
port's flight services tation. 
The station, which provides weather and other informa- 
tion affecting air travel, is one of 84 across Canada up for 
review by the corporation which has taken over the service 
from Transport Canada. 
NavCanada wants to cut staff in favour of more automa- 
tion in order to save $135 million a year by 2000. 
Flight services stations provide weather and other in- 
formation affecting flying conditions but Navcanada says 
new technology can replace human beings. 
But regional NavCanada official Andy Vassarins said 
everybody with an opinion will be heard before decisions 
are made. Terrace is one the list of B.C. stations to be 
reviewed next year. 
"There are many factors that will be looked at," said 
Vassarins last week of the reviews. "Traffic, mixture of 
traffic, density of traffic and complexity of traffic, runway 
configurations, weather and terrain will all be considered." 
If the right information can be made available, it really 
doesn't matter where people are stationed when speaking 
to pilots, Vassarins added. 
But some aviators are worried that removing people from 
airports will take away knowledge of local conditions. 
NavCanada does want to spend up to $600 million in 
new technology to reduce costs. It also plans to flatten its 
managerial structure. 
One measuring stick being used is that a station should 
handle at least 40,000 aircraft movements a year. While 
Terrace has just half that number, it also serves the airport 
at Prince Rupert and the one at Sandspit on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. The station here employs 11 people. 
When NavCanada took over in 1996, it guaranteed jobs 
for two years but there was no guarantee on the number of 
stations it would run. 
St  tion waits 
A LOCAL radio station is still waiting to see if its applica- 
tion to change part of  its programming will be approved. 
CFNR, a FM radio station based at Kitselas which covers 
Terrace and the northern interior through a satellite distn~o - 
ution system, wants to bring in a classic rock station from 
Vancouver during its evening programming. 
Its officially asked the Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission, which regulates radio 
stations, for a licence amendment. 
CFNR now rebroadcasts a signal from an Edmonton sta- 
tion during the evening. But CFNR general manager 
Clarence Martin says bringing in CFMI from Vancouver 
will add to its programming mix. 
"We want to meet the requests of our listeners," he said 
of CFNR's mix which has been gradually changing over 
the past while. 
CRTC official Margeurite Vogel said the commission 
has all the information it needs from CFNR. 
"We consider the application complete and it will no go 
i before the commissioners," she said last week. 
" There's no get tiinelable on when • the'commissioners will 
examine CFNR's application. 
Vogel said commissioners are going through an intense 
period of considering applications on other matters. 
Commissioners can either ask for submissions when con- 
sidering applications or hold public hearings. 
gid yon know that B.C.'s Children's Hospital's Safe Start 
program is aimed at reducing preventable injuries, 
the leading cause of hospitalization of children? C-~il'dr"en's Hospital 
The Cana(]ian Taxpayers Fed E~r~] ion has spent thousands of 
dollars t virhg o convince you to sign a recall petition. 
But they won' tell you t~ow t, y opposed the Alcan deal, 
how they wan Skeena q;ellulc)se := shut down. 
and 
Helmu[ q=iesDrecht has wo~,.d ~ar( for us and special interesl 
groups l"o~l~ the sout 1 want to unec the progress we have m~de. 
Don't sign away the 1jture c ~our community. Say no to recall. 
Don't support the hidden agenda behind recall. 
Authorized by the Financial Agent for Helmut Giesbrecht: Jerry Reitman. 
Skeena Taxpayers Association 638-0062 
I 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Recall an insult 
Dear Sh-: 
The recall campaign ow underway in Skeena is an in- 
suit to the Izaditions of our Canadian democracy. I am on 
public record as being opposed to recall in principle. I be- 
lieve that the legislation we have in B.C. was not intended 
for use as a partisan political instrument and I hope that the 
law will be tightened up in the future so that it cannot be 
used in this way, no matter who's in office. 
There  can be no doubt hat the underlying premise of the 
local initiative is to unseat the government, not just to 
recall the MLA. It is because of this, and because of the in- 
volvement of the Canadian Taxpayers' Federation, that 
this is not a local campaign. 
Mr. Roseneau and Mr. Sexton have made claims that Mr. 
Giesbrecht has lied and has failed to represent his con- 
stituents. Mr. Roseneau and Hr. Sexton need to learn the 
difference between an opinion and a fact. 
Mr. Giesbrecht was elected as MLA following a 
campaign in which he presented the positions of the NDP 
as a platform of policies which he would support. Why is it 
a surprise that he is doing what he said he would? 
Mr. Giesbrecht had already served a term as MLA and 
had a public record that was available for criticism. If his 
opponents were ineffective in their efforts, they should 
look to themselves and try again next time. 
Mr. Giesbrecht has also been one of the most effective 
MLA's in the province in terms of attending to con- 
stituents' problems and seeing to it that they are addressed 
as quickly and effectively as possible. 
That he does not support he opinion of Mr. Roseneau 
and his followers means only that he does Support the 
opinion of the majority of his constituents regarding fair 
and equal Ueatment for all members of our society. 
Mr. Giesbrecht has been criticized for responding ag- 
gressively in the press to letters written about him by con- 
stituents. Take another look at the letters of the day. Mr. 
Giesbrecht was responding to pointed, personal comments 
from people who sought o chastise him publicly. 
If you're going to enter into public debate, the door is 
open to all comers, including the MLA. Rather than attack- 
ing him for responding, it would make more sense, it 
seems to me, to take issue with his response. 
I believe the time to change a government is well estab- 
lished by our traditions - -  when a government is defeated 
on a vote in the legislature, or when its term expires. The 
mandate and term of a government are set at the time of a 
general election. 
I do believe that diversity in our political beliefs and rea- 
sonable pmcesse~ for access to political power arc corner- 
stones of our democracy. 
I also believe that periods of stability are essential for the 
well being of our society. Manipulation of our h'aditional 
processes by special interest groups will have a destabiliz- 
ing effect on our society and economies. Please refuse to 
sign the recall petition. 
Frank Rowe, 
Terrace B.C. 
run one candidate against Helmut to prevent splitting the 
vote like did last time. 
I f  you believe that this was the purpose of that legislation 
then by all means ign on the dotted line and we can rerun 
the last election. I 'm not going to repeat he obvious fac- 
tors that that is what this particular recall is all about. You 
as voters have the intelligence to figure that out. 
I am unhappy about a letter that dragged Mr. Dave 
Parker's name unfairly into this. The letter implied that he 
wished to get back on the gravy train of B.C. politics and 
reached this conclusion merely because he worked with 
Mr. Sexton. 
Mr. Parker has not put his name to this so it is unfair to 
try to work people up with a guilt by association tactic. 
Mr. Parker is an honourable man. In fact Mr. Parker 
refused to participate in the MLA pension plan because he 
felt it was not fair to the taxpayers. Had he been a little less 
honourable perhaps he would not have to work at all. This 
information came to me through a political science course 
I took. 
It would sure be refreshing to see this debate/recall or 
whatever it is conducted on a high moral plane. Not that I
particularly can claim the high moral ground as I 'm no bet- 
ter than anyone else and probably a lot worse than others. 
I 'm not so sure I could have refused that pension. 
Lorue, you still have not answered by question. What is 
the specific reason you are recalling Helmet. How can any- 
one debate you if you won't tell them. 
Why don't you list the problems you have along with the 
evidence you have to support your conclusions and give 
the other side an opportunity to respond to these crimes? Is 
that too much to ask of the man who put his name to this 
recall document? 
How can anyone respond to vague allegations with no 
substance to them. Let's not make this into a Salem witch 
hunt where whispers were enough to bum someone at the 
stake. 
John Pequin, 
Terrace B.C. 
Helrnut's a good guy 
Dear Sir: 
So Troy Lanigan and the Canadian Taxpayers Federation 
think the people of Terrace and IGtimat need a new MLA. 
I must disagree. 
I f  these special interest outsiders lived in Skeena, they 
might not be so quick to judge the record of Helmut Gies- 
brecht I 've lived here for years, and I have seen the good 
. job he has done. 
Helmut was responsible for the $200,000 grant to the 
Terrace Public Library. He worked very hard for the 
" $749,000 for ore and training for the day care at NWCC, 
and it was Giesbrecht that got us funding for rcnovations at 
the Terrace Curling club. 
It was Helmut Giesbrecht, not any special interest lobby 
group, that fought for funding for the Thornhill Com- 
munity Sewer system. And it was Helmut Giesbrecht, not 
• any group of outsiders with a bone to pick that set up the 
Unfa ,  r "  . . . .  toformer;:M  , Terrace emergency centre. Helmut Giesbrechtlobbied . . . . . . .  for 
. . . . . . .  operating:.funds forthe CT scanner after it waspurchased... 
D~u';Slr:. ~ : . . . . .  Helmut Giesbrecht has done a lot for this community. 
What has Troy Lanigan and the Canadian Taxpayers Asso- 
It looks like there will be a door to door blitz by the op- ciation ever done for us? 
position to attempt a rerun of the last election with written J im Westerman, 
assurances from Hr. Sexton that this time they will only Terrace B.C. 
! 
;~ ~,, 1997 SnoWest"Sled ofth Year" 
;i~;~,~ ,' Newly refined liquid-cooled 700cc U~. bu It twin 
' :' , Case.rend ind~on with dual easy puff 39ram Keihin 
D slide carbs 
, XTRA-IO front suspension with Controlled Roll 
Centre (CRC) steering package, 38" ~nce, and 825" 
front and 10.9" rear travel, toulon bar. 
.136" trad(wflh 1.75" deep lugs 
, New mid.height flared windshield, large 5' 
instn, nettation 
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The Gift 
of Music 
.. , " ~  
Experience the joy of music making. It's a gift 
that lasts a lifetime. Check out~ music for the 
entire family. Did you know that scientific 
studies have shown the advantages of learning 
to play. Yes, music "exercises" the brain and 
increases activity especially in spatial reasoning. 
Ask a music teacher! 
Chances are that you can find a quality music 
teacher in your neighbourhood. Look in the 
yellow pages or local publications and 
directories. For that perfect keyboard. Check us 
out. 
We have Yamaha, w6rld"s largest manufacturer 
Of quality ..... 
musical instruments. 
Let's get started...tod,a) ! 
YAM AH k Portable Keyboards 
YAMAHA 
Classic Guitars 
CG-40 
Solid Wood Top , .31z l~MG,  ~ 
Rosewood Sides 
Mahogany Neck 
Ebony Finger Board 
YAMAHA 
Steel String I 
Guitar 
F310 
• ~; . .  •; , with approximately 20% more horsepower than cuP97 ~ :~: 
....... ,~ . . . .  m0e,. [ . ~ "  Indian Rosewood .:::ii~ ~ ~ [ ~ ~  : , XTRA-IO front suspension with Controlled 
. . . .  - -  ~ R011 Centre (CRC)steering package, 38" ~ Finger Board ;,,!;i::iii!ii! ' we nave  - Z__. .  ~n=,and8a"tr.a, to.~bar. .... ~ '  
'~ ' Snowblade$ & ~ , Case-reed induction with dual easy pull : * i! i~. ! 
~" Accessor ies  fo r  ' " " " "~i! 
POUI I Iq lS ,  Mahogany Back & 
• ~ o u r  ATV v - -N  ~ R01~dchaiu~=~Juw~W0fgr~ - ~_~-=~-  - -  - 
~ V , , ' ~ ~ ~  C0mp~sk~ J t t iuE  THE BEST ~: ~" i~i~: 
I s .,,,,ou. . . . . . . . .  
D U I OUTSTAHDIHG N'~ [ ~ "-" ii i [~[ J~]l~"~ e I l J ~'1 | J ..... i 
i k~ KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
i ~ ,  TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
I~",I,~L 4641 KeithAvenue, Terrace, B .C . -635-6334 I I  635-5;333 632-5000 635-4948 
I | 
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Products help stop 
automobile thefts 
AUTO THEFT has reached 
alarming proportions in 
B.C., and Terrace is nearing 
the last year's high number 
of thefts. 
In order to combat hese 
high numbers - -  58 vehicles 
stolen to date in this area - -  
ICBC has released an anti- 
theft device buying guide. 
The guide evaluates the i, 
effectiveness of different 
systems available on the 
market. 
Anti-theft devices fall into 
a number of different cate- ' 
gories. There are mechani- 
cal, such as steering wheel 
or transmission locks, alarm 
systems and immobilizers 
electronic systems that 
disable the engine. 
There are three key things 
to consider when purchasing 
an anti-theft device 
visual, physical and audible. 
Typically, a thief doesn't 
want to exert too much 
physical effort, nor does the 
thief want to attract atten-, 
tion to himself. 
"Alarm systems don't 
prevent people from stealing, 
cars but they deter them 
steering wheel locks do 
have some success by 
making the car less attrac- 
tive to thieves," explained 
Paul McNicolls from the lo- 
cal ICBC office. 
Elcc~onic car immobi- t
lizers, on the other hand, ef- 
fectively disconnect multi- 
ple points of the electrical. 
system, making it virtually 
impossible for thieves to 
steal the vehicle. 
"ICBC can't beat the 
problem alone, they need 
the public to make an ef- 
fort," said McNicolls. 
The price of the devices 
ranges anywhere from $50 
to $10OO, but McNicolls 
THAT'S LOCAL ICBC manager Paul McNicholls with 
one of the more popular devices used to deter 
automobile thieves. 
says its worth the cost. 
"All it takes is to have 
one vehicle stolen and you 
have to pay the deductible." 
ICBC offers up to $100 
refund if the owner of the 
'vehicle had used an anti- 
theft device which had 
failed to prevent the theft. 
The Electronic De-vice 
has the highest rating for 
mechanical systems. The 
Clifford Super Nova lI is 
one of the highest rated 
alarm security systems and 
the VirtualKey, also by Clif- 
ford, offers the best pro- 
tcction in the immobilizer 
category. 
The products are rated on 
a points scale and a sug- 
gested retail price is also in- 
cluded . . . . .  
Booze fuels crime here 
VIOLENT CRIME in Ter- 
race continues to be on the 
rise this year according to 
the latest round of police 
statistics. 
Following a trend that has 
held consistent his year, 
violent crime is well above 
average, with assaults lead- 
ing the way. 
From January to the end 
of October 1997, a total of 
332 persons offences were 
investigated by Terrace 
RCMP. 
That's up from 274 last 
year and 273 in 1995 ~ an 
increase of some 18 per 
cent. 
Assaults constitute the 
majority of those offences. 
They're up to 289 from 232 
in 1996 and 229 in 1995. 
That's an increase of 21 
per cent, and it works out to 
about one assault per day in 
Terrace. 
Inspector Steve Leach of 
Terrace RCMP says most of 
the assaults are likely con- 
nected to alcohol consump- 
tion. 
"These sorts of crimes are 
usually a result of drink- 
ing," he says. "Many occur 
outside bars." 
Police arrests of intoxi- 
cated persons is also up con- 
siderably this year, support- 
ing Leach's argumenL But 
he says why more people 
are drinking and becoming 
violent is anybody's guess. 
"We really don't know," 
he says. " I  wouldn't want to 
speculate." 
However, while violent 
crime is up, property crime 
here is down considerably. 
A total of 852 property of- 
fences occurred in the f'LrSt 
nine mor, ths of the year. 
That's down from 1,114 in 
1996 and 1031 in 1995. 
Break-and-enters, shoplift- 
hag and thefts from vehicles 
top the list of pmpexty 
crimes, but they're all down 
this year. Break-and-enters, 
for example, are down to 
136 from 186 last year. 
Overall, Criminal Code 
offences are down 9.5 per- 
cenL  
And Leach does have an 
answer for why those prop- 
erty crimes are down ~ the 
detachment's ' 'Zero 
Tolerance" policy for drug 
enforcement. 
The theory is that reduced 
access to drags means fewer 
people committing property 
crimes like break-and.enters 
to get money to buy drugs. 
And Terrace RCMP have 
made considerably more 
drug busts this year, 99 
compared to 63 in 1996. 
"We like to think there's 
a connection," Leach says. 
"But it's not the sort of 
thing you can prove." 
Bedding Department 
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 , Cold . .  
 Kemectles 
To cure the winter cold.., just apply heat=. 
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LAS VEGAS] ~ [] LORETO ""] 
Jan. I 3 Nights ~ Jan. 1,8 7 Nights 
 
Air Only '319  Jan. | 7, 24 7 Nights All Only '499 
Stratosphere s499 Air Only '519 Eden Resort s1349 
Bally's s529 El Pescador Iov) s799 (~di,incruu~.C~¢denWew) 
Excalibur 9549 Buenaventura s879 
lan. 4 ,S Nights Blue Bay Club S1049 
Air Only '31 9 ~tA l i ' l n ( luu~e)  lan, 31, Mar. 6 ? Nights 
Air Only s899 
Stardust uo~o, km s439 ~ Sup~rClubs 
Maxim s499 ~ t a n ,  3, 10 7 'g ts Super Surprise lamaica 
Luxor s539 All Only x649 (~l.lndu~ve) from 14889 
Laguna Inn s969 Book this Suw Special ~amaica 
Cancun Plaza s1019 package andr~ei~ our guar. 
lan. 16, 23 7 Nights (St~l~) anleedlov,~qxk:e.Y~r ~r~e 
$ 
Air Only 869 Jan. 3, tO 14 Nights Sup~lubslarnaicaResod~l) 
s The Mill Resort 1399 Air Only s669 be regaled within 7daD d
Sonesta Resort 1519 Lagunalnn s1219 yourd~partu~. 
~ericana Beach Cancun Plaza =13~ BreezesMont%o 
Resort s1659 (s,~) Bay (,¢.~,d,~,+) 2099 
SuperClubs" 
Cuff your UNIGLOBE cruise spetialist lodoy. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Torrate 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
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Get av 
Sray'n 
you to five of Blttish Coh.tmbia's 
most popular vacation destinations at 
irresistible getaway prices, Enjoy two 
nights in a contfortable, cosy room plus 
confi.ental breaklast for two. Discounts 
are also available for local shopping and 
dining at some locations. One night 
packages also available. 
( (Ttl tl*!l [ttP ~rlt 1,7~'l itr Pi!tl $ 
1-800-663-0298 
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Victor P. Hawes O.D. 
Optometrist 
Wishes to announce that he will be 
in his Terrace Office on 
Wednesday, Thursday & Fridays 
for visual examinations. 
This schedule is effective 
as of November 1997. 
For an appointment please phone 
250-638-8055 
New office hours will be: 
Tuesday to Thursday 9:30 am - 5:30 pm 
Friday 9:30 am - 7:00 pm 
Saturday 13_:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Customer Ap o+°eciaHon Day/ 
For over 34 years Totem has been serving'Terrace and the Pacific Northwest with quality 
brand name furniture & appliances. The reason we have been able to do so for so long is 
due to the support we/mve received from our valued customers. In appreciation for that 
support, Totem Countrywide invttes you to our customer appreciation day. 
p~ 
! Every Appliance Instore Is Priced To Go! Some Examples... 
! .... ::!ii ¸{:!~ ~.+i~:i: • 
i~ ~!?~ . . . . . . . . . .  
Q ®  
MAYI'AG 
Deluxe Self-Clean Electric Ranges $699 
Reg. $939 ..................................................................................... 4 
GE18cu, ft.Refrigerator.glassshaves, adjustabledoor $799 
Bin' & M.uch MP[e l Reg. $1059.. .......... - i..........,,_ .......... :; ............... ' , 
'$1299 
Frigidaire Ceramic Smoothtop Convection Range Fully Loade 
Reg. $1599 .............................................................................. 
Bosch Built-in Dishwasher- Stainelss Steel nterior Tub & Door $799 
So quietyou can hardly tell it's on Reg. $1059 ................................... 
 FRIGIDAIRE ~mUENN.A IR  @ 
All Beds & Bedroom Furniture On Sale/Some Examples.,, 
Single Size Mismatch Mattress & Boxspring 
Comb,'nation ........................................................ $199 
Springwall Silver Queen Bed Set oo-m 
Simmons Beauty Sleep Allure Pillowtop ~,  I~l') 
Queen Size Reg. 899. .......................................... ~t lO~ 
Simmons Evolution $888 
Super thick beauty sleep bed Reg, $1349 .......... 
Simmons Beauty Rest Pocket Coil 
,.. s,z. +, , ,+  .............................. $899 
All Furniture & Home Furnishings Instock Specially Priced/Some Examples... 
Solid Oak Coffee Table $199 
Reg. $369 ................................................................... 
Villageois Maple 9 pc Dining Room Suite ~ ~"~ l'Jl ~ 
Table with 6 chairs, Buffet & Hutch Reg. $5895...~]1L)~,1~,$ 
Wing Chair in solid green fabric 
................................................................... $269 
Kitchen Hardwood Table,4 Chairs Natural Finish $599 
Reg. $929 ................................................................... 
Queen Size Canopy Bed Frame 
................................................................... $444 
Chairworks Leather, Match Reclining Chair, Ottoman $349 
Reg. $649 ................................................................... 
Corner Oak Buffet& Hutch $998 
Reg. $1589 ................................................................. 
I ,  # e l  i i 
~,:vJ=.,..,~,~ i,~.,,.,~r,~.,;~_~ L ] 
Totem's  Count rywide  I 
Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
_ I F F ~ k  "The va lue  has  never  been  bet ter "  I 
• 7 B ¢ ' ~ /  4501 Lake lse  Ave ,  ~ : :~: ; : - i~ i~~ I 
• r • ~ , ~  Terrace ~ ~ ~  l I 1.eoo-8 3- 5 I 
638 1158 ~ : ~ : : i  i ,  ' I l l  . . . . . . . .  ~ .... I 
Hard hit Stewart pinshopes 
hopes on new forest licence 
STEWART'S MAYOR 
hopes a plan to create at 
least one and possibly more 
forest licences will bring 
jobs to a community hit 
hard by a mine closure and; 
forest shutdown. 
Tiny Stewart is entering 
the second year of a 
depressed economy caused 
by logging shutdowns con- 
nected to the Skeena Cel- 
lulose crisis and the decision 
by Westmin Resources to 
close its Premier gold mine. 
"Our population is 550, 
down from 1,400 just a 
couple of years ago," said 
Andy Burton last week. 
Some families stayed on 
for a bit as primary bread- 
winners went elsewhere for 
work but they have also 
now moved out, he said. 
"People are hurting. 
We're dependent on forestry 
and mining and when those 
are down, it's bad," Burton 
continued. 
Burton himself has been 
affected - -  he's dosed his 
drycleaning business and a 
20-unit apartment building 
he owns has just one tenant. 
But he sees hope in 
recommendations being for- 
warded to forest minister 
Dave Zirnhelt for forest 
tenure in the area. 
At the very least they'll 
result in a forest licence al- 
lowing a company to cut 
62,500 cubic metres of 
wood a year for perhaps as 
long as 15 years. 
But there could be more 
wood allocated over a 
shorter term as an incentive 
to place a wood processing 
facility in Stewart, says the 
forest service official work- 
ing on the recommenda- 
tions. 
"The minister has alrea.y 
said the intent is to benefit 
Stewart," said Steve Os- 
Andy Burton 
borne .  - 
And  since 62,500 cubic 
metres isn't a lot in terms of 
having a company make an 
investment, a short term in- 
fusion of more wood would 
help, he said. 
,ttrena getting boost 
f'om northwest body 
HARD-PRESSED Stewart has received 
$20,000 to help operate its arena complex 
this winter. 
With the economy of the northern town 
on the downturn and many people leaving, 
the local council lacked Lhe tax dollars to 
keep it open, said the man from the agency 
which came up with the money. 
"What it came down to was the quality of 
life. That complex in Stewart is central to 
life there in the winter," said Joe Whitney 
from 16-37 Community Futures. 
Although better well-known for assisting 
businesses through advice and loans, 16-37 
a year ago applied to its federal sponsor, an 
agency called Western Economic Diver- 
sification, for a one-tlme $20,000 grant hat 
could be then given to a deserving north- 
west community. 
Even then, said Whimey, 16-37 had 
Stewart in mind. 
"We specifically applied for Stewart," 
he said. 
Fortunately, the $20,000 grant is just 
about enough to cover the shortfall at the 
Stewart arena, Whitney added. 
"For curling, for figure skating, for hock- ' 
ey, for community meetings, that building 
is vital to Stewart's needs," he said. 
Failure to keep the complex open could 
force yet mote people to leave, Whitney 
said. 
Having the complex open has resulted in 
an effort o host regional ice-based sporting 
events. "By bringing people into the com- 
munity, it becomes a source of develop- 
ment for the hotel and bed and breakfasts," 
said Whitney. 
That short term wood 
would come from the 
amount not cut this year by 
Orenda Forest Products and 
Buffalo Head Forest Pro- 
ducts, two Skeena Cellulose 
subsidiaries. 
"The condition is that the 
wood be processed here and 
that's good. We're eternal 
optimists," said Burton of 
the forest licence plans. 
"We have the infrastruc- 
ture - -  water, power, docks, 
the roads," the mayor 
noted. 
Most of all, Stewart has 
power thanks to a B.C. 
Hydro line put in nearly 10 
years ago. 
The 138kv line was to be 
the foundation for industry 
in Stewart because itoffered 
a stable source of electricity, 
replacing diesel generators. 
Westmin did use the line 
to run its Premier gold mine. 
Burton noted that the B.C. 
Hydro line is carrying just 
two megawatts of power, 
signfieantly less than its 40 
megawatt rating. 
Osborne said recom- 
mendations to create a new 
forest licence tied to build- 
ing s processing facility in., 
Stewart shouldn't be con- 
fused with an agreement 
struck between Repap (now 
Skeena Cellulose) and the 
province last year. 
When Repap took over 
Orenda Forest Products it 
said it would use its best ef- 
forts to establish a process- 
ing facility in Stewart. 
That plan died when 
Repap began its economic 
slide toward the bottom. 
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official tax receipt is issued. 
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Please give generously. 
Call 638-1330 or visit 
101B - 4621 Lakelse Avenue, 
Helping seniors, adult learners 
and the community of T~race. 
Reg is tered  Char i ty  No. 0927632-59  
COMMUNITY  READER & WRITERS 
(LaOKWHO,S  
E]rian Lindenbach, Terrace Standard 
Darrl Law, Mix 590 
<~ Bruce Martindale, Web North 
Ed Benney, Co-op 
Dale Lufkln, Overwaitea 
Chris Kofoed, Skeena Cable 
Renita Nays, Skeena Broadcasters 
Fiona McNair. Kinnettes 
Jim Stewart, Royal Bank 
Stu Muir, Safeway 
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? 
7th Annual 
Kermodei Bear Swim 
January 1st, 1998 
Please pledge .or.spons0r these breve penguinslf you 
want to iota m the fun get a pledge sheet at: 
Valhalla Pure Outfitters, Terrace Co-op or 
Terrace Standard. 
" " • ~ ~ /th~nu4dKmmed~daiu~'~dm 
If you have any questions, contact Patrick Mclnlyre 
at 638-1777 or WebNorth@osg.net j 
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New Tanning 
Booth 
at Richards Laundromat 
& Cleaners on Emerson 
48 Lamps, 19 fans, 
One Great Tan] 
635-5119 
#1 In Town 
¢11/  
~ e IIII • 
N,~';N 
A Little Different For Your 
Children's Birthday Party 
• BirthdayParty Package for 10 Children i
lnedudea:  : : ~ ~ : I 
• lY ,  heum In bat t ing  - 'age I 
! :s.~urin gamesimalato r i~Ali~4IIIL 95  I 
I'~ hot dogs. Pepsi& snacks V l l~ Ib  t 1 
i '~:~,"~"=='"°~="~. vq i ,  w-  ,,, ,,I 
~Book  Your Christmas Staff Party Todayll 
[ [ F I I1112~ 481B Hwy. 16, Terrace " " -~: ' - ' *  I 
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ANNI)UNCEMENT 
Northwest Hearing Services of Terrace, B.C. is pleased to announce that, 
effective September 1997, the clinic lbrmally entered into a franchise 
agreement with Victoria-based Island Acoustics. The Terrace clinic is now 
known as Island Acoustics Hearing Services. Managing Audiologist, Peter 
Russell M. Sc. Aud (C) and his team will continue to manage the clinic 
and personally provide hearing health care services for their existing and  
new clients. 
This exciting new development provides Northwest Hearing Services' cli- 
ents and the doctors who refer them, with an even wider range of benefits. 
Canadian owned and operated Island Acoustics is the province's largest 
and most progressive provider of hearing health services, with more than 
30 locations throughout British Columbia. The firm has been built on the 
basis of providing the highest standard of client service possible, Com- 
bined with uncompromising integrity, 
lsland Aeoustics' ervices have been referred by physicians since 1978. 
Island Acoustics Hearing Services provides ervices to your area. We 
look forward to your patronage in the coming year and we wish all of 
you a safe and happy holiday season. 
ISLAND ACOUSTICS 
~__ .~ ~-. .  HEAPING SERVICES 
former ly  AUDIO HEARING CL IN IC  
Park Avenue Medical Building 
4634 Park Avenue 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Call: (250) 615-5077 
Or toll free at 1-888-615-5077 
- DO ff right, go better wdh great tool 
gift ideas from Santa's Workshop! 
I0" Precision Waodcuttlng System by RYOBI 
-comes with stand & mrldde tlppedblade 
MODEL BT3OOOXB 
? 
Moklla 10" Sflde Compound Saw 
with Electric Brake -double sliding compound 
-comes with a carbide tipped blade & dust bag 
MODEL LS1013 
bamm,~ x,~ .eq sanae[ 
• comes with dust bug 
MODEL 9924DB 
'~ :: MODEL 7499C 
Porter Cable Profile Sander Kit 
• comes with case 
MODEL 9444C 
Porter 
Cord 
• comes 
endease 
Delta Floor Drill Press 
- 12 speed, 16 V/' 
MODEL 17-901 C 
Delh 
  race 
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Former MP dismisses 
offshore drilling plan L 
LIFTING AN oil and gas billions required for off- 
drilling moratorium between shore drilling," said Fulton. 
Prince Rupert and the While he conceded that 
Queen Charlotte Islands is a i the northcoast waters are 
bad idea, says former shallow, the weather can be 
Skeena NDP MP Jim exUeme. 
Fulton. "Winds there can be in 
Environmental considera- 
tions far outweigh the ad- 
vantages of drilling and the 
cost would make a final pro- 
duct oo expensive, he said. 
Fulton was responding to 
the Prince Rupert-based 
North Coast Oil and Gas 
Task Force which wants the 
moratorium lifted to fully 
explore the producing 
potential of the Queen Char- 
lotte Basin. 
The task force says there's 
a massive quantity of oil 
and gas under the seabed, 
presenting an opportunity 
for jobs and investment on 
the north coast. 
But Fulton, who was the 
MP when the moratorium 
was placed in the 1980s for 
safety and environmental 
reasons, isn't convinced 
there's ufficient quantity to 
contemplate commercial 
production. 
"There are huge gas wells 
in the northeast producing a . 
huge volume of gas at a cost, 
that couldn't be met by the 
i 
Kitimat 
recycle 
offer 
denied 
TERRACE CITY council- 
lors say they're not inter- 
ested in a scheme that" 
would make Kitimat the 
region's recycling centre. 
Instead, they've given city 
administration the go-ahead 
to explore other options and 
report back. 
The 3 R's Recycling Pro- 
ject, circulated by the. 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District and pushed by the. 
District of Kitimat, would 
have cost $139,000 a year 
and would have reduced the 
amount of waste entering 
landfills by an estimated 10 
per cent. 
Kitimat Understanding the 
Environment (KUTE) 
would be contracted to pro- 
cuss recyclable material, 
making that city the region's 
base for recycling. The 
group would send a truck to 
Terrace six times a year to 
pick up recyclables here. 
The project would also in- 
clude an education program 
and creation of demonstra- 
tion gardens. 
But Terrace councillors 
choked on the proposal's re- 
quest for a $50,000-a-year 
project coordinator. 
They objected to Kitimat's 
contention that KUTE be 
given the contract instead o f  
calling for bids through a 
tendering process. 
And they claimed the cost- 
sharing formula was geared 
to lead an unfair share of the 
costs onto Terrace. 
If council had said yes, 
Terrace would have paid 
$51,800 a year as its share, ~" 
while Kitimat would have' 
paid $36,700. That's be- 
cause half the cost-sharing' 
was based on assessed prop- 
erty values, not including 
heavy industry. 
Councillor David Hull 
said the cest.sharing should 
be simply based on popula- 
tion, not assessments. 
"This is crazy talk," he 
said. "This plan isn't going 
to do a thing for us to be 
honest." 
He added that it a regional 
recycling operation would 
make the most sense located 
in Terrace. 
City director of engineer- 
ing Stew Christensen said 
it's possible the city could 
parl~er with a recycling op- 
eration in Prince Rupert. 
Hull argued a city- 
operated composting project 
could do almost as much as 
recycling to reduce the 
waste stream. 
Councillor Val George 
said that ultimately the pro- 
vince should be providing 
assistance to help com- 
munities establish recycling. 
projects in the hinterlands. 
excess of 100 miles an hour, 
turning the Hecate into a 
huge pot of churning water 
and that means environmen- 
tal and safety issues," said 
Fulton. 
"A blow out would have a 
huge, huge impact. To do 
something like that in 
waters producing half of the 
B.C. salmon catch worth 
$200 million a year would 
be catastrophic." 
Fulton said oil and gas 
*companies which did have 
offshore leases have now 
turned them back to the 
' governmenL 
Jim Fulton 
1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 
i 
L 
• 4 Speed Automatic 
o Power Windows 
• Power Door Locks 
• Power Mirrors 
.Air Conditioning 
. "flit Steering 
.AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
. Cruise Control . . . . . . . . . .  
. Remaining Manufacturers Warranty 
$27,500. °° 
200 Airmiles w/every 
purchase "%~.  
Dealer #7262 
THURS. DEC. 11 & FRI. DEC. 12, 1997 
i~i<:" 
V 
REGU .  
I 
~.~.~ 
%,. 
, o 
o 
.Stock Items only.,,son~ limits apply, No R£nchecb, No Adjustments to existing IJyaways or previous purchases, 
Skeena Ma l l .  
4741 Lakelse Ave Terrace BC 
638-1196 
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Locals relieved at decision 
Gov * b off fish fee hikes ~ lk ~ ~ , I- Spend The Wee "ka,cl~~at Prince Rupert's Best Choice II 
when environment minister That group also recom- [ 
Cathy McGregor announced well in advance was impor- ican fishing magazine have mended simplifying the [ 
that licenee fees for non- 
resident anglers will not be 
raised. 
Non-resident angling fees 
were scheduled to increase 
fxom $10 per day to $40 per 
day on classified waters as 
of April I 1998. But now 
that increase has been can- 
celed. 
"We've been doing con- 
sultation (with user-groups) 
in an ongoing way," 
McGregor said in a confer- 
ence call last Friday. "The 
committee (overseeing the 
consultation)'s advice is to 
cancel the fee increases this 
year." 
The increases were 
originally to take place last 
April. But a series of heated 
protests from Skcena fishing 
guides and business owners, 
worried about lost tourism 
revenue prompted 
McGregor to defer the fees 
for a year. 
McGregor says she made 
From front 
Br ian  Pat r i ck  
that decision because the 
original plans for increases 
were "the result of what I 
felt was not appropriate con- 
sultation." 
But the minister made no 
apologies for the long time 
it took to make the decision 
about next year's fees 
leaving uides and lodges in 
the dark while they tried to 
plan for 1998. 
"Consultation is a process 
that takes some time," she 
said. "What is important is
that we are trying to do ade- 
quate consultation. We are 
listening to the conccrns of 
tauL 
" I  believe that is absolute- 
ly critical," she said. "We 
need to be responsible tothe 
angling uide commu.ity." 
The news came as wel. 
come relief to lodge owners 
and business people who 
have been waiting all fall 
for a decision. 
"We'U be OK," says 
Kermodei Bear Lodge 
owner Irene Walker. "Lots 
of people have been on 
hold. Now tomo~ow e can 
send out the message to our 
agents in Europe that the 
prices aren't going up." 
And Walker says Skeens 
ML,A Helmut Gieabrechi 
was instrumental in keeping 
the fees down. 
"Giesbrecht did a good 
job," she says. "This 
time." 
Brian Patrick, owner of 
Misty River Tackle, was 
also relieved to hear of the 
fee increase cancellations. 
"That's good news," he 
Coho in bad shape 
That's because this year's 
return of the most valuable 
commercial salmon, sock- 
eye, is also expected to be 
very low. Einarson says ear- 
ly estimates are that fewer 
than 100,000 of the fish will 
be available for harvest 
from the Skeena system 
next year. By contras t , the 
1997 season saw some 
800,000 Skeena sockeye 
taken by Canadian 
fishermen. 
"Tentatively it looks like 
a poor sockeye return," he 
says. "There will not be a 
lot of commercial fishing 
because of that." 
The cause~,of'theexpect~ i 
poor socke y~zun~is apara, 
site called "ick" that 1,311ed 
off young coho before they 
went to sea. The few sur- 
vivors of that parasite are 
due to spawn next year. 
The cause of the coho 
crisis is a much more com- 
plicated mix of increased 
pressures firom Alaskan 
fishing, warm water caused 
by El Nino currents and 
what Holtby describes as a 
"chronic mismatch of stock 
strength to exploitation 
ra tes . "  
The problem is that, like 
the Fraser River, the Skeena 
is n mixed-stock fishery. 
Thtt means different species 
of fish and different runs of 
the same species all mix to- 
gether in the ocean before 
moving up-river. 
Those runs are of varying 
strength, but there's no way 
to tell which fish are from 
weak runs and which are 
from strong runs when they 
are caughL So the DFO 
manages them to an aver- 
age, which tends to over- 
exploit weaker interior 
stocks and underexploit 
stronger coastal runs. 
"It's a serious dilemma 
and invariably the result of a 
mixed-stock fishery," 
Hcitby says. 
Another problem has been 
El Nino. Holtby says 
warmer waters have reduced 
the amount of 
phytoplankton, which re- 
quires cold-water nutrients, 
on the north coast. That has 
ledto less krill, which feed 
on the plankton, and less 
food for young coho, which 
eat the krill. 
The warm water has also 
forced tho coho to move fur- 
ther north, right into the 
hands of Alaskan fishermen. 
',They take the lion's 
share of coho now," Holtby 
says. "It's not a matter of 
Alaskan fishing gone ber- 
serk. They don't target Ca- 
nadian fish, they fish in ac- 
cordance with abundance." 
But it does means that 
coraing to a deal with 
Alaska will be an important 
part of any hopes to save 
depleted runs. 
"The Alaskan fishery is a 
very big part of the solution 
to this problem," Holtby 
says. "They account for be- 
tween 60 and 90 per cent of 
total mortality on Skeena 
.coho. Without Alaskan 
' ' 1 . . "  :' ..','.~-'!. 
cooperation we are in a 
much worse state." 
Other species of salmon 
on the north coast are also 
suffering, including the 
famous Kalum chinook 
prized by sports fishers as 
poss~ly the largest salmon 
in the world. 
But Holthy says it is the 
plight of Skeena coho that 
will likely b e a driving force 
behind north coast fisheries 
management next season. 
"Coho are going to have 
big implications for the 
management of all (north 
coast) fisheries for the next 
few years," he says. "We 
want to do what it takes to 
ensure coho will be around 
for the next generation and 
that will be a real chal- 
lenge." 
T imber  
Supply :.,,,L: 
AreaCranberryffsA)Timber Supply i 
You are invited to review and comment on the 
Cranberry Timber Supply Area Analysis Report 
and Public Discussion Paper as part of the 
Ministry of Forests Timber Supply Review 
(TSR) program. This program will provide the 
chief forester with the information to make any 
necessary adjustments othe allowable annual 
cut (AAC)~the allowable rate of timber that 
can be harvested from a specified area of land~ 
for the next five years. 
Before determining a new AAC, the chief 
forester will consider information ranging from 
technical forestry reports to public input and the 
government's social and economic objectives as 
expressed by the minister of forests. Public input 
is an important part of the TSR and you are 
encouraged toreview the information i  the 
regoorts and fonvard any comments you have to 
the Kispiox Forest District. Public input will be 
accepted until January 26, 1998. 
Copies of the analysis report and public 
discussion paper are available at: 
• Kispiox Forest DistricL 
2210 W. Highway 62, Hazelton, 
tel: (250) 842-7600 
• Prince Rupert Forest Region, 
3726 Alfred Ave, Smithers, 
teh (250) 847-7500 
• Production Services Section, 
1450 Government S ., Victoria, 
tel: (250) 387-2511 
• TSR website at: 
http:/www.for.gov, bc.ca/tsb 
If you have any questions or would like further 
information, please contact Shane Berg, District 
Manager at (250) 842-7600 at the KisPiox Forest 
District. Presentations will be available to 
interested parties on request. 
, ,.,BRITISH 
LOLUMBIA 
, Min]s!ry of For .~ ............. ',;,;~',i'::;i;:,'~.:.,~:. : 
• . . . - , 
already posted B.C.'s higher 
classified waters prices, so 
it's important for the 
government let them know 
that he fees will be lower. 
"Some people have al- 
ready written us off," he 
'says, "They (the govern- 
ment) have to tell the world 
that you can fish here and it 
won't cost an arm and a 
leg." 
The committee that 
recommended the angling 
fee increases be canceled for 
another year consisted of 
user-groups like the Steel- 
head Society, BC Wildlife 
somewhat  compl icated i I' Present th is  ad on Check-in ~md receive ] [ 
licencing process, I an upgrade to a l la rbourv iew mend 
"That was a point of con- [ (l~yzd on at, atlabilitg a,rnt rrstrictians apply, rtstrvations recamnu, ded~ I 
tention in the committee," " [ 
McGregor said. ,'! n som e [ Call Toll Free ! -800 ,663 ,8  !50 
people's opinion there is 
vast amounts of paperwork [ 
involved. If we can make it 
easier for both those who 
sell the licences and those 
who buy then we should 
look at that." 
And the committee also 
recommended a review of 
the classified waters ystem, 
which is currently broken 
into two classes. 
.... .,, ~; ....., ~.,..,~.. ....~,j ...~; 
~ ~,"::'..~4:~ ~td~.'..." ~' .~:~. ': {~:~:#i. ...:.,:¢ , ~)~: . .  o,~d,!~ 
..... =1, . '): ,.- . . . . .  ~ <ii:.~i= 
<~ :C~:I~ . :: :i-,.~:=i ,[::~<: =i:."/: (::i! :~: 
,~, Need Great Gifts? 
~ Stocking Stuffers? 
,~ Gift  Exchange Gifts? 
'~ We've Got Them! 
'~ See our fabulous election of: 
@ 
@ 
• Picture Frames . Gloves 
• Ceramic Angles . Scarves 
• Candle Holders . Hand bags  
• Jewellery . Decorations 
• Pewter • Care Gift Packs 
• Hats 
,~ Plus so much morel 
ofHAIR GALLER m 
,~ L4711D KEITH AVE. 635"3729 
I www.cmsd~otel.bc.ca info@cresdmtei.bc.ca 
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For Christmas. 
De sure Ibis Chrislmas, 
Ship 6reyhound Courier Express, 
Shipping Locations Christmas llours 
GREYIIOUND CANADA Dec. 13-24:7:30 a,m.. 6:00 p,m, (Mon,- Fri,) 
,t620 Keith Avenue 7:',]0 a.m,. 6:00 p,m. (Sat.) 
635.3680 CLOSED (Su,,) 
Dee. 25-26: CLOSED 
To make sure your presents arrive •before 
CMstmas does, ship them Witli us; 
Greyhound COurier Expressl we're fast, 
reasonable, and ab&e all, reliable, 
And, nowl we're open longer, too, For 
added convenience, tryour pick-up and 
delivery service. This Christmas, end your 
packages with us, and you'll be the one 
who's laughing ~[[ t~.e,.~ay. 
K_d IGREYHOU__N~ ....... ' 
~J  COURIER EXPRESS 
More Places, More Often 
I PUBLIC NOTICB I N-6 M-O N 66W  N-6 i 
~!;i~i :/:I~I~! ~~ ~ ~ 
...... " 'T IL  YEAR 2000 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART INVITES YOU TO 
The Final 4 Days of their 
' Invitation to Savings Sale. 
MICROWAVE, "IV, VCR, MANY GIFT ITEMS, TOUCH LAMPS, DISHWASHER ALL ON 
:. .... : . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i~:::i~:: .... 
---~:~ Bedroom Suites 1 /2  price 
~ , -6 piece bedroom suite 
 s 50% OF!  
~:! .Foam,  Starting from 
• "7~9 Single $119 Doubl 
$199 Queen ~" 
C010ur T,V, . 
'2299 
*Items pictured may not be exactly as illustrated 
All Living Room Suites 
1 /2  price 
- 2 piece suite 
Reg. ~ Now $599 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434 LAKELSE AVE TERRACE Phone: 638-0555 
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Premier believes MLA 
safe from recall group 
PREMIER Glen Clark aluminum smelter. And 
says he stands behind his we've just saved Skeena 
1994 statements in support Cellulose from certain 
of recall egislation, destruction," Clark said. 
Clark at that time said Clark said claims that the 
politicaas must have faith government is now spend- 
that voters will make the ing money in the north to 
right decision when faced save the MLAs facing recall 
with choices such as the 
recall of their MLA. 
"No longer in British 
Columbia can any politician 
of any party simply say: 
'Too badt We're here for 
four or five years, we'll do 
whatever we want and you 
can defeat us four years 
from now.'," he said in the 
legislature during the 
debate. 
Clark now says he con- 
tinues to have "complete 
faith" in the wisdom of the 
people, despite the recall 
threat o Skeena MLA Hel- 
nut Giesbrecht and Prince 
George North MLA Paul 
Ramsey. 
" I 'm so confident that the 
people will reject this," 
Clark said in an interview 
Friday with The Terrace 
Standard. "People who play 
politics with recall will 
fail." 
He said those pushing 
recall in the two northern 
ridings are focused sddy  on 
bringing down the govern- 
ment. 
Clark called Giesbrecht an 
"outstanding MLA" and 
said more government as- 
sistance and effort has been 
concentrated in this con- 
stituency than most other 
parts of the province. 
"We've secured a huge 
expansion of the A1can 
is "totally ridiculous." 
He  said the government 
has made clear its plans to 
negotiate a settlement with 
Alcan years ago. 
And its effort to save 
Skeena Cellulose was in line 
with earlier intervention on 
behalf of Evans Forest Pro- 
ducts near Golden. 
" I  make no apology for 
standing up for resource 
communities throughout 
B.C.," he said. 
Clark also denied accusa- 
tions that his plan for some 
kind of northem agency is 
also geared to placate the 
structured, but says some 
people are using it for 
partisan purposes. 
"I  am worried about 
abuse," he said. " I  am 
worried about money com- 
ing in from outside. I am 
worried about the involve- 
ment of the Canadian Tax- 
payers Federation and other 
outside groups." 
Asked if it never occurred 
to him that people might use 
recall for partisan purposes, 
he said "absolutely not." 
He also denied sugges- 
tions that he or  the NDP 
would be tempted to use 
recall against a Liberal 
government if the tables 
were turned. 
"Absolutely not. To use 
this to try to refight the 
provincial election 
campaign is wrong," Clark 
said. 
Glen C lark  
didn't know the makeup of 
the recall forces in Skeena. 
"Clearly these are fringe 
right-wing people trying to 
play politics with the people 
of Skeena and it will be re- 
jected because of that." 
"Tm so confident that the people will re- 
ject this." Clark said in an Interview Fri- 
day. "People who play pofitics with recur 
will fail. '" 
north. 
" I  said we were going to 
pay more attention to the 
north before I ran for the 
leadership of the NDP, be- 
fore I became premier," he 
said. 
He added that similar 
regional efforts will also 
happen elsewhere in the 
province, starting with the 
Kootenays. 
Clark said he does not 
regret the way recall was 
"I  think the avenge 
people do not want per- 
petual elections in the pro- 
vince," he said. 
Clark said that "religious 
groups" are among the spe- 
cial interest groups that are 
seeking to use recall in the 
north. 
Pressed to clarify, Clark 
said the Prince George ef- 
fort involves church groups, 
although he admitted he 
Active 
~J  CAtlAOIAN ASSOCIATION 
DIABETES CANAOIENNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIABETE 
Finally, the c¢ 
phone for  pe 
who don ' t  w, 
to  be seen w 
a cell phone.  
See your BC TEL Mobility 
dealer today, and get 
the world's smallest 
cellular phone. 
25 - 
Unlimited Free Weekends 
100 Free Evening Minutes 
Additional Evening Minute 
12 Month Contract 
Buy a second $99 
Motorola StarTAC TM 
and add i t to  your 
plan for just $9,95 
a month more! 
0m.,. k3 [ t'-!; i (4  J~2~'~ ej w j ~' ! ~ i
SERVKE ~ IANNIVERSARYI 
KBTH AVE. MALL CiTY CENTRE SKEENA MAt.L LI962"!997l 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
Reform 
exec 
leaves 
party 
REFORM B.C. constituency 
association president Chris 
Lindseth has resigned. 
The last active member of 
the association's executive 
quit because of the pos- 
s~ilily of a byelection 
resulting from the recall 
campaign in progress 
against Helmut Giesbrecht. 
" I  didn't want to be part 
of having another split 
vote," said Lindseth, who 
also registered Friday as a 
canvasser in the campaign 
to recall Giesbrecht. 
He was referring to the 
1995 provincial election in 
which the number of 
Reforat and Liberal votes 
combined far surpassed 
Giesbrecht's total. 
Lindseth said he and many 
others want to see only one 
right-wing candidate oppose 
Giesbrecht the next time lo- 
cals go to the polls. 
' But he said there have 
been no formal talks be- 
tween the L~eral and 
Refona constituency associ- 
ations to field a joint candi- 
date. 
He predicted most fellow 
Reformers will support a 
Liberal campaign this time 
rather than see the NDP 
returned. 
" I  know some people 
would have a problem 
voting Liberal," he said. 
"But I find the name isn't 
as important as the platform 
and policies." 
Lindseth said he hasn't 
enthely abandoned hope of 
a Reform B.C. resurgence. 
But he admitted the Liber- 
als are undisputably 
stronger right now in the 
wake of the resignation of 
the party's remaining 
MLAs, some of whom have 
harshly criticized party 
leader Wilf Hanni. 
Lindseth said he expects 
to see the Reform con. 
stituency association go 
dormant until such time as 
the party's provincial pros- 
poets improve. 
Roa Town, who won the 
party's nomination in 1995 
before stepping aside after a 
heart attack, said the party 
has "imploded" since 
Hanni took over the leader- 
ship from Jack Weisgerber. 
"There's just nothing 
left," he said. 
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WHAT? 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
A card says 
so much 
OKAY, I 'VE GOT it straight now 
that I don't need to send a Thank 
You card to someone for sending 
me a Thank You card. But if I did, 
it could say: 
"Your Thank You card meant so much to me, 
With warn feelings my heart did fill. 
How lovely to receive a special note from a 
friend like you 
I just love any mail that isn't a bill." 
I could also use a No Thank You card. I 
would keep a stack of them near the door. They 
could say: 
"Thank You but No, I am not interested in 
your product/service/religion right now, nor 
have I been the last three/nine/172 times you in- 
quired. If I ever do have a sudden urge to 
receive your product/service/religion, I will 
look up your home address and drop down 
some day. Let's say around suppertime when 
your toddler is really grumpy and you yourself 
have just stepped in a big yucky puddle of cat 
puke with your bare feet. Okay, good-bye for 
now.  P ' 
Wouldn't that be handy? I would buy lots of 
those, some with pictures of birds on them, 
some with bats. 
I could also use a Get Real card for people 
who are not. 
"So sorry to hear about your ailment," it 
could say. 
"Hope you get real, real soon, yes I do. Or 
else tell me what planet you come f~om If  you 
think what you just said is true." 
People who get these Get Real cards should 
also get flowers, chocolates and/or a fruit bas- 
ket. These things all help in the healing process, 
it's been scientifically proven. You could look it 
up yourself in any l~rary. 
I hope I wouldn't need too many of those 
cards, although I should probably try to hand 
out lots of Empathy cards. 
Passing a strollering fellow mother who has 
apparently overshopped with a wiggly baby, II 
could discreetly hand her an Empathy card as 
we bread-and-butter a ound a puddle on the 
sidewalk. What could it say? 
"Been there 
Done that 
Feel for you 
Like you 
Keep on trucking 
Everything's gonna be fine.', 
Or, no, maybe more like: 
" I  know it isn't always easy 
But hardly anything is ever always anything." 
Or no, that makes it worse. 
Alright, I know what I could use for sure, are 
some Random Award Certificates. I should dis- 
tribute a lot of those. First on the list would be 
that house near the farmer's market who planted 
poppies and other beautiful flowers along the al- 
ley outside of their fence for the pleasure of pas- 
sersby. Award winningl That house would also 
get an Award for best wild rose hedge. 
Other House Beautiful awards I could hand 
out would be for buying a fixer-upper and ac- 
tually fixing it up. There are several ovely ex- 
amples on my street. I really enjoyed watching 
other people working so hard all summer long. 
Other Award Certificates could be printed up 
for "Not yelling at me when I could see you 
really felt like it" and "Playing nicely and 
being mostly good when I was talking on the 
phone long distance." 
I think some of my friends might also like a 
Merry Bah Humbug card m those who f'md the 
holiday season so stressful, They could say: 
"So you're sick of shopping and worrying 
Take time out to read this little verse, 
And remember no matter how lousy you're 
feeling right now 
In January you'll probably feel worse." 
Bat they jest don't seem to make the cards 
and certificates I need, I wish someone would 
just print them up so I could use them. Some- 
times, when words fail, a card says so much. 
Come forward mystery helper 
Passing driver made a big difference at accident scene 
THANKS TO the help of an 
unknown passerby, Kathy 
Corbett will be getting 
married in a week. 
Corbett attd her fiance 
Lego Guerin were driving 
back from Prince Rupert on 
the evening of Remem- 
brance Day, after having a 
dinner out. 
It wasn't late, only about 
7:15, and Guerin was driv- 
ing when the couple hit 
black ice and the car started 
spinning out of control. 
"It was like an arcade 
game," remembered Cor- 
bett. 
The car slid sideways into 
the oncoming traffic lane, 
then went down a 15 foot 
embankment. 
"The next thing I know 
Lego is sitting in front of 
me, saying 'Are you 
okay?'" 
Corbett thinks the car 
naight have rolled, since 
Guerin's front sect was 
pushed into the back seat. 
Corbett's seatbelt was 
choking her and later doc- 
tors told her she had a hang- 
man's fracture. 
Once Guerin freed Cor- 
butt, he ran back up to the 
highway to find their poodle 
Buttons, which had jumped 
out of the car after the acci- 
dent 
A First Nations couple had 
spotted Buttons on the high- 
way and stopped to rescue 
the dog. 
Fortunately the man, from 
Port Simpson and in his mid 
to late 40s, had just finished 
taking a first aid course with 
an emphasis on transporta- 
tion related injuries. 
He scrambled down the 
bank to the ear, and made 
Corbett a soft collar for her 
injury by taking a jacket and 
rolling it up to support her 
neck. His actions might 
have helped save her from a 
more serious pinal injury. 
The man then went back 
up to tlie highway, stopped 
traffic to find more helpers 
and someone with a cellular 
phone to call the ambulance. 
"Everything was ready 
for the ambulance 
paramedics when they ar- 
rived," said Corbett. She 
said the paramedics were 
very impressed with his ac- 
tions. 
Unfortunately, she never 
discovered the man's name. 
"The paramedics want to 
know who he is so they can 
thank him," she said. And 
she of course wants to let 
him know what a difference 
he made. 
"His instructor should be 
complimented," said Cor- 
belt. 
She had the impression he 
had just finished the first aid 
course, and perhaps was just 
driving back to Port Simp- 
son after completing it. 
After stabilizing in Mills 
Memorial hospital for a day 
or two, Corbett was sent to 
Vancouver with a flactured 
neck. She spent ten days at 
Vancouver General Hospi- 
tal, and while she ap- 
preciated the care given by 
the doctors, doesn't have 
much else that was com- 
plimentary to say about the 
hospital. 
However she's very happy 
with the red carpet reatment 
she was given at Mills. 
While in Vancouver Cor- 
bett was fitted with a head 
and body brace. Her head is 
bolted in place with pins at- 
tached to the brace. Her 
pelvis is also put together 
with three pins. 
Strangely, the dog Buttons 
also suffered similar in- 
juries. Both Buttons and 
Corbett have three fractures 
in their pelvis. However 
Buttons is recuperating far 
quicker. 
Despite the prospect of 
being honsebound for three 
months at least, Corbett is 
cheerful. 
' Tve  been in good spirits 
right from day one," she 
says. 
She and Guerin had 
planned to be married on 
December 19, and despite 
the brace and halo, they're 
going through with the wed- 
ding. 
WEDDING PLANS NOT ALTERED - -  Despite having to make slight alterations 
to her wedding dress, Kathy Corbett and her fiance I.ego Guerin will be getting 
married Dec. 19. The couple and their dog Buttons were in a serious car accident 
on Remembrance Day. 
' T I I  be the only bride in their papers. But Corbett just wants to 
history with stars on her The wedding dress will thank the mysterious man 
halo," she said. A friend have to be altered slightly from Port Simpson who 
decorated her halo with stars and the wedding photos helped make the wedding 
like school children use on will l~¢ memorable, poss~le. 
Pointy problem in physics calendar 
PHYSICS STUDENTS fired a softball at a sheet of glass with a giant sling shot in ortler to capture 
this photo. Students had to make sure the flash would go off the instant the ball hit Iho glass. 
EVER WONDERED what a firecracker 
looks like the moment i ignites7 
You can f'md out if you pick up a copy of 
the third annual Caledonia Physics Club 
calendar. The calendar is full of spec- 
tscular pictures of every day events, taken 
by this year's physics tudents. 
Three photos feature events that happen 
very quickly, such as the exploding fire- 
cracker. There's also a shot of a golf club 
sU'iking a golf ball, and the photo pictured 
to the left, that of a softball going through 
a sheet of glass. 
The photos were inspired by the work of 
physicist Harold Edgerton, who invented 
the electronic flash and pioneered its use 
to show the details of rapidly occurring 
events .  
Taking those photos was a challenging 
assignment. And not always just a menial 
challenge. 
For example, July features a student sit- 
ting on a bed of pointy nails, illusUrating 
the theory that pressure is force divided by 
area. Of course getting on or off a bed of 
nails presents a few problems. 
"It 's amazing the lengths students will 
go to to discover the principals of 
physics," says physics teacher Allen 
Wootton. 
There are also two astronomical photos 
this year. One shows the Galilean moons 
of Jupiter as they appear on two successive 
nights. The changing position of the 
moons around Jupiter can be dearly seen. 
Spotting that movement was an impor- 
tant historical event. 
Galileo saw it in 1609-1610 and used it 
as evid*mce to support his belief that 
hcavcnly bodies did not all revolve around 
the earth as was commonly accepted then. 
The Caledonia Physics Club 1998 
calendar is now available from the school 
for $5. If you'd like to order a copy, con- 
tact the school at 635-6531. 
Money raised from the calendar will be 
used to help the Physics Club travel to the 
Physics Olympics at the University of  B.C. 
in Vancouver. 
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CITY Sc -NE ! 
MUSIC 
A TERRACE SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA presents selections from 
The Messiah, on Saturday, Dec. 13 at 8 
p.m. at the REM Lee Theatre. The 
symphony will also perform Mozart's 
Jupiter Symphony and other Christmas 
works. The community choir and guest 
soloists Becky Bloski, Myrna Fisher 
and John Arsenault are also featured 
during the concert. Tickets are $10 for 
adults and $8 for seniors and children at 
Sight and Sound or at the door. 
A THE NUTCRACKER - -  Senior 
piano students at the Northwest Acad- 
emy of Performing Arts are putting on a 
short performance of the Nutcracker at 
7 p.m. on Thursday, Dee. 18 at the 
academy at 4722 Lakelse Ave. The 
focus is for children aged 6-12 though 
all are welcome. Admission is a dona- 
tion to the food bank. 
A TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
presents Carols in the Park at 7 p.m. on 
Sunday, Dec. 21. Sing Christmas carols 
and enjoy warm refreshments. Free ad- 
mission, bring the whole family. 
50s and 60s, every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every Wednesday, and alternate Sun- 
days. 
J, THE THORNHILL  PUB brings 
back karaoke very Friday. 
A GEORGE'S  PUB - -  Northem A GIGI 'S 
Lights plays live country rock and the spress. 
PUB features Dance Ex- 
ETCETERA 
& THE SPRING CREEK 
Mountainaires present a Christmas tum- 
bling show on Wednesday, Dec. 17 at 7 
p.m. at the 7th Day Adventist Church at 
5401 McConnell. Terrace's only tum- 
bling team demonstrates its acrobatic 
and gymnastic skills. Special per- 
formances by band and choir. Refresh- 
ments to follow the show. 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
A On Saturday, Dec. 13 is a Yule Tide 
Relay at the Skeena gym from 7-11 
p.m. Get teams together. Sunday, Dec. 
14 is the movie afternoon special from 
1-6 p.m. at the Carpenter's Hall. Bring a 
pillow and enjoy the popcorn. Finally, 
Friday, Dec. 19 is the last regular drop- 
in night at the Carpenters hall before 
Christmas. All events are free. 
Make the 'Scene/Cal l  638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
HEART 
STROIC& 
FOUNDA11ON 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUF~ VSG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is
tax deductible 
CANADA'S 638-1966 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next.of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Enjoy the great sound of 
Rumble Seat 
Dec. 18, 19 & 20 
Tuesday Night 
Pool Tournament 
Wednesday Night 
Karaoke 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Friday, Dec. 12 Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
BOOK SALE ~ The Volunteer 3175. 
Bureau hosts a Usbome book sale 
from noon to 8 p.m. today and from 747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow. Pro- CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
coeds to,the community Readers cadet training sessiom every Wednes- 
and Writers literacy program. At ~e day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
Volunteer Bureaunext o Have* " , .the airport. For more tnfo. call Linda at 
Java. 635-5567. 
NO BOOK FINES m Bring your 
overdue books, videos and more 
back to the public library and pay 
no fines. Amnesty lasts until Jan. 1 
Saturday, Dec. 13 
NO COFFEEHOUSE - -  The 
musician's society planned cof- 
feehouse isn't going ahead. 
Sunday t Dee. 14 
TERRACE SPORT CARD collec- 
tors are invited to a card show at 
the Coast Inn of the West from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Proceeds go to local 
charity. For more info call Rob at 
638-0807. 
Tuesday I Dec. 16 
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT 
CRAFTS for children aged 6-8 will 
take place at the library from 3:30- 
4:30 pm. Program is free, but regis- 
ter by calling 638-8177. 
CHRISTMAS DINNER - -  The First 
Nalions Council of Women hosts 
this free dinner in honour of elders 
and kids on the street at the 
Skeena Health Unit auditodum. 
Only 50 seats available, so reserve 
yours by calling 638-8558. 
Wednesdayj Dec. 17 
WREATH MAKING CRAFTS for 
children aged 9 and up will take 
place at the library from 3:30-4:30 
pro. Program is free, but register by 
calling 638-8177. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday t lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at635-3209. 
SCOTHSH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday t 7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
THURSDAYS 
AL-ANON often a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at71.,30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 638-0263. 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- 
3 p.m. at the health services society 
(formerly Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 
Kalum St) Public health nurse on hand 
to answer questions. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the MinisUy of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesdsy of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINETrE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meela every second Wednesday. New 
memlmm are welcome. For more, call 
I 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact l-,ois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. st the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get staged Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m, at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks SL For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sens~ly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
FRIDAYS 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
SUNDAYS 
WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY 
GROUP - -Th is  non-partlsan group is 
for women to gather and talk about 
their spirituality. Openness, support 
and respect valued. No fear of eon- 
denmatinn. Share joy, tears and 
laughter in the struggle towards 
shalom. From 2-3:30 at the Terrace 
Women's Centre. For more info call 
Pat at 638-7906. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
pro~ organizations and those events 
for which there b no  admission 
charge. [tents will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m, on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
'97 Mazda B4000 Extra Cab SE 
• Automatic • MC 
• CD Player • Power Mirrors 
• Alloy Wheels • Box Liner 
• Bug Guard 
Includes Matching Canopy/ 
Save Over $5,000 
oemo special $25,9951 
97Mazda Protege Special Edition 
" warranty 
Special $16  795J 
'97 Mazda B4000 Extended Cab 4x4 
, 41~ 
• V-6Engine 
, AJC 
• Cassette 
• ~0/40 split fold 
down seats 
Special $23,495J 
Friends from the start 
HOW MANY of us can say 
we've been friends since 7~ 
birth7 
Six lucky Terrace children ~+)+, i~ 
can make that claim. ,+ 
The five boys and one girl 
were f '~t  introduced in May 
1987. Their mothers all at- 
tended a six week "Mothers 
and Bab ies"  program of. 
fercd by the Skeena Health 
Unit. 
Many of the mothers were 
new to Terrace and were 
delighted to have the op- 
portunity to mect  other 
morns with new babies. 
The mothers met once a 
week to talk about every- 
thing f rom breast feeding 
and immunization to sleep 
patterns and s~l ings.  
After the course finished, 
the mothers weren ' t  ready to 
give up their new friend- 
ships, or the supportive 
bond they felt for one anoth- 
er and their children. 
So the group started meet- 
ing on their own once a 
week at each others homes. 
The babies were healthy 
and growing rapidly. To- 
gether they shared mile- 
stones like sitting up, their 
first words, sleeping through 
the night, standing, walking, 
their first Christmas togeth- 
er and finally their first 
birthdays. 
As the children grew it be- 
came harder to contain six 
two-ycar-olds in one house. 
So meetings moved to the 
park where the toddlers 
could run and play. 
It was common to see six 
strollers wheel ing through 
Terrace. For years the group 
continued to meet until their 
'babies '  were ready for 
school. At  this time, one 
family moved away, keep- 
ing in touch by letters and 
pictures. 
Now, after ten years, the 
THEN AND NOW - -  Babies in 1987, these six children and their rooms have 
stuck together. Five still live in Terrace, and they're still good friends, Pictured in 
the same order from left to right are Mick Miller, Colin Parry, Dusty Batjer, Joel 
Martens (only in the baby photo since he moved away), Nalhaniel Wakaruk and 
Jamie Norton. 
group still gets together at 
Christmas or in the summer 
to take that special picture 
of  their babies, 
Four of the children are at- 
tending the same school, 
three have been in the same 
class since kindergarten, 
two are best friends, three 
play hockey together, three 
share the same love of 
music and all play soccer. 
Most interestingly, says 
mother Lynn Norton, all 
Come Heet Fronk nl 
Frank~n can count for- 
ward5 and backwards. 
He can zip zippers and 
button buttor~.He can 
5tide down a r/verbcmk all 
by hirr~elf.He ccm even 
sleep alone ~ hi5 small, 
dark shell. Best of all, 
Frank~ i5 coming to v~ff. 
Frankl in will be vis it ing 
Friday, December  12, 
every hour  on the hour  between 4 pm & 8 pm 
And on 
Saturday, December  13 
every  hour  on Ll~e hour  between 10 am & 5 pm 
~ Don't rn~ yov chance to meet Frank~! 
113-4716 Lazelle Ave Ph: 635-4428 
have a genuine, caring bond only girl, will never be 
for one another, without her ever-watchful 
Her daughter Jamie, the boys. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Natural Resources  
Program ~ 
invites members of the conmiunity to enroll in 
.'my of the following course offerings beginning 
file week of Jan. 5,1998: 
University Credit Courses: 
° G.I,S.Geography 204 (90 hours) • lecturcThur. 9-12, lab Wed.9. 
12 or 12-3 pro. 
• Geography 160 (90 hours) . lecture Tues, 9-12. lab Mon. 9.12 or 
1-4 pm. 
• Anthropology i 11 (45 hours) • lecture Friday 9-12 
• Anthropology 112 (45 hours) • lecture Mon.7-10 pm. 
• English 152 (45 hours) • lectureThur. 1-4 pro. 
• Math 131 Statistics (45 hours) • lectureTues. 9-12 
Technical Courses: 
• C:trtogmphy • Thur. 9-12 
• Air Photo Interpretation • Men. 9-12 
• Surveying .Wed. 9.12 (equipment requir-ment) 
• Data Collection • Wed. I-! 4 pm (equipment requirement) 
• Forest Soils • Fd. I-5 pm (starts March 8 includes Sat.Apt. 18) 
• Resource Inventor)' • Fri. 1-5 pm (permission of instructor) 
' Business Studies ° Thur. 9-12 
' Management Skills * Toes. !.4 pm 
' Policy & Legislation • Men. 1-4 pm 
'Tourism & Recreation • Fri.9-12 
' Forest Products • "llmr. 1-4 pm (permission of instructor) 
• Fire Science • Fri.9-12 (permission ofinstructoO 
• Forest Engineering 2 • "lX]es.8-12 (Eng. 1 or permission of 
instructor) 
' Silviculture 2 & 3 • Wed. 8-5 pm (Stir. 1 or permission of 
instructor) 
Please call Ken Downs (635-6511 loc. 5372) 
for more information, 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
- II 
Holiday I.)eadltnes l 
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAy AND CLASS!FIEDS 
Issue Of Sat. Dec. 13 - NOON Dec. 9 
Issue Of Wed. Dec. 17 - 4 P.M. Dec. 12 
Issue Of Sat. Dec. 20 - NOON Dec. 16 
Issue Of Tues. Dec. 23 - 4 P.M. Dec. 18 
Issue Of Sat. Dec. 27 - 4 P.M, Dec. 18 
Issue Of Tues. Dec. 30 4 P.M. Dec. 22 
Issue Of Sat. Jan. 3 - NOON Dec. 29 
The  fo l low ing  i ssue  w i l l  be  back  to 
normal  dead l ines  & pub  dates!  
; ::.:; i~].: I 
~i!i! 
}"I 
 aloto 2 . L /~  • 7:!! . . . .  i~i(';.~ 
From al l  o f  us  at i i~i ~:~ ' ~+i '~
_ ~_ I1=11: i l ; I L+!11  
STANDA 
3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 
638-7283 
Ideas 
@ + +,:++ 
SNAPPY LXII SURE SHOT 
105 Zoom 
• Auto Flash 
• Red Eye Reduction 
• Extra Large Eyepiece 
• Fixed Focus 
• Auto Wind/Rewind 
SURE SHOT 
70 Zoom 
t ~ ~::'~+:~'~'r'<::~+~ :!i: 
• 2 Power Zoom 
• Red Eye Reduction 
• Auto Focus 
• Large Viewfinder 
• Auto Focus 
• Auto Exposure 
• Zoom Lens 
• Self-Timer 
SURE SHOT 
Owl 
: ....... : . :~  • 
l 
• Auto Focus 
• Red Eye Reduction 
• Auto Wind/Rewind :,: 
• Auto Flash 
Zoom Lens 
Auto Flash 
Auto Focus 
Red Eye R e d u ~  
PENTAN 
PC-50 
S:: 
Ill 
C 
+ : 4:: 
: 27¸:¸:i 
• Large Viewfinder 
• Auto Focus 
• Auto Wind ,~ ~,~,  I 
• Bufltln F l a s h ~  
• WeatherResistant J 
• CompactZoom Lens 
• Auto Focus 
• Remote Cont ro~~ 
PENTAX 
ESPI0  9O MC 
~ . .  ;:77 *-+ 
• 2 Year Warranty 
• Autoload/Rewind 
• Red Eye Reduction~ z, ~, . I 
• Auto Flash _ ~ ~ _ 1  
• zoom Lens ~.~,~|  
0 mST~m,G L'~ | N+ + _ i rd  b'~'~ I ] | i ~'1 ~ ~ I~ J  
S lmC! " ~ ~ .+- - , + ~ ANNIV!RSARY 
• 11962 1997 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL L 
TERRA CE  K IT IMA T TERRA CE  
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
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Around Town 
A poetic bent 
~i ~C < "n :~ pla,:c 0 
" is about the loss of a 
LOCAL POET Judi Harmon won 4th place out of 
3,000 entries in a national poctzy contest. 
Her poem, "Team of Red, 
favourite home. It will appear in Images in Time, 0n 
anthology of Canadian poetry, published by the Poetry 
Institute of Canada. 
Hannon has been writing poetry for 15 years. She 
writes for children and also writes poetry on fantasy 
and real life situations. 
Christmas dinner 
THE FIRST Nation's Council of Women is hosting a 
Christmas dinner in honour of elders and kids on the 
street. 
The dinner takes place at Dec. 16 at the Skeena 
Health Unit's auditorium. Doors open at 5 p.m. 
While the dinner is free, there will be Christmas pie- 
tures taken at a minimum charge. These donations will 
go to the First Nation's Council of Women. 
There are 50 seats available for this dinner. Call 638- 
8558 to reserve yours. 
John Chen-Wing thanked 
LONG TIME Caledonia teacher John Chen-Wing is 
the guest of honour at an appreciation dinner on Dec. 
17. 
The dinner is being organized by Scott Stewart and 
the Leadership 12 class. 
Chen-Wing has been with Caledonia since the school 
opened in 1969, and is a biology teacher. 
But it's for more than his teaching for which Chen- 
Wing is being recognized. 
Stewart says for longer than anyone can remember 
Chen-Wing has helped organize the school's annual 
yearbook. He also takes on the annual chore of coor- 
dinating all the scholarships and awards handed out to 
students, including contacting busmess~ and picking 
up donations of money. 
"He puts so much time and effort into helping stu- 
dents," said Stewart. 
Fellow teacher Allen Wootton comments on the op- 
timism Chen-Wing has towards his students. 
"He never gives up on kids. He keeps at things and 
never gets discouraged," said Wootton. 
So the Leadership class is organizing a big spaghetti 
appreciation dinner for Chert-Wing on Dec. 17. Tickets 
will be $7.50 and they'll include a chance at "a whole 
whack of door prizes." 
Any proceeds from the dinner will be donated to the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation, which Chen-Wing 
volunteers for, and to the Caledonia scholarship fund. 
Former students, parents, teachers and the com- 
munity are invited to the dinner. Yon can purchase 
tickets at Caledonia school or Wayside grocery. 
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SUGAR PLUM FAIRIES - -  From kindergarten to grade four, students at Park- 
side Elementary are gearing up for a big production of the Nutcracker. Parents 
have worked hard developing incredible costumes like this mouse, flowers and 
teacups. There will be a public performance of the Nutcracker from 1-2 p.m. on 
Dec. 12 at the REM Lee "theatre. Everyone's welcome, particularly children 
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Get Into Z ,e Spirit 
Of Christmas 
Friday, December112 & 
Satardayl DeCember I3
Hanky's is having a sleigh ride 
party to get Santa's leigh ready 
for the big night. 
Get here early and get something 
from Santa's bag of tricks!!! 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
T e r r a c e  
Shopp ing  
Centre  
i!! Everything You NeeORoof 
2 11 Ul der One 
- - -g -  
+ _ 2 5 %  Of f  w[e s 
Paula Brock, and the staff at llatrbusters are 
very pleased to welcome Wendy Therrien to their 
team of professional stylists. Wendy brings with 
her over 20 years experience, and invites her 
friends and cltentelle to see her at llatrbusters. 
Wendy's ltours 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturda.v 9:30 am. 5:00 pra 
Hai rbusters  
For your convlence Halrbusters will be open 
Dec. 11 & 12 until 9 pm And Dec 18 & 19 until 9 pm 
Skeena  Mal l  635-2432 
Santa Insures His Sled 
At Braid Insurance... 
So Should You! 
\ 
Don' t  Wa i t  Unt i l  I t 's Too  Late. . .  
CALL  NOW! 
AUTHORIZEO AGENTS 
Braid Insurance Agencies 
:i I 
I 
4648 Lakelse, Terrace 638-8581 
Holiday Wear Event 
Plus 
Great Gift Ideas at 
$40 or less 
smart  se t  
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7880.  
f- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- -30  1 %Off: 
Sleepwear I 
One coupon per perchase i 
Offer Expires Dec. 24, 1997 
I 
I 
n 
mpany 
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-1700 
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Wightman &Smith 
Insurance Agencies Ltd 
638-1424 
Ter race  Shopp ing  Cent re  
DD 662 
1/4 ct. T.W. [~ 
c ,349  
7"  
1/4 ct. 'KW. 
$299 
Compare at $370 
~ Terrace Shopping Centre 
635-7440 
Aft In Stock Christmas 
Cards 
- & Wrap 
SHOPPERS d 
DRUG MART 
mBMGAIN!m  
Sa ap lc I~WEEKEND 
~=-- - .  ~L PR ICES 
~ i;[iJ i{,1 JT.'~#: :tl q:~'M:k Ill :OT~'l:~i,~iJ~l q:Vi*)fl k ' - -  
Come again. As a valued Ela~galn[ Shopper we want  you to 
the first to  know about oaf upcoming ipec la l | ,  
amlos o,amt* and flow ardva~sl 
MAXWELL HOUSE 200 a I s L G OW Fostdooed om rldd. I 
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I PAPER TOWEL I 
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~ f*t' tfN t rek  mdkql Ot¢. 24~ ~lcaaD o4he*~tm notdd. 
4647 LakelH Avenue Tenaee B.C. 
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DILLON CONNOR attends the Terrace Child Devel- 
opment Centre. He loves to create things during the 
pro-school's activity Ume. 
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Child Development Centre I ezuzwr   • ,,,....-,,,, 635.TIPSl 
is a big help to families 
Contributed 
DILLON CONNOR has been going to 
the Terrace Child Development C.enl~e 
since he was three-years-old. 
Staff at the centre have developed a
program for him to increase his ex- 
pressive language skills and promote 
friends,and building creations together 
with them. 
The Terrace Child Development 
Centre is a community based facility 
offering therapeutic services to children 
with a variety of neurological, develop- 
mental and learning disabilities. The 
speech sound development. CDC' provides ervices to over 200 
Dillon is seen for speech language children in our:area,~lfyou have con- 
therapy twice a week. 
With the use of the observation room, 
Dillon's mother is able to watch 
therapy techniques the staff uses with 
Dillon. That way she can use these 
strategies to help Dillon at home. 
ceres about your child's development 
please contact he Centre (635-9388), 
your family physician or public health 
nurse. 
You can also make a donation, to the 
Child DevelOpment Centre this Christ- 
Dillon's favourite activity at the mas by stopping by their Tree of Lights 
centre is attending preschool with his at the Skeena Mall. 
Take A Break From ~t  
Christmas Shopping at "~I~ 
the Bear Country Inn ~ 
Relax and enjoy a home cooked 
°I lunch or a tasty dessert & coffeet 
COU 
4702 Lakelse Ave.,  Terrace (~ 
Ph: 635-6302 • Fax:  635-6381 
Messiah 
 ature 
Xmas 
;now 
THE NEWLY FORMED 
Terrace Community Choir 
has joined the Terrace 
Symphony Orchesl~a to 
present a joint Christmas 
concert on Saturday, Dec. 
13. 
The choir, comprised of 
85 singers conduced by 
Terry Anderson, will be per- 
forming Handel's 
"Messiah." The choir 
formed ~evetal months ago 
and participants responded 
eagerly to the idea. 
The concert will feature 
soloists Becky Bloski, 
Myma Fisher and John At- 
senault. 
Jim Ryan will conduct he 
Terrace Sy[nphony Or- 
cheslza nd Carrie Lee will 
accompany on the organ. 
The program will also in- 
dude several classical 
works and audience partici- 
pation and carol singing. 
Tickets are available at 
Sight and Sound in the 
Skeena Mall at $10 for 
adults apd $8 for seniors 
and students. 
Thank 
You 
Dear Sir: 
Thank you to everyone 
who supported BC Old Age 
Pensioners bazaar and tea. 
The winners of the raffle 
are: Marie Clifford, first 
prize of a quilt; Sharon 
Larmour, second prize light 
fixture; and Alan Dubeau, 
third prize afgan. 
May McFarland 
Branch 73 
Dear Sir:. 
Thank you to everyone 
who came out and supported 
our Christmas craft sale• It 
was a big success and the 
money raised goes toward 
buying equipment for the 
hospital. 
The winner of the basket 
raffle was Polly Chobotar. 
Elaine Sangster 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary 
You Can Make 
a Difference 
I Huntington's Disea e I 
• HO is an inherited brain dlsease 
• h~ causes uncontrollable 
movements, abnormal gait, slurred 
speech, mental deterioration 
and/or marked personality 
changes, 
=Symptoms usually begin to appear 
between 30 and 4S~ over its tO to 
25,year course, HD leads to total 
Incapacitation and eventual death. 
• Each child of an affected parent 
has n 50/50 chance of InheriUng 
HD. 
• liD effects the lives of 1 in 1000 
Canadians. 
• At present there Is no cure for HD 
and no effective treatment, 
Ch~rlttblt Re,St titian a04tdoll~r 1,15 
We'll Pick-up and Deliver Your 
Christma. p.,-k.oo. 
Faster Th 
Speeding 
Reindogs 
f Y 
in Numb r gg gg 
~ ~ o N i Y  THROUGH DEC. 20 
OR BUY FOR s24 ,239  
24 MONTH LEASE 
$2,950 DOWNPAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENT RADE 
COME$ EQtL~I IPPE~ V~'~TP~ OVER 4@ ~;TAH~E~ ,$~FET~ tFEA ' fURE$.  
DEPOWERED SECOND GENERATION DUAL AIRBAGS • 4 WHEEL ABS, 3.0 LITRE ENGINE a 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH OVERDRIVE • EXTENDED LENGTH 
AIR CONDITIONING • AM/FM STEREO, SOLAR TINTED GLASS • POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS AND MIRRORS • EXTENDED DRIVER'S SIDE DOOR • TIP/SLIDE DRIVER'S SEAT 
L IMITED T IME OFFERS.  
Windstar  i s  t i l e '  OHLN r~ in iv~n to  e~rn  f ive  stars 
- the highest possible U.S, Government front-end crash Jest rating- for both driver and ~ront passenger.+ 
We Put  Sa fe ty  And Your  Fami ly  F i rst  
BC IS FORD AN 
O 
D MERCURY 
J MONTHLY PAYMENT $199 $249 $379 
DOWHPAYMENT (OR [QUIVALEN11RAD[) $4,160 $2~950 I $0 
L~.~E ~1~ V J~LUE I$  GUARANTEED 
www.  fo rd  . ca /o f fe rs /  
COU NTRY 
• $249Imon h based on 24 men h "P an" ease of 1990 Winds ar w th Pep 350B wi h s downpayment o $2 950 on approved credit. Total paid based on 23 monthly payments of $249 plus $2,950 downpayment plus tax = $8,677 ;)los tax, 
Optional buyout at termination is$16 740,10 plus tax. Sacur y dopes t ($300) requ red a ease ncop on Of ors exc Jde =cense ax and insurance. Freight included, Some conditions and a mileage restriction of 36,000 krn over 24 monlhs 
app y. Vehicle must be returned In good Working condition with no visible damage subject to normal wear and lear. Limited time oilers. Dealer may lease or sell for less. Retail leases only, See dealer for delails, 
+ U.S. National Highway Tralfic Salary Administration data used in comparing vehicles wilh n 225kg S001bs,) 
4631 Kelth Avenue ~TERRACE 
1-800-463-1128 ~OTEM FORD 
DLR 5548 
(604) 635-4984 
, ,~,, 
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Explosive start to marriage 
Couple survived two train bombings and dodged 
German soldiers during a tumultuous courtship. SAV  BIG! 
A STOLEN KISS behind a 
ttce sparked a marriage 
that's now lasted 50 years. 
Chris and Ali Troeistra 
celebrated those 50 years 
last month. 
The couple was married in 
Holland on Nov. 12, 1947. 
They moved to Terrace in 
1954. 
Chris and Ali met in the 
town of Hoensbrock in late 
1943. Ali was working at a 
children's home and had the 
job of bringing the chil- 
dren's shoes to the shoe 
repair shop. 
Chris happened to be the 
shoe repair man. On one oc- 
casion he didn't have the 
right change for Ali so they 
had to go to his house to get 
change. 
There All met Margjie, 
Chris's sister, who invited 
her to come over some time. 
Ali became friends with 
Margjie and her other sister. 
They would often go out as 
a group, and Chris would 
come along. 
On one outing they were 
playing a Dutch version of 
hide and seek. Chris 
grabbed Ali's hand, pulled 
her behind a tree and gave 
her a kiss. 
All recalls wondering why 
he could kiss so well since 
he claimed he hadn't had 
any previous girlfriends. 
The courtship continued 
and Ali kept the job of 
delivering shoes to the shop. 
Leather was rationed in 
those days but Ali was able 
to get the shoemaker to take 
in more shoes than anyone 
YVONNE MOEN 
The city of Ultrecht was 
finally liberated on May, 
1945. All this time All had 
not had any contact with 
Chris. They wrote letters, 
but neither received them 
until nine months after they 
were written. 
After Holland was 
liberated Chris began regu- 
larly hitchhiking up to 
Doom to see AlL 
In the fall, 1945, All quit 
nursing. She and Chris de- 
. cided io get married. How- 
ever, they didn't have a 
place to live together, and 
this proved a difficult ob- 
stacle. 
The couple finally became 
officially engaged in May, 
1946. 
In 1947, Margjie, Chris's 
sister, announced she too 
was getting married. That 
meant she'd be moving out 
of the Troelstra family 
home, opening up a place 
for Chris and All to live. Ali 
would become the 
housekeeper for Chris's 
family. 
Finally on Nov. 12, 1947 
the couple was married. 
Three daughter later, Chris 
and All left Holland and 
took a 20-hour flight to 
Montreal. 
Once in Montreal the fam- 
ily boarded the train for 
their new home in Terrace. 
Chris had only $105 for the 
trip. 
After an eventful trip 
which included Imving 
the bike taken away by 
German soldiers, walk- 
ing for two days, stay- 
ing overnight with 
strangers, and waiting 
a week to get a train 
They arrived here on Feb. 
ticket, Al i 's train was 28 lena 
bombed. . . . . .  : ; ,  Chris:;firSt.wo.~ked; at  the 
Pohle : mill and then 
else seemed able to. 
In August of 1994, Ali 
was preparing to leave 
Hoensbrock to begin nurse's 
training in Utrecht, a city 
near her home town of 
Doom.  
Chris brought her to the 
train station in Sittard and 
just as they were buying her 
ticket the station was 
bombed. 
Fortunately they were not 
injured, but rail transporta- 
tion was now not possible. 
Ali returned to Hcensbrock 
and went back to work. She 
was happy to stay! However 
her father was preparing to 
come and get her with a 
bicycle built for two. 
After an eventful trip 
which included having the 
bike taken away by German 
soldiers, walking for two 
days, staying overnight with 
su'angers, and waiting a 
week to get a train ticket, 
Ali 's train was bombed. 
She had to hide in a ditch, 
but was fortunately able to 
get back home to Doom, 
and then onto Uitrecht. 
eventually opened up his 
own shoe repair shop oa the 
northwest comer of Kalum 
and Lazelle in 1955. Later 
he moved his shop to a more 
convenient location on 
Greig Ave., across the street 
from the Terrace hotel and 
stayed there until he retired 
in 1978. 
The Troelstras had three 
more children, born in the 
old Red Cross hospital. 
Peter, Cheryl and Elizabeth 
joined Berta, Anaka and 
Audrey. 
All grew up in Terrace, 
doing their schooling here. 
The family was reunited 
this summer in Summer- 
land, and then on Nov. 11 
three daughters were able to 
attend the 50th anniversary 
party of their parents. 
Ali's sister Beg Hospes 
came all the way from Hol- 
land for the anniversary 
party, and her sister-in-law 
Annie Vameveld from Dun- 
can was also there. 
Congratulations Chris and 
Ali Troelst~a nd may you 
have many more years of 
happiness. 
Santa  
Royal 
Canadian 
Legion ' 
Branch 13 
To the Terrace & Area 
residents for the tremendous 
support in making the 1997 
Poppy Campaign a success. 
There was over $15,000 
raised. 
The monies raised is put 
into a public trust fund for 
assisting local charities, Meal 
on Wheels,  and local 
residents in need. 
CHRIS AND AU Troelstra celebrated 50 years of 
marriage in November. The couple's courtship sur- 
vived the Second World War in Holland. 
BAG-A  
BARGAIN 
AT A 
IRLY  B IRD 
E:7 
25% OFF 
Regular priced items! 
Any number of 
items that you can 
put in this bag! 
Exclusion: 10% off reg. priced 
power tools. 
One bag per customer 
If you didn't 
receive your 
BAG-A'BARGAIN 
25%off Bag with 
your Dec. 3 Terrace 
Standard stop in 
at Irly Bird before 
Dec. 13 and we 
will supply you 
with one. 
/"x 
IRLV B IRD 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C .Phone 638-8700 
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15 
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Skeena Mall 
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i i 
it's Family Day At i 
I C0" '01 )
I 
:!': 
4:::/  
i:~!::i:121: :: i!:2i!i 
: ik i:.! ':! :?:::: 
10 am-  2 pm V ideos  For the Kids!  
So Morn & Dad can shop! 
"!!:::.. "ii:{::.. :!!:: . i  < . ?: ::" 
Last l)z y For 
Coupon Savings. 
I :. 
%OFF ' 25 
, 9 Allregul.ar priced /tllBi~.cl?. (,)FF All regular priced ~tems m our 
19 ~,,_ ~~ct " eecle~s 8~~ ~hts & Decorations Tackle Shop Y 
shop ~&le Select. 
Ch~s,~°°eo~. ~°~ 's 
~de~ Scratch n' Save 
5 to 25 oJ,"f 
~er.i 
000 ::'/~Y~/& .~ .~ ~_ 
t> :: L,: ......... ~g i  ft:cer~fiCates; :::; :ii! 
be ihe ldea l  
es --  .~h F r iday  unt l l  ~: nre ava l lab l  z'. ~ : - - , :  
n anyde  / .... = , tom any:  
:' : Pa~entat  ~ :, 
re t race  CO:oPt  i :: i: 
~R:OrT~, " :,- ..... :: 
 ,,,ery grocery order. 
With every $100 grocery order receive a 
12 -355 ml pack of Coca-Cola Clas~;i 
(Not including deposit; while stock lasts) 
IREE 
~vl~a|~e The  Th i r teenth  
Your Lucky  Day!  
~ *  Terrace CO-OP 
Department 
I I 
Store 
4617 (?,r, ;ig Ave. Terrace 
Pk: 635-6347 _.,-,~ '11 
A 
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DAVE TAYLOR  PORTS 
II 
638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
An Alaskan view 
L ast summer as Premier Clark 
pranced around on his pet pony 
Jingo in a blatant attempt to revive 
a flagging image by waving the red 
ensign and our provincial banner, the unofficial 
provincial navy - -  that ragtag fleet of fishing 
boats manned by motley crews of 
commercially-inclined fisher folk, including 
flag-buruing would-be Wellingtons hoping to 
stave off some perceived future Waterloo in 
which they may be the losers ~ pulled off the 
daring maritime coup of surrounding a ferry full 
of puzzled tourists. 
This mock epic sea battle with its cast of 
hundreds attracted the media in a way not seen 
since the great maritime battles over flounder- 
ing cod led by that salty, office-bound land lub- 
ber, Admiral Tobin. Images of our ersatz fleet, 
of ferocious sea wives waving placards ex- 
coriating the dreaded Yanks for stealing our 
fsh, of indignant politicians, of flagging fish 
talks, flickered fleetingly across our televideo 
sets and congealed in pixelated form on daily 
tabs for weeks. 
While Captain Clark was decorated for his 
chauvinism with public opinion ratings, some of 
us too few us it seems ~ were worried that 
the fish stocks themselves had been handed the 
black mark. The president-elect of the Steelhead 
Society of B.C., Dan Bums wrote to Alaska's 
Governor, Tony Knowles, on the matter. 
"We are reluctant o criticize the fisheries 
management of other countries as we have our 
handsfull,lrying to refonn'~ghhnon management 
;m Ca~ads,'Y:.~Ot e Burns.~!Howe~eg,~the~:cut- 
rent:~fishery in .Alaska that is intercepting 
Skeens and Nasa sockeye stocks is causing 
great harm to other, less nnmemua stocks of 
coho and steelhead in those rivers." 
ARer pointing out that the steelhead stocks 
returning to the Skeena system were the third 
lowest in forty-seven years, and that the coho 
returns were virtually non-existent as of July 
16th, Bums called on the Alaskans to stop their 
interceptive fisheries. 
"No one," wrote Bums, "neither DFO, nor 
the province of British Columbia, nor the State 
of Alaska has the right to bring those stocks to 
the edge of extinction." 
Governor Knowles referred Burns' letter to 
the person in charge of Alaskan fisheries the 
Lieutenant Governor, Fran Olmer. Alaska, UI- 
mer replied, does not consider the disagreement 
over the Salmon Treaty a "fish war". While 
conceding that the number of intercepted 
Canada-bound sockeye was up last season, Ul- 
mer points out that the Alaskan catch of 
Nass/Skeena s lmon is only 1.75 per cent of the 
Southeast Alaskan historical salmon catch, and 
that the Nass and Skeena Rivers had an escape- 
ment of 1.8 million sockeye this year, including 
900,000 fish, twice the escapement target set by 
DFO for the Skeena nd 250,000 Nass sockeye, 
50,000 over the escapement target. 
The Alaskan fishing effort during peak migra- 
tion time for Skeena sockeye was 56 hours with 
a maximum of 100 seine boats working the 
water. During the same time over 1,000 Cans- 
dian boats fished for 320 hours. After the treaty 
period was over, the waters in northern B.C. 
were open for 96 hours to the entire fleet while 
the Alaskan purse seine fishery fished two 15 
hour openings. And fishing days in Alaska were 
down 15 per cent in July while they were up 
here 24 per cent. 
Ulmer is right when she writes that the main 
problem facing Canadian fisheries is a direct 
result of the unnatural enhancement of Babine 
sockeye and the 1,000-boat gillnet fishery at the 
Skeeua's mouth. The coho return to the Skeena 
this year is less than one quarter of the worst 
return on record. When DFO, after prodding 
from groups like the Stcelhead Society over two 
decades, finally raised the issue of coho in 
1995, Alaska offered to review Canadian data, 
but Canada didn't provide any information. 
In 1996, says Ulmer, the joint Northern Panel 
requested the bilateral Northern Boundary tech. 
nical Committee to review boundary-area coho. 
Alaska reps came prepared to develop a joint 
report and action plan but Canada told its 
scientists not to come and presented no data. 
The answer to conservation problems will be 
found in negotiation, says Ulmer. "We wel-. 
come an opportunity for Alaskan and Canadian 
scientists to examine the status of Skecna River 
steelhead and coho, the impact of variom 
fisheries and determine the most effective way 
to conserve those fish....We all need to focus 
our fishery regimes on the concept of 'salmon 
first'," she adds in a letter reminiscent of 
hundreds written by the Steelhead Society of 
B.C. to officials in the DFO over the last twenty 
years while the feds presided over the real fish 
war: a war waged by our fishing industry 
against the salmon; ahundred years war. 
Team flips over tumbling 
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THE MOUNTAINAIRS perform a difficult '~ree-high" manoeuver. The tumbling 
Squad to tour area 
schools next spring 
"TEAMWORK" IS more of children standing on 
than just a phrase used in 
passing with the Spring 
Creek Mountainairs. 
In fact, without it the team 
would literally fall apart. 
The Mountainairs are a 
new sports group in town, 
but they don't play basket- 
ball and they sure don't play 
hockey. 
They tumble. 
"We combine gymnastics 
with acrobatics," says head 
coach Tammy Burns. "We 
focus on individual 
endurance, strength and 
teamwork." 
Right now, 23 youths 
from different schools are 
on the team. They range in 
ages from five-years-old all 
• the way to age 14. 
"We've got quite a 
group," Bums says. 
"They're getting very 
good." 
This is the second year 
that Spring Creek, a school 
located in the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, has had a 
tumbling team. They started 
out with a pilot program last 
year and Burns says it met 
with surprising success. 
"It really took off," she 
says. 
This year, a whole new 
group signed up, and many 
of the original members 
stayed with the program, 
creating a good mix of new 
and experienced youths. 
Bums says the team tries 
to choreograph all its 
acrobatic moves and gym- 
nastic routines to music. 
Youths pile on top of each 
other to perform impressive 
feats of strength and 
balance, like the "butmff- 
each-other's shoulders. 
But this group is about 
more than tumbling, it's 
about a lifestyle. 
"We try to promote health 
and drug-free awareness," 
says Bums. "We really 
focus on exercise and keep 
ing and eating healthy." 
Burns started the group 
last year based on her own 
experiences on a tumbling 
team in university. She says 
she thought it would go over 
very well in Terrace. 
Their name, the 
"Mountainairs" even 
reflects both the environ- 
ment of the area 
"mountain" and the musi- 
cal nature of the routines 
"air" meaning a 
melody. 
And these youths are get- 
ring very good. Burns says 
she hopes the team can tour 
local elementary schools 
this spring, to show the 
kinds of things that can be 
achieved through teamwork 
and a healthy, active life- 
style 
"We might even do a 
mini-tour of the province 
this year," she says. And 
next year, the team might go 
on longer tours. 
The M0untainair's first 
big public performance is 
coming up next week. The 
team will be incorporating 
their unique skills into a 
Christmas theme, complete 
with a backing band and 
choir. 
It's a free evening of 
unique entertainment, and 
Bums says everyone is wel- 
come to attend. The per- 
formance will take place at 
the church, across from the team is preparing for a big Christmas performance Dec. 17 and hopes to take the ly" and "three-high" 
show on the road some time in the new year. moves that involve a tower college at 7 p.m. Dec 17. 
Wrestlers get jump on season 
IT'S BOUND to be a gripping year. 
Terrace's youth wrestlers have once again hit 
the mats R this time with greater numbers and 
more experience. 
About 22 female and 12 male wrestlers have 
signed up for the season. Seven of the girls are 
from Caledonia, with the rest coming from 
Skeena Jr. 
It should be a good year too. Skeena even gets 
to host the Zone Championships on Valentines 
Day. 
"A few of the girls went to wrestling camps 
this year," says coach Dave O'Brieu. "So 
we're at a bit higher level, with more seniors. 
A~d we have some great, great leaders on the 
team."  
Both the girls and guys are looking good so 
far. The season-opening melt was held two 
weekends ago at Chandler Park in Smithers. 
O'Brien says it was a new, less formal begin- 
ning to the year, designed to introduce new 
wrestlers to competition i a lower-stress atmo- 
sphere. 
The emphasis was on participation. There 
weren't any medals or even placements on the 
line, so wrestlers were grouped according to 
weight and experience m as opposed to just 
weight. Team mates even wrestled each-other. 
"We're at a bit higher level, with 
more seniors. And we have some great, 
great leaders on the team." 
Ecoach Dave O 'Brien 
In fact, the only award presented was to the 
most sportsmanlike t am m which went to the 
Terrace girls. 
" I 'm proud of (that) because I've always 
stressed sportsmanship and demand proper 
deportment a all times," O'Brien says. "It also 
is a reflection of a very nice group of athletes." 
O'Brien says the Chandler Park meet was a 
great, although quick, way to start he year. 
And he says there are some good female 
wrestlers to watch this year include returners 
Grace Wittkowski and Angie McRae. 
"They're looking very strong," he says. 
Grade Nine newcomer Krlsti Allen is also off 
to an excellent start, with a 6-0 record. 
This past weekend was the Hazelton Warm- 
Up, which traditionally kick-starts the season. 
It's an open competition run sU'ictly by weight- 
class, so some novices can end up facing much 
more experienced wrestlers. 
"Nobody gets hurt," O'Brien says. "But 
some girls get beat pretty quick." 
Nearly 200 wrestlers were expected at the 
Warm-Up. Results weren't available at press 
time, so look for them in an upcoming Stan- 
dard. 
Mount Elizabeth cages Wildcats 
Fan support can't stop 
Kitimat comeback 
THE WILDCATS went on 
the attack in their home 
opener last Friday, but they 
were ultimately repelled by 
a feisty Mount Elizabeth 
squad. ' 
The Skeena Junior Boys 
team was supported by a 
noisy crowd of close to 100 
supporters, with noise- 
makers, cheerleaders and 
even a live band. 
Skeena came out strong, 
no doubt buoyed by the 
phenomenal fan support. 
The Wildcats took it to the 
~oop, putting the visiting 
Kltimat squad on their 
heels. 
By halftime, the 
hometown boys were up 34- 
25. 
But the tables were turned 
in the second half. Kitimat 
came out like a new team, 
scoring basket after un- 
answered basket to get 
within striking distance of 
the wounded Wildcats, 
The Cats rallied after their 
initial surprise, however, 
and the play picked up the 
pace for some great end-to- 
end action. 
The rest of the game was a 
nail-biter. Skeena was there 
right to the end, but they 
couldn't stop Mount 
Elizabeth from pulling 
ahead and eventually win- 
ning 70-68. 
The Ydtimat game was ac- 
tually the second of the 
night for the Wildcats. Ear- 
lier in the evening they 
played a Skeeua Alumni 
squad from the '60s, '70s 
and '90s that was bent on 
re-living past glories. 
"Some of the old guys 
filled o~t their uniforms 
very well," quipped one 
spectator. 
But with age comes expe- 
rience and the Old Timers 
handily put the youngsters 
away 23-15 in a short game, JUMP SHOT: Skeena played well, but couldn't hold onto an eady lead in a game 
against MESS last Friday night, They lost 70-68. 
Hazelton scores in tourney 
Terrace 
Peewees host 
area teams 
THE PEEWEES hit the ice 
this weekend for some great 
minor hockey interleague 
play, 
A game Saturday morning 
saw Terrace go up against 
Hazelton ~ at the Terrace 
..... arena. : 
Hazelton came out strong 
and pulled ahead of Terrace 
in the first two periods. And 
by the third period the 
visitors were well ahead 
with 5'2. 
Terrace did manage to 
mount a bit of a comeback, 
getting several good 
chances in the third. Shaven 
Burg brought his team to 
within stalking distance, 
scoring for the second time 
in the game with less than 
five minutes to play. 
Terrace continued to apply 
pressure, and with less than 
a minute left to play, the 
Hazeiton goaltender had to 
IUNDAY MONDAy' 1,UESDAY :WEDNESDAY THURSDAY: FRIDAY : SATURDAY 
Rec 
f, =es to 
rise in 
1998 
i t 'S  GOING to cosl 
five per cent more to 
skate and swim here 
in 1998, 
City council has ap- 
proved across the 
board increases of 
around five per cent 
on all fees at both the 
Terrace arena and 
swimming pool. 
Adult groups will 
now pay $115 per 
hour to skate at the 
arena, starting July 1. 
That's up from $110. 
Youth groups will pay 
$48.50, up from $46. 
Council is still in 
budget deliberations 
and isn't expected to 
finalize the budget un- 
til the new year. 
The recreation in- 
creases are in line 
with the council's ear- 
lier directive that ad- 
ministration aim to cut 
costs and increase 
revenues by five per 
cent across the board. 
f ~'x 
HALF-OFF 
LUNG SPECIAL 
See your local tobacco 
dealer for details... 
~ " BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Stalioa D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
~Phone: 731.58(:4 orI.S00.665.LUN~,~ 
I 
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HAZELTON OFFENCE proved to be too much for Terrace in a Peewee game last 
Saturday. In spite of a late rally by Terrace, H~u~elton won this game 6,3. 
make an inered~le glove- defence and neatly tucked all three. 
hand save to keep the score one in behind the Terrace And Brian Beaudry was 
at5-3, keeper, chosen as Terrace's MVP 
But Hazelton immediately That gave Hazelton the for thegame. 
turned around and sent for- game at 6-3. Hazelton goals were 
ward Amadee Marshall on a Tetrace's econd goal was scored by Jerry Capazutto, 
breakaway. He quickly scored by Trevor Jamieson. Mitchell Marshall, Mike 
pulled away from the Kristian Gough assisted on Wesley and Tyler Krantz. 
Local soccer player a big 
hit at NAIA Championships 
TERRACE SOCCER bama. the finals against top- 
player Roxanne Chow SFU won the title last ranked Mobile. 
continues to make waves year, beating Mobile 3-2. Unfortunately, the team 
down south after another But this year it was couldn't make it two 
amazing season. Mobile's revenge ~ in championships in a row, 
The freshman defend- spite of Chow's efforts, and they lost in overtime 
er/midfielder at Simon Chow was one of nine 2-1. 
Fraser University was freshman on the women's After the match, Chow 
recently voted team all- SFU Clan team. The was named to the NAIA 
star at the NAIA Soccer young team surprised national tournament all- 
Finals in Mobile Ala- everyone by making it to star team. 
Why GIC When You Can GIF? 
At last. Guaranteed Investment Funds 
from Manulife Financial. 
If you need higher returns than you can get with traditional GICs, but you're nervous 
about he risk that can come with ntutual funds, you'll be very happy to learn about 
the new, exciting Guaranteed Invesmmnt Funds (GIFs) from Manulife Financial. 
The GIF is a new investment choice that offers you access to Canada's 
leading fired companies and can have up to 100% of your 
investment guaranteed.* 
Call nxc for tnore information. 
Call  Investment  Adv isor  R ichard  S tanton  
Terrace:  635-8000 Kit imat:  639-928 l  
or  1 -888-834-33~ 1 
RBC DS 
F INANCIAL  
SERVICES INC. 
* Up to 100% of  your invesnnent is guaranteed, epending upon your 
circumstances, at deposit maturity or death of the annuitant. 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
• Santa's Choice 
i::i~;i:! ~ ,  Bare Fitzwright Neoprene Chest Waders 
• [:~ Supra#4 And #5 Reg. $279.98' $199.98 
! "~i~i~j 5 mm Sport  Waders  Reg. $219.98" $169.98 
~~r"~' i .  ', King Fisher 3 mm Reg. $159,98" $119.98 
Best Prices Anywhere On All 
G. Loomis Fishing Rods up to 40  %off 
Everything in the store is marked down for Christmas! 
Rods ° Reels ° Backpacks ° And More 
16 West 
Agar • 
Misty Rhtr Tickle T ~J~ 
Agar Red & White Grocery Store 
Open 7 am - 11 pm Monday - Saturday 
8 am - 11 pm Sundays & Holidays 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
Where doYou turn 
with a complaint 
against he press? 
To us,.. 
The British Columbia Press 
Council is an independent 
review board which considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers. To lodge a
complaint, all it takes i the 
cost of a letter, 
B.C. Press: Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
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Achievement 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Sheila Love 
on her 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of November, In recognition of this 
accomplishment, Sheila is pleased to make this month's 
donation to the Child Oevetopment Centre Tree of Lights, 
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Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
~Terrace  635-2411 
You ,,: BE THEJUDGE 
Don't take my baby away from ACTUA,me!BASEDcAsEsCOURO. t~~~l t"Nurse, I want to see my baby." Agnes looked up from her hospital 
bed to see the nurse standing there 
with empty arms Three days ago, 
Agnes had given birth to a baby girl, 
"Where is my baby?" 
The nurse reached for Agnes' hand 
and squeezed it, 
"I'm so sorry, Agnes. But the 
Children's Aid Society took her away," 
Agnes jumped up with horror. 
"Why? ... Bring her backl" 
The nurse put her arm around 
Agnes' shoulder, 
"Agnes, you've got to face reality, 
You were temporarily released from pri- 
son in order to give birth. You're 35 and 
you've been a drug addict for 3.7 years. 
You're a convict, Agnes - it isn't your 
first time in jail either. 
Agnes slumped on her bed, 
"But now 'm a mother. I have 
someone to take care of. My life is 
going to change," 
The nurse's voice became strong. 
"Face the facts Agnes, Your com- 
panion is also a serious drug addict. 
Sure you've been together for 8 years. 
But where is he now? In prison for rob- 
bery and assault.': 
A look of unshaking resolve filled 
Agnes' face. 
"I'm calling Children's Aid. Ronnie 
and I are ready to change. We love our 
daughter and we want to keep her, I'm 
sure there is a way," 
There was, After Agnes and Ronnie 
got out of prison, they went straight to a 
drug recovery program. They struck a 
deal with Children's Aid. 
"We'll give you free access to the 
program. We'll pay for your weekly vis- 
its with the baby. And because of your 
abusive relationship, we'll also provide 
relationship counseling. Stay clean for 
three months and you'll get custody." 
Six months later, the I~hone rang. 
"Ronnie, Agnes, get down here. 
The Children's Aid Inspector wants 
blood and urine tests to see whether 
you're drug free. Getting tested was 
part of the deal. You flunked the other 
tests. Hope you can pass this one." 
The couple failed, and Children's 
Aid took Agnes and Ronnie to court to 
put the baby girl up for adoption. 
The Children's Aid argued passion- 
ately: "We gave them every chance to 
create a drug-free, non-abusive environ- 
ment for their daughter. But they show 
no desire to change, even after a year. 
Your Honour, give this baby girl the 
chance she deserves for a good home 
and loving adoptive parents,"" 
Ronnte and Agnes responded her- 
vously: "Your Honour, the Children's 
Aid programs were unhelpful. But we 
are working hard to fight our addictions 
with the help of our family. We 
shouldn't be punished forever for past 
mistakes by losing our daughter to 
some strange r." 
Should Ronnie and Agnes be given 
back their baby girl? 
, ,  
~v% '~ LA~ERS ~ 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
*Sorry Ronnie and Agnes, but I'm afraid you lose your child." Held the Family Court, "If your daughter's future 
wasn't enough motivation to become drug.free for 3 months, nothing ever would be. The baby gld had waited too long 
for a permanent home and should be put up for adoption." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manitoba. If you have a similar problem, please consult LIndsey & Grueger. Claire Bernsteln IS P, 
Montreal lawyer and natlonall~f s~mdicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haika Enterprises, B12-2 
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I i  Zone P laydowns 
THE TERRACE CURUNG Club hosted the 1997 Ladies Disffict Four and Junior Ladies Zone Playdowns this 
past weekend. The event more than a hundred of spectators over the weekend to witness some great curling 
action. This match pitted the Atchison Rink from Prince Rupert against Terrace's McDougall rink. 
Make Your Christmas Shopping Easy J 
The Skeena Valley Golf Club Pro 
• ,~11 pc Precision II with bag & putter ................ $3 
~'Sig Bertl~a Woods .... Steel $199...Graphite $3  
• '~rGolf bags ..................................... 10% - 20% 
~'Shoes .......................................................... 20% 
~Clothinq up to ........................................... 35% 
Pro Shop Hours 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
11 am - 5pro 
Starting November 27 Dntil December 21 
i 
Fax: 635-4800 
about the press? 
... let the Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
newspaper publishers in British 
Columbia, we are a non-judicial 
review board which hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press. 
The Press Council seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the free flow 
of information. 
B. C Press Council. 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-257l 
At Jeans North! 
We've selected some of our best-selling 
styles to feature at special prices. 
;:/:.~3:1: ," '; . . . . .  : f " '~T " ::::,~,::: : You l ISa -e  .... 
: : ":!" " " :5 
? 
ii~ ;..:::!:'i~i:i'~:::: :.:.,i  :.,.....: : . : " 
on a great selection of men's and 
ladies' fashions 
Wrap up your Christmas Shopping at 
Jeans North! 
Terrace Prince Rupert Smithers 
I 
r CLEAR 
THE A IR  
~ ,  Reduce air 
&-~.  pol lut ion 
/ ) , . 
~" wood smoke 
and aulo emissions wilh tips 
from the Associalion. 
t BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Itox 34009, Station D 
V i tncouvcr .  B .C .  Y6 J  4M2 
fAdJCnlliagll~rl~#l~lldb) lhilfwl'h'ullo~l ~dl 
Tutoring Available/ 
Does your child struggle in school? 
Help Is Available! 
I am available to tutor school children grades 
1 through 8 in a wide variety of classes. 
Reasonable Rates! 
For more information 
Call Kelly at 635-4768 Evenings 
We don't  know what 
causes multiple sclerosis 
but research is closer to 
finding the answer. 
Hultiple. 
Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
Tile GIFT OF FITNESS FOR ONLY... 
$ 
OFFER ENDS DEC. 2#/97 
N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i  e d s ' "  
A I I O I~l A r I 0 N r i [ I - - -  These ads appear in approximately 100 II~ t ' )O  n ,o 25words To place an ao call 
l l , ~  Jlr|lhJ CdlMIfl ;aJ Yells community, newspapers in B.C.and Yukonlq) f-., E..,/L/ $6 00 each .  this paper or the BOY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers I additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
AUTO CAREER TRAINING EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED 
NEW & USED* Car/Truck 
Financing, No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt, 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1 500. down. 
Laura 1-888.514-1293, 
SACRIFICE - FLEET 
Order Cancelled. G.M. 
and Dodge 4X4Ext-cabs 
and Quad Cabs gas or 
diesel. Plus 2 only G.M. 
one ton dleseJ 4X4 Cab- 
chassis on Duals, 
(604)464-3941 Marty 
Kozak (604)525-0408, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs Information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866, 
CHRISTIAN BUSINESS: 
up to 81% profit for you or 
your ministry, No invento- 
ry, Home based servicing 
Christian Market, 
Complete training and 
support. Select territories 
1.800-663-7326. 
INTERNET EXPLOSIONI 
$186 Billion by 2000. 
Revolutionary system. 
Seize Itl Apply now for the 
world's fastest growing 
Internet Franchise. 
Investment required. 1- 
888.678.7588. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
THE FUTURE has arrived 
In Canada Surf the 
Internet from your TVI 
Join this prosperous busi- 
ness. This Is your chance 
to be Financially Freell 1- 
800.988-7600 or 1-360- 
992.0868 collect, 
ABSOLUTELY #1: LEAD. 
ERS only need apply. For 
information and to set up 
an interview call', 1-(800)- 
995-0796, Extension 
2117. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNI- 
TY • I made 1100 $$$ my 
first week in New 
Canadian home. based 
nutrition business. 
Opening U,S, 'gS, Call 
Brian 24hrs, for free Info 
1.888.943-3277, 
WCB ACCREDITED/CSA 
Standard. Occu patlonal 
Scuba Courses: New leg- 
islation took effect 
01/01/97 which .requires 
trade certlficatlon for com- 
mercial scuba. We offer: 
Working Diver's Upgrade 
& Basic Occupational 
Scuba. For more informa- 
tion call us Toll-free: 1- 
888-356.2288. Nordlys 
Diving Ltd. 
CHOOSE YOUR 
Career/start your  own 
business, Earn an Interna- 
tional dlplomad,A.l,N,S, of- 
fare over 100 home study 
programs. Alternative 
hedlth, counselling, self. 
Improvement, nutrltlun, 
new age, business, 
• sports, Beauty, writing, 
Free Prospectus 1-888- 
516-1212- (z), 
http://www.tains.com. We 
have a career for youl 
COMING EVENTS 
WIN 1998 MACK 
($165,850). 3.000 Tickets 
printed, $100 each 
Llcence #R134031. Call 
1-808.539-0575 or 1-403- 
530-4030. Visa/MC or 
send cheque collect via 
Greyhound to Grands 
Prairie SPCA. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN. 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma In 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, cal 24hrs 1. 
800.665.7044, 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed • all 
areas, We can train you 
right nowl Free lob place. 
ment assistance, For In. 
formation/brochure call 
681-5466, 1.800.885. 
8339, 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CALAWAY PARK Is west- 
ern Canada's largest out- 
door amusement park lo- 
cated 10kin west of 
Calgary on the Trans 
Canada Highway. We cur- 
rently have opportunities 
available for a full-time 
electrician and full-time 
m Ilwrlght/ mechanic, 
Applicants must be self. 
motivated and have broad 
and diverse knowledge in 
their field. They will be 
able to tackle a variety of 
complex and challenging 
projects effectively and el. 
fiolently and possess 
strong inter-personal and 
communication skills re. 
quired for a team environ- 
ment: We offer competi- 
tive wages and an attrac- 
tive benefits package. If 
you are Interested in el. 
ther position, please fax 
your resume In confi- 
dence to'. Garry 
Jacobsen, Maintenance 
Manager, Calaway Park, 
Fax 1-403-242.3885 or 
drop it off at Calaway 
Park Monday through 
Friday 8:30a.m.-5p,m, 
Close date is December 
1911997, 
BUSINESS IS Booming in 
northern Alberta, 
Technicians at Falrvlew 
Ford Sales Ltd can't keep 
up and need help,  
Looking for two automo. 
tive Ford experienced 
technicians. Excellent 
wages and benefit pack. 
age. Call Brian at 1-800. 
238-8838 or fax resume 
to', 1-403-835-3401. 
PAINT DEPARTMENT 
Manager required for pro. 
gresslve Home Hardware 
Building Center, 
Experience an asset, 
Must excel in customer 
service. Responsible for 
merchandising and selling 
Benjamin •Moore and 
Beauty Tone Paints. 
Excellent benefit package, 
profit Sharing, great young 
community, Send resume 
to: Wayne Krlok 1-403. 
542.8073, E-mall~ 
WKR ICK@telusplant,net, 
1-403.542.4044, 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange- 
Ages 18.30 with agricul- 
tural experience to 
live/work with family In 
Australia, New'Zealand, 
Europe, Japan. Costs/de- 
tails 1-800-263-1827. 
Calgary, Alberta. 
SENIOR ESTIMATOR for 
industrial equipment man- 
ufacturer. Machine shop 
background and experi. 
ence in conventional/CNC 
equipment required. 
Excellent opportunity. Fax 
resumes to: U.MAN 
International (604)683- 
7583. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
THE GOLDEN Star has 
an Immediate opening for 
a reporter-photographer. 
Responsible for hard/soft 
news. features, arts/enter- 
tainment and sports, Fax 
resume to: (250)344- 
7344. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
MAJOR ICBC Injury 
Claims We take the fear 
out of ICBC, Joel A. 
Wener, Trial Lawyer for 
28 years. Call free 1-800- 
665-1138, Contingency 
fees. Simon Wener & 
Adler. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double w/des. "We Serve 
• We Deliver". 1.800-667- 
1533 t DL#6813 
PERSONALS 
WHY SETTLE for Vin 
Ordlnalre When you can 
order award winning 
Summerhill Estate 
Winery's 100% natural 
wines and Pyramid aged 
Champagnes with no sub 
rites addedl Find out why 
we are the talk of N. PSYCHIC SECRETS 
America. 1-800-667-3538. Unlock your potential 
PERSONALIZED PHOTO Honest, accurate answers 
Calendars featL)rlng your by Canada's most gifted 
own pictures, The Perfect Psychics. Live & 
Christmas gift for family Personal. 1-900-451. 
and relatives. Call 3778, 24hrs, 18+ $2,99 
Linmark Publishing @ 1- pertain, I.C.C. 
800.663.1811 for CANADA'S BEST 
brochure and order form. 
Meeting Place for singles 
HELP WANTED talk openly to other adults 
for romaj3~e and more. 
Meet someone in the next 
5 minutes 011-592-588. 
758 L.D, only. 10+ call us. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationships, money, 
lucky numbers, 
$2.99/mlnute. 18+. 24 
hours. 1-900-451.4338, 
AUTOCAD DRAFTER re- 
quired by Northern B,C. 
company. F/T position 
available for 
responslble/org anlzed 
person with technical pro- 
gram diploma. Please fax 
DB Drafting & Design 
(250)774-7843. 
AUTOMOTIVE CON. 
TROLLER, Required: 
CMA/CA for Planned 
Growth and Expansion, If 
you are a leader, team 
player, "Hands On 
Worker" with strong com- 
puter skills and can Imple. 
menta business plan, We 
offer strong management 
team, great staff and an 
unmatched record of na- 
tional and provincial busi- 
ness awards. Located 60 
mlm from Vancouver. 
Affordable area, Resume 
to: Martin Pontiac, Buick, 
GMC Ltd.i Attn: Harry 
Martin, 45930 Airport Rd. 
Chllllwaok, B.O. V2P 1A2, 
E-Me I merttn @unla. 
ewe,corn, Fax: (604)795. 
2723, 
1998 FORECASTI WHAT 
Is In store for you  In 
1998? LOVe? Money?Call 
today for your 1990 read. 
Ing 1-900.451-7865 
24hrs~ 18+, $3,99/mln. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
81 SMALL AND Large 
Acreages, beside the 
Thompson River, West pf 
Kamloopa; FInanc(ng 
available, Phone: 
(604)606.7900, Fax: 
(604)S06,7901 . 
sa les@nlho .oom.  
Internet: www,niho,com 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline;Is 
Thursday at 4 D.m. for all disolav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard, When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insedion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 I÷tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION AD 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10, Real  Es tate  
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Busines.s Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classif~ ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit. classif'/or eject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay lhe customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Held" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry el an advedisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event at failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start Date  # of Insertions ' _Ter race  Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card No. Exp i ry  Date_  
r-i V ISA  E] MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
2 " 3 
7 
11 12  
16  17  
6 .75  6 .90  
7.55 
Cl lp & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
7,70  
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
e 
13  
18  
7 .05  
8.OO 
4 
9 10  
14  15  
19  20  - $6.60  
7 .20  7. :35 
8 .15  8 .30  
STANDARD 
30. FOR RENT 
For longer ad, p lease  use i1 sEJtoarllte Bhoot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
1196SQ It 3 bdrm home, Great 
Horseshoe location. Oak floors, 
fireplace, wired, heated ga- 
rage/workshop, $133,000. Call 
635-1851. 
1700SO ft, 3 bedroom home, 2 
bath, double garage, on 2.5 acr- 
es with trees, in Jack Pine 
Flats. For more information call 
635-0749. 
2 BEDROOM condo, n/g fire- 
place, 2 patio doors to yard, 
covered parking, storage, close 
to downtown and schools. 
$89,500. Call 638-1497. 
A GR~,T way to own a home. 
Well maintained 1160 square 
foot home with legal suite in 
3 BDR room ranch style house 
on quiet street. 4632 Webber 
avenue. Close to hospital, 
school, town. N/G heat, new 
roof, windows, vinyl siding. Par- 
tially renovated interior. New 
hot water tank, $123,900 abe. 
Serious enq. only. Call 638- 
0050. 
FOR SALE by owner. 2600 sq 
It, 5 bedrooms, large shop, 5 
acres, pig pen, new 14' x 20' 
chicken barn, garden, deepwell. 
New sewar system $169,000. 
1-250-698-7954 Burns Lake. By 
appointment. 
FOR SALE: TEN rental units, 
14% cap rate positive cash flow 
basement. Present rental in- owner financing. Asking 
come is $1,300.00 per month. $300,000 and 25% down. Call 
This home provides a great op- 615-6410 Dave. 
portunity to own for less than 
rent or even can be used for an 
investment property. It easily 
pays for it's self without any out 
of pocket money or live upstairs 
and pay as little as $350 per 
month. Please call to make on 
appointment but feel free to 
drive by at  3315 Thomas St. 
Ask for Nell at 638-8897 or 638- 
8890. Reduced to $139,900.00. 
NEW 3 bedroom rancher, 1300 
sq ft, vaulted ceilings, large kit, 
many extras, priced to sell, 
$156,000 GST included. AVA 
Holdings Ltd. To view 638- 
0745. 
4 BEDROOM HOME in Horse- 
shoe. Close to school's and 
downtown, fenced yard, large 
deck, n/g heat/water, shed, re- 
centl~, renoVate'd.'635-7566. ~ 
3215- 5th Street Houston, 2 
bedroom house on 4 lots, all 
appliances included. Gas & 
electric heat. Close to shopping 
centre. $60,000 firm. Call 1- 
250-845-7421. 
OR SALE or trade; deluxe 1354 
SF condo in Chllliwack B.C. 2 
bed, 3 pce ensuite, 4 pc bath- 
room, 4 yrs, carpets, venetian 
blinds, stove, fridge, dishwash- 
er, waste disposal, washer & 
dryer. $124,000, 1-2550-554- 
7748. 
PARKWOOD MOBILE home, 
n/g, vinyl windows, washer dry- 
er, Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
$15,000 abe. Call 638-0569 or 
635-4894. 
PRICE REDUCEDI 3 bedroom 
1200sq ft top floor. In law suite 
down, 78 x 128 lot. Two sun- 
decks, large carport and con- 
crete driveway. 
PRIVATE SALE: Copper 
Mountain Sub, nicely renovated 
3 bedroom trailer with large ad- 
dition; good water; N/G and/or 
wood heat; newly built large 
partially covered sundeck; pri: 
vate park-like fenced backyar,d 
Wifl~:'cre'ek~;-walnut, cherry & 
pie trees; 2 sheds and large 
covered storage area; located 
rSher ry  Anderson "~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyoncing 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarizatlons Member 
4921 Galr Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~.~ Fax: (250) 635-5926 
MINT CONDITION, 1986 Atco, 
14 x 70, 2 x 6 walls, 8 tt high 
ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 
bedrooms, 1 bath, separate util- 
ity room, open front livingroom 
and kitchen, excellent floor 
plan. Priced right at only 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. 
Phone 1-800-470-5444. 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 1977, 
14 X 70, Moduline, 3 bedroom, 
1 bath, 2 appliances, new car- 
pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
ed, very clean~ Delivered to Ter- 
race for only-$24,594. Phone 1'- 
800-470-5444: 
SAVE THOUSANDS by order- 
on no-thru street close to ele- ing now for spring deliveryl Our 
mentary school & transit route, modular homes feature painted 
Asking $97,700. To view call gyproc interiors, silent floors 
I IU acre  parce ls  and  t I /  ,~o acre  o~ ~1 4t  acre  I 635-0028or615-9196. and nine foot ceilings. See your 
parcel lots. Must be seen.  Just 10 km north of  [ ~ "Dream Home: at Chaparrars 
Factory, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- I town. Being serviced with natural gas.  ~ na or call Don eurdie or Eric J 635  5868 Shelby, Sheldon Modular 
- ,  Homes. Toll free 1-888-765- 
8992. DL10146. 
~ YOU'VE found the best 
deal Paid $28,000, added 
THREE BEDROOM full base- $8000 in renovations. 12 x 60 SINGLEHURST FOREST 
2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, beautifully treed, 
and aft back onto crown land. 
"You'll ove the very nature of if." 
$69,000 to$93,700 MtS 
Buy NOW and SAVE the G.S.T. 
Shells Love  s 635-3004 
ment house for sale. Large lot. 
Phone 635-3831. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroitll One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, arc 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroffi One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
-.FOR SALE: 
Older Homes in 
downtown area. 
635-9080 
1979 14 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 
decorated. Needs to be moved. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
$36,000 askinq price. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available, 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403.458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included, Excellent 
condition. $24,~00 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
BRAND NEW 14 x 70 mobile 
home situated on private land- 
scaped lot. All the goodies must 
be seenl No reasonable offer 
refused. For appointment 1o 
view phone 638-8084. Drive by 
and take a look. 1916 Bobseln, 
$107.000 and, 1922 Bobseln, 
$115,000, 
HAS TO gel Brand new 14' x 
70' mobile home on private lot. 
Has everything. Come seel Lets 
talkl Offers to $115,000, No 
reasonable offer refused, Call 
638-8084. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accrose from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 6,35-6350. 
mobile home with 12 x 43 addi- 
tion. 3 nice size bedrooms, al- 
most new gas furnace, ap- 
pliances negotiable. $29,000. 
Call 638-1270 or 638-8384. 
TAKING ORDERS for '98 with 
sites available for your custom 
manufactured home @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, family oriented and 
upscale, call Gordon @ 638- 
1182. 
2 Bedroom apartment, avail- 
able immediately, $600 per 
month. 635-7607 (home) 635- 
2926 (work). Ask for Bill. 
2 BDRM, 4820 Lazelle, d/w, f/s, 
no pets, no smoking, storage 
room. Available immediately, 
638-0046, security entrance. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. Call 635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SU- 
RE. Available immediately 
$525/month. References re- 
quired, call 635-6824. 
2 BEDROOM suite on Queens- 
way Dr. $550/month. No pets. 
Call 635-2837. 
3 BEDROOM 2 or 4 appliances 
(negotiable) mobile home, 
fenced yard in Pine Park, avail- 
able Nov. 15 or Dec. 1st. $650 
per month. Call 635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
need 1900 sq ft shop, concrete 
floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
infra-red heat. Shop and house 
$1600 per month. Phone 635- 
5513. 
I HUNTINGTON 11 
APARTMENTS Ill
Taking ApplicaUons Now for Ill 
. 1 & 2 Bedroom Suites Ill 
Clean, quielrenovated suites I l l  
.. ,~plep~ing II1' 
Laundff acilities on each floor Ill 
* Close to schools & downtown I l l  
, 0nbusr0ute I l l  
' Secudty entrance III 
, 0nsitema~agement Ill 
. No~s III 
References required Ill 
2 BRM SUITE in fourplex situ- 
tated in very good location 
close to downtown. Good condi- 
tion. Asking $600/mo plus utili- 
ties. 1 brm mobile home in 
Thornhill situated in quiet trailer 
park. Asking $500/mo plus utili- 
ties. 2 brm ground floor apart- 
ment. Good condition. On-site 
manager. Asking $575/mo plus 
utilities. 2 brm newer 1/2 duplex 
in very good condition. Asking 
$650/mo plus utilities. 3 brm 
newer townhouse in very good 
condition with full basement. 
Asking $795/mo plus utilities. 
All include fridge and stove. No 
pets, no smoking. Our inventory 
changes daily. For rental enqui- 
ries, call Gloria at Re/Max of 
Terrace. Property Management 
Services. 638-1400. 
3 BDR TRAILER c/w, f/s natu- 
ral gas heat, $650 per month. 
Call 638-0895. 
3 BDRM, 4822 Lazelle, f/s, w/d, 
dw, fireplace, no pets, no smok- 
ing, 638-0046. Available Jan 
1/98. 
3 BEDROOM top floor of 
house, f/s, w/d inc 12 x 12 out- 
.door storage,. |argei:yar.d~ ,C!ose 
to  town, n/s, nip, $800 per 
month. Call 635-5459. 
3 BEDROOM tri-plex unit. 
Hardwood flooring, 4 applianc- 
es, families welcome. 3 
bedroom suite. In town, excel- 
lent condition, family neighbour- 
hood, very affordable, 1 
bedroom suite. 1 1/2 yr old im- 
maculate. 4 appliances. Inqui- 
ries call: B and D Properties. 
638-0797. 
AVAILABLE JAN, 1 1998. 3 
bedroom house. Prime location. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. Natural gas heat/water. 
Large yard, storage shed. No 
pets. Now accepting applica- 
tions. 635-5431 or 635-4430. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Askfor Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
3EFORE YOU DIAL I  ! 
MAKE SURE THE 
# IS CORRECT 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS.  
" 632-4899 
Kilirnat, SC 
BEDROOM SUITE all utilities 
included, available by Dec. 15, 
$450 plus damage deposit to 
view. Call 635-8482. 
BRAND NEWLY renovated, 2 
and 3 bdrm mobile homes. NG 
heat, for appt to view phone 
638-8084. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom upstairs 
suite N/G heat w/w carpet close 
to schools and town. Available 
Dec. 15, 1997. Phone 635- 
2360. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apart- 
ment in Summit Square. 
Ground level entrance and m 
site manager. $600 per month 
available Jan 1, 1998, Call 635- 
5338 after 6 am. 
FOR RENT: One bedroom fur- 
nished apartment in Thornhill. 
Single occupancy only. Sorry, 
no pets. References required. 
$360 + $180 sec dep. Phone 
635-2065. 
FOR RENT; mobile home, 2 
bedroom, natural gas and wood 
heat, in Thornhill. $450 per 
month, Call 964-7837 in Prince 
George, collect, after 6 pro. 
Available DeCembeF i2: =/ 
LARGE 1 bdrm apt -'centrally 
located perfect for single career 
person. Appliances, hot water, 
heat, washer & dryer inclu. Non 
smoking. No pets. References 
required, available January 1. 
635-6741. 
MOBILE HOME pad for rent in 
Thornhitl, $300/month available 
immediately. Call 635-1326. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq It; c/w 5 appliandes, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, rat's 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Very clean, all utilities in- 
cluded with cable and fireplace. 
Couple or one person. Non 
smokers $600. 635-3756. 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite. Availabie immediately, no 
pets, no parties, rat's & deposit 
required. Utilities included $500 
per month. Call 635-6128. 
QUIET CLEAN close to town. 2 
bedroom apartment for rent, 
suitable for working couple, 
laundry facilities, no pets, 
please. Ref's required. Call 
635-5653. 
QUIET FAMILY require 3 bdr 
home with basement. Jan. 1/97. 
Refs available, non/smoking, 
non/drinkinq, 845-2425. 
RESPONSIBLE NEAT non 
smoker? House share in Ter- 
race. Fri - Sun 635-0634 Man to 
Thurs 621-3209. 
CLEAN WELL maintained 2 
bedroom house Thornhill. Ideal 
for two or couple one child. F/S 
hydro, gas included, deposit & 
ref's required. No pets. $600 
per month, Call 635-7467 after 
5:00 pro. 
THORNHILL TWO suites - 1 
bedroom basement 
$425/month. 3 bedroom suite 
$575/month. Available Decem- 
ber 15. References required. 
Laundry facilities. Phone 638- 
7290. 
,.,,, L.o 
IIIII 635-7459 
FOR LEASE: 
3,200 sq~. It, indu~al/c0rnmercia] 
c/w NC offices, warehouse, OH door 
Fenced Compound 
5110Ke~he 
1,700 sq, ft. retail/0ffice space 
" Ren0vated t0y0ur spedfic~0ns 
Emerson & Greig Avenue 
951 sq, ft. wareh0use/0fce 
chv OH door 
5002 P0hle Avenue 
I 
2,7O0 sq. L NEW 
Commercial, finished to 
y0urspec~0ns 
Pdmo location ext o 
Home Hardware, p~ing 
4816 Highway16 West 
1,700 sq, It relail/0fce space 
Renovated toyour spec~cati0ns 
~sq.~ ~0~/st0re~0nt 
50~ P0hleAvenue 
ROOMMATE WANTED for mo- 
bile home located in the coun- 
try, references required, $350 
per month. Phone 635-4992. 
TWO AND one bedroom apart-, 
ments available Dec. 1st and 
Jan 1st. Call 635-6428. 
TWO AND three bedroom trail- 
er for rent. Please leave mes- 
saqe at 635-4315, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
"I3NO BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE by downtown. Available 
Jan. 1/98. No pets, heat & elec- 
tricity included, damage deposit 
& references required. $600. 
635-9691 or 635-8139. 
'1we BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Single or for couple, non 
smoking, No pets, utilities in- 
cluded. Available immediately. 
Phone 635-7930. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in six 
plex. Fridge and stove laundry 
hook up. Available Jan 1/98. 
$620 per month,, no, pets. 635- 
5213. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 6353018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gi l l i an  635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
s tar t ing  a new 
business, just give 
~e of us a call. j 
3000 SQ tl meeting facility in- 
cludes large meeting room 
washrooms, kitchen and more. 
Available daily, weekly, month. 
ly, Contact Randy 635-4355 or 
office 638-8384 or Nell 638- 
8897. 
THE WILLIAMS Lake Golf and 
Tennis Club is looking for inter- 
ested parties to lease Fox's 
Den Restaurant. Please send 
letter of interest and resume be- 
fore Jan 30th to: BOx 742, 188 
N 1st Avenue, Williams Lake, 
B.C. V2G 1Y8. 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635-1166, 
Almarlin Building 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.ft, Retan or Office, G~oond Fkx~ 
I,OO0 ~l,lt o 1,500 ~l.k Office 2~ It0~ 
Ph: 635-7191 
NON-SMOKING Professional 
Couple w/children looking b 
rent 3-4 bdrm home, in Terrace 
area for Jan 1/98 occupancy. 
Please call Andrea at 635-5132. 
WANTED TO rent: 3 br or 4 ~ 
suitable for family of six, Phons 
(250) 848-2340 (collect), Call 
#(250) 615-6864 (co iect). 
Needed mmediately. 
70.  FOR SALE  ' 
(M ISC. )  .:: :_, 
812 -The  Terrace Standard,  Wednesday,  December  10, 1997 
.90.;CARS FOR 
: : : : : !SALE: :  : :  :; 
KENMORE WASHER & dryer. 
$300. Call 1-250-845-2040. 
1993 FORD RANGER XLT. 
fully loaded, canopy, tow pack- 
a~e, $13,500.846-5818. 
3/4 KARAT diamond engage- 
merit ring, never worn, must 
sell. $2800. Call 635-0794. 
4 MORE WEEKS UNTIL 
XMAS, Norma May's 
Collectibles, Topley. Will be 
openin December Friday nights 
until 9 pm and Sunday 9-5 pro. 
Lots of great gifts and stocking 
stuffers. 
ADMIRAL HEAVY duty clothes 
dryer, color almond. Price $150. 
Call 635-4231 after 5:00 om. 
CELLO FOR SALEI JUST IN 
TIME FOR CHRISTMASI THIS 
IS A SECOND HAND CELLO 
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION 
AT A VERY REASONABLE 
PRICE. MOVING MUST SELL 
OPEN TO OFFERS. CALL 
SYLVANA AT 638-1512. 
70; FOR SALE 
(MISC.) 
• . .  . • 
80. WANTED,  
(MISC.) 
COMPOSTING WITH Earth- 
worms. Free expert advice on 
composting with worms. Send 
$12 to help pay for photos, 
shipping and handling of litera- 
ture on how to start your own 
worm farm, plus a list of books 
you can order yourself on 
worms. (How to start a profit- 
able worm farm). Bulkley Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery is interest- 
ed in franchising. 1-250-845- 
7783. 
LIKE NEW: Bushnell refractor 
telescope, tripod, 3 lens, 250x. 
$300. call 638-0413. 
MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE 
furniture, filing cabinets, desks, 
several computers (486'), 1 
Jonsered 625 n Powersaw, 1 
Import Dry Box. Call 635-2625. 
MOVING SALE: Bauhaus 
leather chesterfield & toveseat 
(navy) $1500. Oak roll top desk 
with matching swivel chair like 
new $1200. Two matching 
bookcase units 6x3, oak meal 
oak color $200. Call 635-2955. 
MOVING: SOLID oak dining 
room table, 6 chairs, love seat, 
two matching chairs, dusty 
rose, mint ,  cream floral 
patterns, solid oak large dresser 
with mirror, 6 drawers, armoire. 
847-1516. 
OAK POOL tables for sale with 
all accessories. Call Rob 638- 
1162. 
PORTABLE SAWMILLS for 
sale: The original "WOOD- 
CRAFT Leader of the Pack". 
The most copied Mill In the 
world. Timeless quality, proven 
performance since 1986, over 
400 mills worldwide. Ask About 
Our Mills: 30-22A Hyd - gas die- 
sel, electric, fully loaded, The 
original 30 series work horse. 
24-20 Partial Hyd - lowest cost 
basic mill. 30-22 Partial Hyd - 
customize to .your_needs~New 
42-22A Hyd - diesel, 3 inch 
blades. Accessories: New up- 
per and lower guide system for 
even more accuracy and speed. 
a mustl Will easily fit older ser- 
ies mills. So hot that it was sto- 
len off our demo by the "pack." 
Blade sharpening kits, blade 
setter, saw blades. Be self suffi- 
cient - be self employed • video 
available. Ask about our leasing 
program OAC. Top Quality-low- 
cost, sustainable forestry, sus- 
tainable employment. Toll Free: 
1-888-339-0121 Local: 1-604- 
888-9513 Fax: 1-604-888-9514. 
Woodcraft Portable Sawmills 
Canada Ltd. #6 - 9535 - 190th 
St. Surrey, B.C. V4N 3Sl, 
.FORD: 
SEGA SYSTEM one year old, 2 
player just like brand new with 
one game $75.00, 635.6401 
~ames extra. 
SIMS 165 SNOWBOARD, SU- 
PER EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION, USED ONLY 4 OR 5 
TIMES BY BEGINNER. $250 
OBO. CALL 638-1512. 
U-BREW space equipment, 8 
stainless steel kettles, stoves, 
boiler, ho~ater tank, heat ex- 
changer, stainless steel exhaust 
hood & valves $15,000 1-604- 
533-1008. 
[,,(~)(,,! t~':J~/3~_:~;~.~;:~:~::.~.:...:,.,,..: ...... 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strongway at 635-3333 
% 
SYMPHONY FREE standing 
gas fireplace, while enamel. 
$700.00 aBe, 638-7760. 
PRIVATE LOT tree thinning in 
exchange for small logs. Birch 
or Pine• Call 635-6534. 
Bids Accepted :  
on the following computer system and software: 
P-75 Seanix Computer wilh CD ROM, speakers und 16 bil sound 
card, N/I 15" colour monilor, Canon BJC4000 Colour Bubblejet 
printer, MS Simply Accounting, MS Publisher Deluxe for Windows 
95 or NT, keyboard, mouse, all connedians, Triplite Spike power 
bar. 
System can be viewed at #204- 4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Bids accepted until 12 noon, on December 23, 1997. Drop 
off sealed bids at 16/37 Communily Futures, #204 - 4630 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MAI-I'EIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
IMPORTS p Skyline Janitorial 
Service 
Chr i s tmas  Specia l  
Carpet Cleaning $85.00 ] 
3 bedroom house 
Furniture Shampoo 
$75.00 
635-3532 ,.,r;~ 
eel Phone: 638-7094 ~ i  
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
] Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or " Graduat ion~ 
Assessments /~( -." ))' 
• Evaluations ~ ~  
Terroce. Kifirnat. ,/~/#/ 
Prim R~ped w, ~/ 
Toll Free !-tl0G.665-7998 
i PH/FAX 635-7S32 
1984 CHEVROLET CAVALI- 
ER, good running condition, air. 
power seats, power windows, a 
must see. Phone 635-9065. 
1987 CHEVETTE, standard. 
new windshield, muffler and 
brakes. E.C. $2500 abe. phone 
635-4562. 
1987 FORD Taurus, 4 door se- 
dan, mr conditioning, s~x pas- 
senger, excellent running condi- 
tion. Asking $2600. Call 638- 
0252 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1988 F150 XLT Lariat, auto, 
e/c, loaded. 302 C.I. propane 
canopy. Box liner, trailer, pkg. 
$6500 1-250-692-7767. 
1956 AND 1953 Ford shodbox 
pickups. Rare collectors. Resto- 
ration started. Sound bodies. 
Lots of T>C needed. Excellent 
value when finished. 1956 - 
$2000 firm. 1953 - $1800 firm. 
635-6128. 
1981 FORD 1 ton, 4 new tires & 
new brakes in Oct. Rebuilt mo- 
tor in June, new transmission in 
May. Front end done in July, 
new king pins, etc. $7500 832- 
0139 after 5 pro. 
1986 CHEV 4x4 3/4 ton pickup, 
20,000 I~n on total rebuild, 350 
auto with RV cam headers and 
dual aluminum exhaust, new 
Bags with 10 ply Michelin tires, 
extra set of wheels & tires. Must 
see and drive to appreciate. A 
steal at $10,500. Phone 849- 
8477 after 5:00 o.m. 
:100. TRUCKS FOR 
! ~,. :: :SALE :, :i:: k r • 
FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re-dye,.. leather, 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
• motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub. 
her and hard plastic bum oars, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com. 
mercial & Residential: homes. 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. R- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. ONe do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Flbrenew Technicians lo- 
cated in Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
FOR SALE: 1988 4x4, GMC, 
350 motor, good condition 
$4000, abe. 647-9113 leave 
messaqe. 
1987 BLAZER $10 4X4 VGRC 
well maintained new tires. Ask- 
ing $6500 aBe. Phone 635- 
9132. 
Onan 4000 watt generator, 
$2000. 1988 Toyota cargo van 
$2800. Call 635-5430. 
" " "  " Pro  Va¢  
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1985 FULL size Cfiew pu, 4 
wheel drive, excellent running 
condition $4500 abe. And 1 
year old white Tundra canopy, 
excellent condition $800 abe. 
Cal 638-7608. 
1988 GMC 3/4 ton pu, VS, auto, 
4x4, $6750. Phone 635-4246. 
lg91 CHEV Automatic extend- 
ed eab 4x4 Silverado 351 motor 
1500 series, on propane since 
new. Every option, new battery 
rubber muffler, comes with 
matching canopy and box liner, 
$14,500.00 abe. Call 635-2955. 
-louse Plans Available Through 
' l ' emce ]]uL lm 
 dd; ¢eateto 
3207 Munroe ,  Terrace 
635-6273 T IM~,~.  
THE TERRACE 
HOUSE DOCTOR 
° Total Home Renovations 
' Interior • Exterior 
Quality Work At 
Affordable Prices 
Far Free Estimates Call Norm 
638-8198 
1991 DODGE DAKOTA ex- 
tended cab, 4x4, VS, box liner, 
A/C, cruise, 125,000 kn~ Call 
Smithers 847-5050. 
BR/AN FUGERE 
Bus: (250) 635.7014 
Commercial • Residential. Indaslrl,,I 
BONDED GAS FITTERS 
i Pumps o Relxlirs ° Installalions • Service o Conversions. Water Healer 
° Sewer & Drain Cleaning ' Fireplace Furnaces IU~;~ HeoWfl 
This spot 
could be 
yours, 
Call 
638-7283 
STAN[ ) 
1991 WHITE Jeep Cherokee 
Sport, 2 dr, 4x4, am/fin cas- 
sere, tin]wheel, privacy glass, 
new tires, excellent running 
condition, 5 speed, standard 
transmission. Call evenings ~'- 
fore 9 Dm 638-7770. 
1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- 
lent condition. Low low mileage, 
a one owner vehicle. $9500. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
, "Leadi'ng the way in 
home decorating" . 
re  Window Coverings .Hardwood Wallpaper 
e Reproduclion Furniture ePidures . Mirrors 
e Home Accessories and ...interior Decoraling Services 
• Ceramic'file 
• Lamps 
635-7466 
1988- 11.5 foot Bigfoot Camp- 
er. $8500 or will trade for Travel 
trailer of same value. Tilt dou- 
ble-bed skidoo trailer for sale. 
$600 firm. Call 1-250-845-2645. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or lot•met www.voya- 
qer-RV.com. 
~QUA 
AL COMMERCIAL 
SIDENTIAL 
• Sheet Metal Work 
• Licensed Gas 
Fitters 
• Air Conditioning 
• Fireplaces 
k 
I H I~';] I,.'I I~] :i 1 I;I I;~.] l:;l I'] l:l FI L;:1 I~.I L~I I~ 
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~ Northwest 6. Marble Tile 
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 
£5 Years Experience 
{ ~,, ~IIC .] Ceramic Tile, Marble end Class B/oc/:.s 
It" 
~]  -.~..~ " GArY CHRISTIANSEN 
Site 41, R.R,£, Comp 18, Terrace, B,C. V8G 3Z9 
I I;I l'l l.l I]I ~l i}'l I.':' ~:l :l".~l II ~. : l  F; I~  
] t~l I~ I:I I..l I;I Pl l'l I:I l~,I l;I I;;I I:-I'H I~,1 I~ 
For all your decorating needs 
• Carpel ~ • Lighling Fixture! 
• f~f"~V~ • Hardwood Lln01eunl f ,~ I ,~ '~ 
• C,,ro,,,:Tile, 
• ,r, ,a,ug,  ove,,n,, 
YOUR DECOR 
,,,-,,.,("/Oo,.o...,:], I ~ =~= I-r-1 =FR!GIDAIR.E 
4423 Railway Avenue I -.., kd I Pa . . , - - . , -  
Terrace, 8£ VeG 1L9 ~ I I ~ ~ I - I  I mm ~ . . . . .  
Ph:(250) 635.2801 _._[ ~ I I ~ ~ I I II I I I  ~ 
Fox: (250) 635,3612 ]L~m~L~X~-~7 t l ~ I Z Ib---..ll I L~ (~j~) 
Imttm~...~ MAYrAG 
TOLL FREE ~ I i~ J I~NN A IR  
1'800.635.280111~] __}1 
. \'~----J ] ~  "The Appliance Experts" 
R, Price &S0ns Ltd, I l   rotem's Countrywide Furniture 
(ELLNI.SIGNATUREoO~NA(O~BINE5 J I'" '~ .~4501 LakolseAve, 638"1 158 1-800-813-1158 
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'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
v.6, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19,995 
'97 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, NC, Cassette 19,000 km 
$17,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks; Cassette 
$33,995 
'g6 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
$16,995 
'g6 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 sale $17,995 
'96 Dodge R~ ~i~! i l  Cab 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, AutO, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$25,995 
'95 Plymouth Voyager 
6 cyI, NC, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-lO, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More, One Ton dually 
$31,995 
'g5 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 ptckup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'g3 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Deisel, auto, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow plow 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'g l  Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, A/C, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Contour GL 
V-6, traction control, CD, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
locks, Alloy Wheels 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NO, Tilt, Cruise 
$8,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'93 Chevy Cavalier 
4 doer, Auto, A/C, Cassette 
$8,495 
'91 GMC 4x4 Extra Cab 
$9,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
CassJStereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Tire pkg, 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Airc0nditioning 
- $14,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
Auto, 3 dr, hatch back 
• $9,999 
'07 Mazda 4x4 Extended 
Cab Pick up 
Canopy & Winch 
$4,995 
4916 Ihvy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 ~LR. 59SS 
www.terraceeutomall,com 
1996 FORMULA III 600 c/w g' 
long track only 1800krn asking 
$6000 obo. 847-1968 or 847- 
1050. 
1996 SKANDIC skidoo with 
handwarmers. Reverse 503 Ro- 
tax motor, 1200 kin, ERC, 
$5000 obo. Call 635-4741. 
MENS LARGE Yamaha, 2 
piece leather suit, $600. V-Max 
bender quad pipes: $250, 1- 
250-692-4266. 
ORTOVOX AVALANCHE safe-- 
ty equipment sales and rentals. 
Beacons, shove.s, probes, 
packs, bEvy sacks. Competitive 
pricing,excellent warranty. Call 
638-082B, 1-888-887-9453. 
'93 ARCTIC Cat Ext 580 EFI, 
ski skins, mountain bar, hand 
warmers, 1 1/4 inch track, and 
cover. Mint condition. Must be 
seen, Only 600 miles. Asking 
$3800 obo. 635-3095. • 240. B IRTHDAY& 
ANNIVERSARY 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM700 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
$7,799 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
440, reverse, 2 up Seat 
0nly 300 miles 
1996 Yamaha VX600 
Long Track 2", Smart Carbs 
i $5,599 
1994 Arctic Cat 
EXT 580 Mountain Cat 
reverse 
$4300 N0 TAX 
1995 Ski D00 
Formula Z 583 cc, 
10ng track 
200. FARMERS i:i 
;.i i MARKET ! i: : ~ 
1995 Yamaha VX600 
2" long track, twin pipes, 
mint condition ~1220~! LOSTAN O~ 
1155,399 
1995 Polaris XU 600 
1 1/2 track, pipes, 0nly 925m 
• r$51599 
1994 VX600 Long Track 
Reverse, electric start 
$4,999 ~!  
1991 Honda 
CR250 
i $2,899 1: i 
1994 V-Max 600 St 
Twin Pipes 
i~ ~ $3,999 • 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
1991 20 ft fibreglass well craft 
centre console 200 hp Johnson. 
Perfect sport fishing boat, c/w, 
trailer & bimini top electronics. 
extra in Prince Rupert. Call 624- 
3047 ask for Bernie.St9,000 
1978 FRUEHAUF Hiboy trailer, 
45 feet by 8 - 6 certified. 
$45,000.638-0254. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
Irailer with axles, J, ires and 
wheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
SALE TRADE Rent: Dresser 
TD8E 6 way blade, new pins 
and bushings, rebuilt engine. 
TDSG 6 way blade, new under 
carriage; 1993 Dresser TDSG 
LGP 6way blade, new under- 
carriage, low hours: Winches, 
brush rakes, rippers, available 
for above: We turn pins and 
busing rebuild idlers and rollers 
and brush rakes for all crawler 
trackers, Call Trak Tech 1-250- 
374-5054, 1-250-851-8530 or 
250-851-3694 or 250-579- 
9791 or 1-250-851-8530, 
BRED ENGLISH Springer 
Spaniel Puppies, medium size, 
great family pets, 1st shots, 
great Christmas gifts for the 
family! $350. 635-4600. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppies 
ready to go after Dec, 20, 1997, 
$300 each, 7 females, 5 males. 
Mother is registered with the 
AKC. 847-4403. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPS 
for  sale, $350, 3 females and 
one male. Ca!t Magnum 8oard- 
lng Kennels at Houston, 1-250- 
845-3170, 
CKC REGISTERED male Shih 
Tzu puppies. $500 each. Call 
250-992-9641. 
PUPPIES. LOVING compan- 
ions, als0 adults, available, and 
Peke A po0dles. Please leave 
your messaqe at 845-7467. 
, ST. BERNARD/PYRENES pup- 
pies, 6 weeks old, ready to go. 
$50 each. Call 1-250-696-3338. 
BEEF, LAMB, port & goat. 
Hamblin Farms Lean n Tender- 
Naturally Produced, Satisfaction 
guaranteed, Customized or- 
ders. Plus custom butchering 
and sausage, delivery available 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Phone 845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL. Wean- 
er and feeder pigs for less than 
weaners, lS pigs for $800. 
Leave mess for Bill Knight 633- 
2324 Nass Camp. 
CUSTOM MEAT Cutting. Do- 
mestic Livestock only. Custom 
sausage - all species, fresh 
smoked. Sausage making sup- 
plies. Hamblin Farms Meats in 
Houston, Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665.6992. 
FOR SALE: 105 bred cows. 
Variety of breeds. Preg. 
checked, ready to go. You se- 
lect. Ph0ne/fax: Aif King (250) 
992-3048. 
HAY FOR SALE: delivered to 
Terrace form Vanderhoof, no 
order to large or small 638- 
0254. 
HAY FOR Sale: Good quality 
round or square Alberta Hay. 
Delivered. Call 1-250-B45-2222. 
HAY FOR sale: large hard core 
bales, alfalfa brass mix approx. 
1400 Ibs, 23 Simmental cows, 
total disper~;al, 14 Simm x heif- 
ers, 23 red baldy 3 yr old cows. 
Bred for mid-March calving. 
Phone 250.690-7431. 
ROUND SQUARE straight 
alfalfa and timothy, brome 
grass. Bales, (250) 690-7218 or 
(250) 567-0062 Vanderhoof will 
deliver. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders now! Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
FOR SALE: yellow potatoes 
$30 for 100 Ibs. Call 635-5503. 
LOST: BLONDE spayed fe- 
male lab cross, Two purple col- 
tars. Missing from Katum Lake 
area since Wed, Nov. 26th. Call 
636-0332 eveninqs. 
LOST: ONE green and white 
chess game playing mat near 
Terrace Public Library cne 
Tuesday night, Nov. 25. If found 
please call 638-7838. 
BC'S LARGEST CHATUNE. 
Over 4000 men 8, women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
For a free trial 604-257-5700 or 
1-800-551-6338. 
CANADA'S BEST meeting 
place for singels. Talk openly to 
other adults for romance and 
more. Meet someone in the 
next fiva minutes. 011-592-588- 
758 LD only 18+. Call us. 
DID YOU KNOW THAT...? 
The preborn child drinks his or 
her amniotic fluid before birth - 
more if it is sweetened, less if it 
is given an unpleasant taste. 
Terrace Pro-Life, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE I ON ! 
L LOVR ~ GIFTED MONEY ~ ACCURATI[ 
CAREER PSYCHICS 
! -900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
r " - -  ~ - 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.M 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
Thers are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
GAY, BI, curious? All Gayl /MI 
LEvel All the time] Connect live 
or just listen. Try us for free! 
604-257-5656 ext 437 or 604- 
257-5555. 
PSYCHIC READINGS by 
Valerie. advice on all problems 
such as Love, Business and 
Marriage. Reunite the separat- 
ed. Guaranteed results, Major 
credit cards only. 1-800-666- 
0796. 
WANTED MEN 18 - 50 yrs. 
Women will pay for your in- 
timate services really! Up to 
$1000/week. Find out how, call 
1-473-407-8290 International 
Ionq distance charqes apply. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE 
LOOKING FOR other guys for 
intimate encounters. Discretion 
assured. Call 635-3626 even- 
inqs and weekends. 
CLEVER SPREAD SHEETS; 
smart data base applications, 
Word processor form templates, 
free consultation. Reasonable, 
rates, Call Robert at Terrabytes 
635-0886 or Ocean Ave. Ker- 
mode.net. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security, 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-00747. Licensed & Bond- 
ed. 
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Grandma 
Johnson 
Charlotle Affn Johnson (nee 
MacDonald) born July 1~, 
1900 in Antigonish ..  
passed away peacefully at 
Terraceview Lodge Nov. 19, 
1997. 
Predeceased by her hu;- 
bands George Munson & 
John Johnson, her daughter 
Ada Johnson & sons, George 
& Francis Munson. 
Left t mourn are her sons 
Sidney Munson & Jack 
Johnson ([eona)& her 
daughter Kathhen Kutenics 
(Steve), 26 grandchildren, 
56 great grandchildren & 35 
great great grandchildren & 
numerous nieces & 
nephews. 
Funeral services were held 
at Sacred Heart Paris, 
Terrace B.C,, Nov. 25. 1997. 
Internment was at Terrace 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting & Groc- l 
• Hunting • Fishing 1 
I " Camping • Groceries 
L__ we___ ha ve i___t all/ 
Hours: 7am - 11prn Man to Sat 
8am - 11 pm Sunday & Holidays 
% 
5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. I 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638.8500 1-800-314-1369 J 
L NOW/  
Very Reaso 
Phone: 638-1 
Fax: 638-0934 
Cemetary, 
] I 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Custom sausage, all species, 
fresh & smoked, Sausage mak- 
ing supplies. Hamblin Farms. 
Houston, Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665.6992. 
or s ink -  reglaze iU Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
bury Inn $49.95 plus tax Cana- 
dian for 2. Qn size bed. In- 
cludes continental breakfast. 3 
day pkg. $135 for 2. Indoor 
pool, sauna, restaurant. 1 1/2 
'~ .~(~ ~;'=" Malden, John 
~ Passed away after a brief illness, 
~ in Austiu, Texas at age 53. ~_~ 
"~ Remembered by his family, his wife 
~ Gloria, fatberJack, sister Lindsay, 
]]][ brother Peter, 2 daughters Kelly & 
I]]] Christy, and granddaughters Kelsey 
~ & Sydney, as well as various other ~'~ 
~o relatives and many friends. 
No services were held, at the ~O~ 
request of family. 
rni. N. of downtown. CAA ap- 
proved. 310 Gorge Rd. E. Toll 
Free 1-800-952-2151. 
HOME & Pet Care. Going out of 
town? Call "Keep Them Alive'. 
Two visit/day $10. References 
available. Call and leave mes- 
saqe at 638-8069. 
LEARN TO SEWI Wanted to 
learn but afraid to try? One on 
one or as a group. Flexible 
schedule. Outerwear fashion, 
heirloom, quilting, home dec. 
(custom sewing) Betty 635- 
2862. 
NEED HELP? Computers, In- 
stallations, Software Set Up, 
Bug Busting, Consulting. Elec- 
tronics, Small Engine Repairs, 
Custom Wiring. Automotive, 
Motorcycles, 635-1532 Avalon 
Ventures. 
RELIABLE SNOW plowing 
services available. Phone 638- 
8124 ask for Casev. 
~Tim Keenan, M.Sc.,C.P.T. 
Tuner I Tqw, hnlclan 
Phone: 1-250-635-9736 
BOOKKEEPING 
Monthly Revenue and Expense Statements 
Receivables, Payables, Invoiang, Payroll 
All for businesses on the Go.. 
phone: (250) 635-0843 
e-mail: amoto@uniserve.cam Peggy Amoto 
Black Bear 
 i Pottery 
~IAND-MADE, WII_I.:EL-TnR0~N POTrERY 
~ Saturdays at the Terrace 
[, L .~  -Co-op in th~ Lobby 
ART POWELL 
W_ (250) 632-2136 
T. N. A. 
ENTERPRISES 
Gravel • Top Soil. Mulch • Lawns 
:irewood • Tree Removal * Tree Topping 
Fence and House Painting 
NING Tel/Fax 635-7764 
Arti~tk ~lair ~tubifi 
Excm~ NEWSI Mui has ust returned from 
Toronto Conventon Hair Shm,v with ha new 
intornalional slyles and fashions,. Stop I~y and 
check out Ihe laths! trends in hair and I~,eauty 
care. Get a FREE Consultation. Bring a friend along. Families 
~ ',,,,ekome. Bus (250) 638"8928 
Fax (250) 638-8958 
4844 Walsh Ave. 
MUI LUC Terrace, B.C. V8G 1Y9 
Plentiful Preserves 
Looking For That One Of a Kind Christmas Gift? 
We have fabulous 
Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635.3259 Fax: (250) 635-0186 
POPCORN PART IES  INC.  
John & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
I papp  /P m/Spices/Candy (orn] (oconul Oil] 
4815 koll Avenue 
Terrace 8.C V8G 2B5 (250) 635-2365 
PARTY 
Ee.ice(wimor.ieoutoJjPEOP JlE 
Certified Bartenders I I 
Let us organize your next party, 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
WALLPAPER AND PAINTING 
4908 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C, V8G 1 B2 
FAY HOPP 635-1914 
 ming Star Satelites 
No.You 
~ ~ ]  Have An 
~~Al ternat ive  
.... ~ Ph: (250) 635.1725 
  'c ssorwor  
HAIR SALON 
8Y APPOINTMENT ONLY 
Pet Care 
Dld yno know? Professional 
Absolu  
Leaving yout home Pet and 
una~,~ ~rm on Home Care 
wMtef raca~n 
could resulf ln a 
lapsa ln J/~ur 
Insurance coverage. 
Jayne Bury 
Ph 635-9193 
Reasonable Rates F ~  
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
48 YEAR old ex-president large 
corporation gives up 18 hr day 
career to work 18 hr/week. Hav- 
ing fun and maintaining high 6 
figure income. How?Doing i
What? Details call: Ran Bide- 
well (604) 951-2524. 
CAN YOU live on $3000 - 
$5000 week? Entrepreneurial 
people only reply. Not MLM! 24 
hr msg. 1-800-322-6169 ext 
1414. 
FOR SALE: Video game store 
franchise, Winnipeg highest vo- 
lume store in Canada, Excellent 
profit, great location. For more 
info call Andre Champagne at 
1-800-705-0057. 
GIFT STORE. Opportunity to be 
your own boss in your own 
business. Call 638-7771 Garry. 
STEVE ARKY'S D,J. Service 
for sale. Includes: full pro 
speaker sets: 500 watt OSC 
Amp, equalizer, mixing board, 
two disc players, all wiring, 
some lighting and discs includ- 
ed. $2000. Call 1-250-845- 
3457. 
HUGE INCOME potential, Multi- 
billions market for revolutionary 
new high-tech product opened 
Canada Nov. 1st. Solid compa- 
ny. Incredible ground floor op- 
portunity for dynamic, inde- 
pendent distributors. Call NOW 
for details and/or to arrange 
demonstration. (604) 606-1607. 
INTERNATIONAL HOME 
beverage supply company look- 
ing for distributors for Terrace 
and area, Specializing in water 
carbonation, pop, juices, etc. 
Training provided. Phone 635- 
4305 . . . . . . .  ........... 
LANDSCAPING AND Bobcat 
service company, $t90,000 as- 
sets, based in the Bulkley Val- 
ley, serving North Western BC 
since 1989, highly diversified. 
Year round contracts. Six figure 
annual income, consistent 
growth and profitabilities, asking 
$225,000. Serious enquiries 
only. Asset lists and financial in- 
formation available 1-250-847- 
9602. 
RETAIL CLOTHING STORE, 
workwear and casual for men, 
ladies and teens. 3300 sq 
prime location in the strip mall 
on Main Street in Fort St. 
James. For more info (250) 
996-7766 days. (250) 996-7833 
evenings. 
HAIR SALON for sale. Serious 
enquiries only, 7 chair salon. 
Phone afternoon 6 p.m, 635- 
1861, 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$1.99 per minute. 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
You must be 18 years or older to use lhis service. 
FAST TALKER TAKE A CHANCE 
SF, 1B, tall, long hair, easy- Humorous SWM, 20, 5'6", 
going, humorous, enjoys blond hair, blue eyes, 
swimming, working out, 
movies, fishing, walks, hobbles include 
seeks SM, with similar rollerbladlng, walks on 
interests, Ad#,7665 the beach, picnics, seeks 
ANTICIPATION? attractive, long-haired 
SNC morn, 2% fun-fig- SF, Ad#,6040 
ured, brown hair/eyes, 
honest, sincere, enjoys I PLAY GUITAR 
Bingo, movies, seeking Blond SWM, 26, 5 '7" ,  
kind, mature, faithful SM, medium build, green 
Ad#,4663 
eyes, outgoing, 
ACTIVE 
East Indian SM, 23, 5'8", employed, enjoys walks, 
slim, muscular, humorous, country drives, hockey, 
outgoing, likes fishing, seeks lively, upbeat, self- 
hiking, the outdoors, supportive SF, Ad#,2370 
seeks understanding, 
funny SF. Ad#,1124 WHERE ARE YOU? 
HAPPY*GO-LUCKY SWM, 35, 5'10", slim, 
SNCF, 25, 5'3% dark brown hair, grey eyes, 
brown halr, amusing, shy, easygoing, enjoys 
people-person, likes 
sewing, readlng, looking the outdoors, seeks non- 
for honest, fun, effortless est, la ld-back SF. 
SM. Ad#,9174 Ad#.1111 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
1 I 
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290, BUSINESS i 
OPPORTUNIT IES 
:300. HELP 
'i WANTED 
TAXI COMPANY FOR sale in APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
scenic Ft. St. James BC. Cam- being taken for paid and 
plate business with three cars, voluntary positions for the 1998 
five radios, exclusive motor car- summer Christian camping pro- 
rier rights, much more, very gram at Camp Catedonia..the 
profitable. For more info call program will run between June 
250-996-8844• ~ 22 and August 7, 1998. 
Although volunteers are re- 
quired for weekly assignments 
throughout he period. The fob 
$570NVEEKLY MAKING jewel- 
ry (bracelets, earrings, necklac- 
es) year round, at home, no 
exp. Send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: felon 
Jewelry 15- 4025 Dorchester 
Road, Suite 126, Ext 906, Nia- 
gara Falls, Ontario, L2E 6N1. 
DENTAL HYGIENIST. Progres- 
sive practise requires highly 
motivated caring individual. 
Team player. Commensuration 
• based on qualifications and ex- . 
perience. Position available 
January 5, 1998, Donna Graft 
#200 - 4619 Park Avenue Ter- 
race BC V8G 1V5 (250) 635- ' 
7611 or fax (250) 635-7630. 
320, WORK . - 
WANTEI~ 
CARPET CLEANERS. National 
Corp. needs ambitious, good 
honest people to clean carpets. 
this is a $1500 opportunity, plus 
bonuses. Please apply in per- 
son to 4718B LazeUe Avenue• 
FULL TIME or part time hygien- 
ist required for Chilliwack denta; 
office. Phone 604-792-2400 or 
852-7848 evenings. Fax re- 
sume to 604-792-3790. 
TRUCK MECHANICS wanted 
for James Western Star in Wil- 
liams Lake. Phone or fax re- 
sume to: James Western Star, 
Attn: Graham 392-5050 fax 
lowing positions are available: 398,6367. 
assistant director - paid, sports ........ 
director - paid, waterfront direc- RESIDENTIAL HEATING sen/. 
tar - paid, lead female counsel- iceman/installer equired 4mme- 
Ior - paid, lead ma:e counsellor- diately Kitlmat area, Current 
paid. Male and female counsel- class B gasfitters ticket re 
Ior will be paid an honorarium quired. Knowledge or installa- 
,(15years old minimum). Nurses  tton : of gas  appliances. 
~- vo unteer, cooks - volunteers, Resumes in confidence to Ter- 
'cook helpers- volunteer, main- race Standard c/o File 87 3210 shortUsted will be contacted. 
Clinton St; Terrace B.C. VBG 
5R2. 
..tenanca workers - volunteer. 
Please send a brief resume 
stating date of birth, work ex- 
perience and preferred posi- 
tion(s) to: Chair, Camp Caledo- 
nia, Box 3328, Smithers, b.C. 
VOJ 2N0 before January 15, 
1998. 
NEW HIRING FULL TIME and 
-part time drivers class 4 or 
better required, Apply in person 
to Roger with drivers abstract. 
Kalum Kabs, 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. 
Apply with resume to Shun Yan 
Restaurant, 4606 Greig Ave., 
Terrace. B.C. 330. NOTICES 
i ~ , 
Local Retail Business: 
requires a 
Finance Manager 
Assistant 
The successful candidate must have 
computer and clercial skills, retail 
experience, plus be enthusiastic and 
get along well with others. 
This is a full-time posistion with full 
benefits, salary plus commission. 
Apply with resume to 
File #100 
c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, Invites applications for 
the following part-time instructional position to teach CRW 215: Working 
with Persons with Differing Abilities in the final year of the Community 
Resource Worker program and the Mental Health 0ptlon commencing 
January 5 and terminating . Apr!! 29, 1998~ Successfut applicants will work 
within the team which includes ome meeting time along with instructional 
time. The salary will be in accordance with the CollegeAgreement between 
Northwest Community College and the C.U.RE. Instructor scale. N0rtl:~west 
Community College is an equal opportunity employer. 
CRW 215: Working with Persons with Differing Abilities - 45 hours 
Monday evenings 6 - 9 pm 
introduces tudents to theory, values and attitudes towards people with 
special needs. Awareness of issues, legislation and care models is 
addressed. 
I]paliflcations/Skills: A minimum of a Bachelor's degree in health and 
social sciences is required, Masters preferred. Post-secondary teaching 
experience and skills in helping relationships are an asset. The incumbent 
will evaluate students through assignments, tests, projects, exams, as well 
as providing written reports on student progress and c0mpletions. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for 
an interview ill be contacted. 
Resumes hould be submitted not later than December 15,1997 to: 
Competition 97.036C 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726,Terrace, 8.C.V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
THE CENTRAL Interior Log- 
ging Association is seeking a 
highly capable individual to as- 
sume the position of General 
Manager within our organiza- 
tion. Starling date for this posi- 
tion will be approx Feb, 16/98. 
Closing date for applications is 
Dec. 31/97. Interested persons 
may call (250) 562-3368 to ob- 
tain a package outlining the de- 
tails and  requirements. 
Resumes, c/w cover letter, 
should be addressed to: The 
Hiring Committee, Central In- 
WANTED -a  nurse to work 
Men - Fri providing in home 
care to convalescing clients on 
an on call as need basis. For 
further information call terrace 
Home Support Services 635- 
5135. 
BUSY GM dealership in thriving 
Ft. St. John is now hiring the 
following professionals: Tower 
Operator, Shop Foreman, War- 
ranty Clerk, afternoon Shift 
Service Advisor and parts Per- 
FREE ESTIMATES for your 
renovations, general framing & 
basements. Silver Pine Contra- 
cting Ltd. 638-0906 or 638- 
0745. 
HOUSE CLEANING $15/hr,, 
Rental units contract rates 
available. Commercial or non 
commercial. For speedy work 
call 635-1914. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country, Wil l  assist in loading 
.reasonable rates, Call 635- 
2126. terior Logging Association, son. GM experience an asset. 
#101 - 198 Kingston St. Prince Ft St John has many recrea PAINTING, WALLPAPERING, 
George, ~ B.C/ V2L 1(33 ot~fax tional activities. Excellent bene~ 'Residential or c0mrnerciai; ask 
(250) 563-3697. Only those fits. Compensation relevant to us about renovation ideas, no 
3467 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 
H.D. OR COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC 
Positions available at Prince George, Quesnel, and Terrace. 
Qualified technicians familiar with all phases of H.D. truck repairs. 
Preferred qualifications would include,motor vehicle inspection 
licence, air brake ticket, welding and diesel engine repairs. 
All applicants must be self motivated, outgoing and energetic team 
players. 
We offer excellent remuneration and a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please phone for an appointment orsend resume to: 
Paul Monette 
LEJ International Trucks Ltd. 
Phone (250) 635-9198 / Fax (250) 635-9115 
Check out our sale on 
1st Aid Supplies/ 
Sses LEVEL ) FIRST RiO (W~)  
Jan. 12.23 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
Feb. 16.27 
'98 Loggers calendars will be here 
soon, Place your order! 
Of ECK OUT our complete line of Oua//I r First Aid & Emergen~ Kits. We 
have all the supplies to restock yot r h t AM K# to WCB standards. 
We Do Custom Molded Bearing Protection 
Have You fled Your Oews A~nuol Hearing rest Done? No Appoin~ent Necessary 
qualifications. Fax resumes to: 
250-785-5173 or call 250-785- 
8005. 
BABYSITFING IN my home. 
Rates negotiable. Ref's 
available, close to Kiti-K-Shan 
school. Call 635.0091. 
BANDSAW MILL for hire. Ce- 
dar for sale, Will cut to order. 
reasonable rates. Phone 635- 
9620. 
EXPERIENCED DRYWALLER 
No job too small, reasonable 
rates, flexible hours. Phone 
635-9132. 
WCTOR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i 
;job to complex, work can be 
completed while your away, 
bondable , for estimates call 
Fay @ 635-1914. 
WILL BABYSIT IN own home 
close to town. Lunches includ- 
ed, ref. available upon request. 
Call 638-0635. 
Richard Thornton 
Construction 
Fully experienced carpenter available 
for construction, renovations or repairs. 
Call 638-8526 
i i  
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for funl All ages 
including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
THORNHILL 
co~NITY  
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 A.m. Sunday 
School 
And Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. M'~hael 
Hare 
Sharing a 
Healthier ~~ 
Future 'M . ~ . ,1~ 
paarl¢lpagrlon =m ® 
~'  ~ .~ ~' J I 
, .~~ Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club ~ t~ 
I ~. NEW YEARS EVE PARTY '97 ", 
~ ~ .  Tickets: $25.00 Single $40.00 Couple ~ ~ ~ :  I 
" ~ ~  8 pm till nextyear at the clubhouse Dec. 31, 1997 ~ ~:L~.~-., '
Music by Clints Mints 635-2542 " '~~'  I 
/ Look ing  For~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on child care options and 
on choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. or call 638-1113. 
Skeenu CCSP is o program ofthe Terrace 
Women's Resource Cenlre and 
ki, funded by the Ministry for Children_ 
and Families. 
We're Looking For xX _ners. 
We're looking for people with a winning attitude. If you 
have it, we have an exceUent retail gasoline and convenience 
opportunity available in Srnithers. 
You'll be part of the #1 retail gasoline network in 
British Columbia. Your outstanding leadership qualities, 
exceptional people skills, and proven business experience 
will ensure success on our team. 
Your investment will vary from $35,000 $45i000. 
Don't let this opportunity race by you. Please call 
Jennifer Haggar at (604)668-5576 or Deidre Reid 
at (604) 668-5642 for more information. 
See you in the winner's circle! 
I 
Chevron. 
YourTown Pump. 
I 
VIVA CLINIC 
~m,  your I~h b a 
t~mml ~~ w~y 
Your copy of our Winter/Spring Brochure 
is coming December 17 /97  in 
The Terrace Standard paper. 
I f  you do not receive a copy and want 
to be put on our mailing list, 
call 635-6511, local 5340. 
Frances Birdsell 
Natural Health Practitioner 
"% . 
635-2194 
St. Matthews Centre 4506 Lakelse Terrace, BC VBG 1 P4 
P IONEER UPHOLsTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dobbie St. 
635-9434 
I 
N rthwest 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
Instruction in Piano, Violin, Flute, Guitar, Voice, 
Instrumental and Group Piano 
Pre-School  Group - Tuesdays 
MUSIC IS A GIFT FOR A L IFETIME 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, livers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, loges for print or computer use 
~. j • design company loges, business cards, letterhead 
('~,~ • small volume printing at affordable rates 
/ ( ~ )  " b u ' i'n ecS°Smpaur Ides Psrll; ~ r e~h~ 'nat Vt~ :n s wait 
Od 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Direc~ries$250peOr week**  
plus GST 
• Based on 13 week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Telrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
Passenger & Express Service I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace I 
return, and all points in between, Pick up and delivery of I 
goods in'Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. I 
P.O. Box 217 Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 635.2622 Fax: 638-26,33 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that the estate of the late Either C, Spencer of Terrace, B.C., Intends 
to make application for a 5,75 land Act - Establishment of Public road of land gem 
orally situated portions of OL 4976 and DL 5125, Range 5, Coast District and more 
specifically described by map below. Containing 0.18 ha within DL4976 end 0.58 
ha in DL5125, mote or less. 
"~ O ,4976 REHAINDER NORTH t /2  
t~ " OZSTRZC'r ~.oT ~ I 
6S I 0.L,441 
o I ' • '~ '~ ~.t,~ .~. ReAD ~ ~o I,,= = 
~ 1  I I " "  I 01L,440 ,, / LOT 7 I LOT 8 
'~ I~ PLAN eaa9 
The purpose for which the lend is required is public road access. 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands David Hardwicke. BCL$ 
and Parks Lands Division. for Dediluke Land Survevina In~, 
Bag 5000, Smithere, B.C, VOJ 2N0 s.~==~ ¢¢,¢am = =w,~ 
Telephone: 847-7334 
File No: 6406270 
Dated:~ 
Be advised any responses to this advedisomant will be considered part of the pub- 
lic record. For information, contact an FO! Adviscr, BC Lands, Skeeoa Region, 
847-7334. 
i 
340.  LEGAL 
~NOTICES 
'ILEPSY • EPiLePSy • EPILEp'~ 
RC~ERT J. PEUATT 
COPM~ISSION SECRETARY 
Help us 
l ight a 
candle of 
under- 
standing. 
AJ>PEHDIX A 
~o Commbs;on OnCe No, G-.124.97 
50(11"1 FLOOR, 900 HO~ b'TREE'r, BOX 250 
VANCC~NER, B.C. Ca, Rt~A V6Z 2N3 
TELBoHONE: (6041660-4760 
BC TOLL FREE: 1.~0-663.1385 
FACSIMILE: [604) 660-1102 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
Application far approval of a 1998 Rate Increase and a Performance Based Rate Plan to 
Determine Revenue Requirements for Ihe Years 1999-2002 
and its 1998 Rate Design Study 
Date: Wednesday, January 7, 1998 
Time; 9:00 a.m. 
Locations: Commission Hearing Room 
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
THE APPUCATION 
On November 28, 1997, pursuant to Sections 91 and 58 of the Utilities Commission Act, PNG 
applied to the Commission for approval to increase its gas rates on an interim and final basis, effec- 
tive January t, 1998 and to implement a Performance Based Rates proposal for the 1999 to 2002 
fiscal periods ("the Application"); and 
On November 28, 1997 PNG filed the 1998 Cost of Service/Rate Design Study (the "1998 Sl~cly") 
required by Commission Order No. G-74-96; and 
PNG has requested that the Application be dealt with through the process established in the 
Negotiated Settlement Process, Poficy, Procedures and Guidelines issued by the Commission. 
THE REGULATORY PROCESS 
The Commission will hold a Pre-Hearing Conference in Vancouver on Wednesday, January 7, 1998 
to discuss procedural matters which will include, but not be limited to, the following: 
• scheduling, 
i completeness of the Application, 
identification of principal issues, 
process (workshops, information requests, seltlement negotiations, public hearing), 
location(s) of the hearings; and 
other matters that will enable the proceeding to efficiently cover and review all aspects of the 
Application. 
PUBUC INSPECTION OF THE API~UCATION 
Pacific Northern Gas lid. 
Head Office: Suite 1400, 1185 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4G6 
Dish'id Offices: Vanderhoof, Burns Lake, Houston, Smithers, Terrace, Kitlmat and Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
An Executive Summary of the.~pplication isavailable to Interested Parties upon request from PNG at 
nocharge . .~ . , . :  ~ ,.:- ~ ' 
Copies of the Application and supporting material are also available for inspection at the office of the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3. 
INTERVENTIONS 
lntervenors and Interested Parties who would like to receive a copy of the Application should imme- 
diately request a copy from PNG and inform the Commission, in writing, by December 22, 1997, of 
their intention to become Intervenors or Interested Parties, and/or attend the Pre-Hearing Conference. 
Registered Intervenors who actively participate in the review process will receive copies of all corm- 
spondence and filed documentation. Interested Parties who register with the Commission will receive a 
copy of the Application's Executive Summary, oil Orders issued, as well as the Commission's Decision. 
PARTICIPANT ASSISTANCE 
All parties intending to apply for Participant Assistance and who wish to attend the Pre-Hearing 
Conference must do so consistent with the Commission's Policy and Rate Sheet as oulfined in Order 
No. G-103-96. Copies of the Participant Assistance Policy and Rate Sheet will be sent to all Parties 
registering with the Commission. 
CLARIFICATION 
Persons intending to pa ficipote in the PNG Pre-Hearing Conference, and who are uncertain as to the 
manner in which to pre :eed, may contact Mr. Robert J. Pellott, Commission Secretory, the Information 
Services Group or Mr. Barry McKinley, Manager, Rates and Finance as follows: 
Telephone: (604) 660-4700 E-Moil: bcuc@pep.gov.bc.ca 
Facsimile: (604) 660-1102 Telephone: (B.C. Toll Free) 1-800-663-1385 
BY ORDER 
Robert J. Pellatt 
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'II Best Buy Opt/oct... 
BC's Interior $80. $1.67 
Vancouver Island $80. $1.67 
The Lower Malnland $80. $1.67 
All of the Above $190. $5.00 
40 Newspapers  w i th  a combined  
c i rcu la t ion  of  794,86011 
I For more information please contact: TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 
I 
Hol iday  
D e a d l ine  s ! 
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAY 
AND WORD 
CLASSIFIEDS 
TERRACE 
Or maybe you couldn't walk. Or your vision was blurred. That's what it's like to live with multiple sclerosis, 
an unpredictable disease of the central nervous system. Things you take for granted can become impossible 
and you don't knew when or where or if it will strike again. But the research end services programs el 
the Multiple Sclerosis Societyof Canada are providing some answers. Hulllple Sclerosis 
With your help, we can connect with a core, t 8 0 0" ~ ~ ~"  15  ~ ~ I Io¢1~ Of Conada 
Issue Of Sat. Dec. 13 - NOON Dec. 9 
Issue Of Wed. Dec. 17 - 4 P.M. Dec. 12 
Issue Of Sat. Dec. 20 - NOON Dec. 16 
Issue Of Tues. Dec. 23 - 4 P.M. Dec. 18 
Issue Of  Sat. Dec. 27 - 4 P.M. Dec. 18 
Issue Of  Tues. Dec. 30 - 4 P.M. Dec. 22 
Issue Of  Sat. Jan. 3 - NOON Dec. 29 
The  fo l low ing  i ssue  w i l l  be  back  to 
normal  deadl_ines & pub  dates!  
From all of  us at 
( 
S 
3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
i / • • j.,, .. • x .  
iii!;~i:;ili ~i~ :i i.~{!.~: 2 
",. : :2::.,i,: 
¢:ii.i!~i 
FOR MORE INFO CAll 
638-7283 
I I I  I M U ~  
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II Proud 
skater 
THAT'S MEGAN 
McDonald proudly dis- 
playing her "Beginner 
Badge" that she earned 
last week. Four.year-old 
Megan is part of the 
Canskate program with 
the Terrace Ska8ng Club. 
There are 110 children in- 
volved in t~is learn-to- 
skate program for youths 
Megan's age and up. 
They progress through 
several badges, from Pre- 
beginner to Novice IV. 
This is Megan's second 
badge. She says her 
favourite thing about skat- 
ing is "going backwards." 
Also in the picture is 
coach Shelley Lefebvre. 
Score Board  
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Nov. 23 
Novice Division 
Ikon 5 Lung's Logging 4 
Nov. 28 
Terrace 9 K i t imat  
Atom Division 
All Seasons 1 Bargain Shop 1 
Midget Reps 
Terrace 3 Vanderhoof 2 
Peewee N, Winter Games'team 
5 
Nov. 29 
Atom Division 
Lazelle Storage 4 Copperside 1 
Bargain Shop 7 All West 1 
Novice Division 
Lung's Logging 10 R-40 0 
Novice tourney in Smithers 
Ikon 4 ROI 4 
Ikon 4 Smithers Elks 2 
Ikon 2 Houson 2 
Ikon 5 Aqua North 3 
Midget Reps 
Terrace 7 Vanderhoof 6 
Juvenile Reps 
Terrace 4 KitJmat Midgets 2 
Peewee N. Winter Games team 
Terrace 8 KilJmat 3 
Terrace goes to Dawson Creekl 
Nov. 30 
. Atom Division 
Centennial Uons 2 Kinsmen 2 
Novice Division 
Elks 6 R-40 6 
Lung's Logging 8 Tri.City 1 
Midget Reps 
Ten'. Midgets 3 Ten'. Juveniles 2 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
Nov. 27 
Skeena Cable 5 All Seasons 
Nov. 29 
Back Eddy 7 Precision Blues 
Nov. 30 
Precision Blues 8 Skeena Cable 
Dec. 2 
All Seasons 6 Chapter One 
Back Eddy 4 White Spot 
Terrace Men's Oldtlmers Hockey 
rml, l
Sport Scope 
Kermode Classic coming 
CALEDONIA IS set to host the 1997 Kermode 
Classic basketball tournament this weekend. 
Teams from all over the province will start arriv- 
ing n Terrace Friday for the event. Games will be 
played Friday afternoon and all day Saturday. 
Cal's looking good this year so get out and sup- 
port the home team. 
Tumblers to perform 
THE SPRING CREEK Mouatainairs are set to 
display their talents in a Christmas-themed event 
Dec. 17. 
Terrace's only tumbling team invites everyone 
to come and see a demonstration f their acrobatic 
and gymnastic skills. Special choir aad band per- 
formances will be incorporated into the hour of 
unique entertainment, with refreshments o fol- 
low. 
The demonstration will take place at Spring 
Creek School in the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church, 5401 MeConnell. 
For more information call Diana at 638-1626. 
Terrace Peewees qualify 
for Northern Games 
TERKACE'S PEEWEE Northern Winter Games 
team will represent the Northwest Zone at the 
Northern BC Winter Games this February in 
Dawson Creek. 
The Peewees won the Zones by defeating 
Kitirnat in two straight two weekends ago. Terrace 
won the first game 9-5 and the second 8-3. 
3 II James W, Radelet 
s II RADELET & COMPANY Barristers& Solicitors 
Tax Law, Trusts. Corporate. & Commercial 
5 1330- 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
2 
3 - . I 
Nov. 26 
SRD Blues 4 NMI Okies 1 
Nov 29 
Subway 1() SRD Blues 5 
Nov 30 
NMI Okies 6 SRD Blues 6 
t'00 . Y% + 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Connor William Curtis Levi Rnfledge 
Date & Time of Birth: Ilate & 'time of Birth: 
Nov. 12, 1997 at9:37 a.m, Nov. 23, 1997 12:49 p,m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 6 lbs 14 oz. Sex: M..,le 
Parents: Todd & Coleen Taylor Parents: Tony & Rose Rutledge 
• ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Milchdl Anthony LI~ Jacob 
Date & Time of Blrtll: Date & 1~me of Birth: 
~ov. 12, 1997 at 8:27 a.m. Nov. 26, 1997 11:15 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 8 oz, Sex: Male Weight: 9 lbs 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Usa & Lawrence Stdla Parents: Doris & Albert Vales 
¢ 
• Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Meagan Kathleen Oevost 
MdL,;sa Made G',dr Date & Time of Birth: 
[Pate & Time of Birth: Nov, 30, 1997, 9:05 a.m. 
Nov. 18, 1997 at 12:56 p.m. Weight: 7 lbs 5 oz. Sex: I.'emale 
Weight: 7 Ibs 15 oz. Sex: Female Parents: Jennifer I.oule & 
Parents: Derrick & Tina G,,dr Sttwen Devosl 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
% 
), 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa,tea 
:BC, s ~¢ urea ~x~l lxqLae.., 
GE OLD 
UNIVERSITY  CREDIT  INSTRUCTORS 
( Part-time] 
NWCC, Kitimat Campus, anticipates openings for part-time instructors to teach 
within the university credit program in 1998. Possible courses could include: 
English 
First Nations Studies / Anthropology 
Geography 
History 
Oceanography 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Sociology 
If you are interested in instructing one or more of these courses, you should 
have a minimum of a Masters Degree in the course discipline or related field. 
Prior instructional experience at the post-secondary level is desirable. 
Indicate your interest by submitting a resume by January 31, 1998 to: 
Director, Kitimat Campus 
606 Mountainview Square 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2N2 
We're not 
afraid of 
commttment.  
Kal's Customer Protection Policy. 
Lifetime balancing*, rotation and flat repair, FREE with every tire. 
*Normal charges apply for first balancing. 
BLIZZ4K 
Our Customer Protection Policy covers KAL~TIRE  
quality tires like the Bridgestone Blizzak, 
Cedarland Tire 
4929 Kei th Ave. ,  Terrace 
Ph: 635-6170 
Only a #1 seller 
could carry th:s much 
at this price. 
/mo:  
24 MONTH LEASE 
$2,950 downpayment 
or equivalent rade 
OR PURCHASE FDR 
s31,299 
CHROME RE 
\ 
\ 
CARGO BOX LIGHT AIR CONDITIONING SPEED CONTROL/TILT WHEEL 
qSMISSION 
1ROME 
ONT BUMPER 
/ 
/ 
LT 245 OWL 
'98 F-150 XLT SUPER CAB 4X4 
~1 i i i 111,t IWih I IN; n 1:1,.!,1:11 :,/:t'l L', I ~1L~ I 
! MONTHLY PAYMENT $299 $359 : $492 
[ i~b~-~-t0&~m~' s,,3tl ' s2~i,o ' sii--~ I 
www. ford .ca /o f fe rs /  
',IUM WHEELS 
GET THE :~#1T_~ LL  E R . . . .  
ONLY  AT  THE UCK EVENT 
OFFER EXTENDED TO DECEMBER 31 
O 
, ,  F o R o A N o MERe o R Y c o uN [== 
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~o{. ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue EM FORD 635-4984 
